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INTRODUCTION: IT’S ONLY NATURAL
In 1952 Health and Efficiency magazine released an article entitled “B.S.B.A Aims &
Objectives” in which the fledgling British Naturism organization, the British Sunbathing
Association (BSBA) examined itself and its ideas. In the article, the BSBA established that their
aims and objectives were very similar to what was laid down in the policies of Health and
Efficiency magazine which had been a fully naturist publication since 1925. 1 The policy which
was printed in every issue of the magazine is as follows:
We Believe sunlight is the greatest factor in promoting and retaining Radiant Health
and will do much to improve National Health. We believe that complete exposure
of the body to the sun under particular circumstances and with respect to propriety
is essential for the full benefits to be gained. We desire to inculcate in persons
ashamed of their bodies a will to improve and perfect them by sun and exercise,
indoors, and outdoors. We believe it is to be our duty to urge Authorities
everywhere to provide facilities for sunbathing for the nation. We believe in
illustrating the beauty of the human body in a straightforward way to encourage
others to follow these examples. We in no way advise or approve any violations or
any laws specifically forbidding the practice of complete sunbathing. 2
This policy is a fitting place to begin when examining the history of the movement in Britain as it
references the reasons for why it exists, the goals of the movement to educate the general public
and to ensure it does so without offending anybody or breaking any laws.
Very likely, to the average individual, the concepts of a British citizen and laying out naked
in the sun getting a tan don’t quite seem to mix. When imagining Britain, warm days and lounging
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in the sun don’t come to mind, it is often seen as cold with overcast and rainy weather. A common
stereotype of Britain is one of a prudish society very rigid in its traditions, high class and fancy if
not a bit snobbish. This is engrained in culture through the icon of Ms. Grundy who is first
referenced in Thomas Morton’s 1798 play Speed the Plough. In this play, one character, Dame
Ashfield is concerned about what her neighbor, Mrs. Grundy, will think of each development that
occurs. Though she never appeared on stage, she has come to represent the rigid responsibility of
British culture, especially in which free expression was impeded by excessive purity. 3 Many
people associate Britain with a prudish Victorian culture which hinders sexuality and the idea of
nudity is out of the question. This stereotype for Victorianism is also in many ways incorrect. In
fact, Queen Victoria was an enthusiastic supporter of nude art herself, frequently exchanging nude
paintings with Prince Albert. 4 There was a clear counterculture of sexuality in Victorian culture
with public constraint and private license. 5 The naked human body has always had a unique place
in human history, being at the center of a series of contradictions and paradoxes. According to
Ruth Barcan in her book Nudity: A Cultural Anatomy, “despite the knowingness and even cynicism
of much contemporary consumer culture, a glimpse of flesh, indeed, even the mention of nudity,
still can, in the right contexts, incite a smile, a nervous giggle, even outrage.” 6 In his essay
“Between Clothing and Nudity”, Mario Perniola detailed that there have been two major factors
behind the ambiguity of nudity in the west; the Judaic and Greek traditions. The Judaic tradition
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saw divinity as clothed or veiled and nakedness as a loss of their connection with God. It was the
state of slaves and prostitutes. The Greek tradition saw nudity as the ideal form of humanity as
seen in their athletic practices and works of art. These traditions have interwoven over time in
Europe and the United States leading to nudity taking an ambiguous state of being both
metaphorical and a physical state. Nudity has been made more complex over time given European
interaction with various indigenous groups, each of which had their own ideas towards the naked
body. Over time, the meanings and values towards nudity have become more complex given
increased globalization and immigration with each culture carrying its own views towards
nakedness. The modern liberalization of consumer culture also contributes to the many different
meanings which nudity can have. 7
The naked human body has a unique place in British culture even in the present day. In
2015 while on the Graham Norton Show, actress Jessica Chastain commented on a show which
she stumbled across while during her stay in London. The show was about embarrassing bodies in
Britain, and the episode which she happened to view was about penises. During the discussion,
other guest Bill Bailey responded that “it’s a very British thing I think, it is where we have been
very embarrassed about our bodies but we’d like to tell people about it.” 8 This comment by Bailey
carries with it the common stereotype that British people would not be comfortable with their
nudity. Yet despite this idea of being uncomfortable with their bodies, British Naturism, an
organization based on lounging naked in the sun with other people, has flourished. In 2014, British
Naturism celebrated its 50th Anniversary of existence establishing its long history when it in reality
dates much further back than the modern organization’s inception in 1965 when it was known as
7
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the Central Council of British Naturism (CCBN). In October 2018, British Naturism proudly
reported that it had had its largest membership in fifteen years boasting a membership of about
8,900 people. 9
Given a confusing web surrounding the meaning of nudity, and the publicly constrained
culture of Britain with the every watchful and judging Mrs. Grundy, it may seem a surprise that an
organization such as British Naturism, which seeks to spread the idea of non-sexual, platonic,
social nudity would come to exist. It was these conceptions of British culture and curiosity over
how such an organization could come to be which started the ideas behind this thesis. The
questions which came to mind were: Who were the pioneers of British naturism and what struggles
did they face? Did British Naturism develop as an organization as a result of any changing social
norms and ideas in larger society, or was it its own anomaly? This thesis will seek to answer these
questions as well as provide an account of the development of British Naturism as the official
organization it is known as today.
This thesis is divided into three sections with a series of sub-divisions in each one. One
important distinction to identify before continuing is the use of the words, nudism and naturism.
Both terms have been used interchangeably to describe the movement. In more recent years, their
official definitions have changed. The Miriam Webster dictionary defines nudism as “the practice
of going nude especially in sexually mixed groups and during periods of time spent at specially
secluded places.” 10 According to the British Naturism website, naturism is “the practice of going
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without clothes – whether that is just occasionally at a beach or in your garden, or as a more general
part of everyday life. Naturism is healthy, sensible – who wants to wear clothes when the weather
is hot – and great fun!” 11 This definition is more in tune with that of nudism; however, the
terminology becomes more complex with the official definition of naturism as given by the
International Naturist Foundation (INF). According to the INF, naturism is “a way of life in
harmony with nature characterized by the practice of communal nudity with the intention of
encouraging self-respect, respect for others and for the environment.” 12 Over the course of this
thesis the term “nudist” will be used to discuss the history of the movement until 1961. Following
1961, British Naturism would choose naturism as the official term for the movement and it will
largely be used in the second half of the thesis keeping the definition which the organization gives
on its webpage in mind. The first section of this thesis, entitled “Preparing to Undress”, examines
the origins of nudism as a movement, social changes occurring in the world regarding health and
physical culture, as well as the early pioneers of British Naturism. Nudism would begin as a health
movement in the early 1900s in Germany where it would grow, develop largely through the works
of men such as Heinrich Pudor, Paul Zimmerman, and Hans Surén. The movement would spread
through books written by these German pioneers along with books written by tourists, such as the
American couple Frances and Mason Merrill. The nudist movement would grow during a period
in which nationalist movements in Germany sought to make stronger men so as to strengthen the
nation. Similar ideas regarding health and physical fitness would grow in Britain as well. The ideas
from Germany would inspire early nudists in Britain to begin forming small clubs which were
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incredibly secretive. Due to their intense secrecy, primary sources are hard to come by regarding
their early movements and some elements of the early history of nudism in Britain are unclear.
Despite this challenge, a narrative accepted by the modern movement has been established as part
of the organization’s history.
The second part of this thesis analyzes the growth and emergence of organized nudism in
Britain. It will examine early nudist groups which printed publications and began making headlines
in British culture. It will examine how the organization grew over a period of time from the early
1930s until the late 1970s and early 1980s. This period would see many groups come and go from
the organization’s history before finally forming an official national group in the BSBA. The
BSBA would be at the forefront of the movement for British nudism’s history until 1953 when the
group became divided and a second organization known as the Federation of British Sun Clubs
(FBSC) was formed. These two organizations would maintain an uneasy relationship for the next
ten years until 1964 when they rejoined as the Central Council of British Naturism (CCBN).
The third and final part of the thesis examines problems which the organization faced over
a long period of time. These are problems which were present from the beginnings of organized
nudist movements in the early 1930s and continued throughout the history of its development. As
such, I felt it was better suited to address each of these problems separately and in their own section
so as not to draw away from the narrative of the development of groups like the BSBA and FBSC.
These problems each played a role in how the various organizations worked to become accepted
in British culture and as such they are important to examine along with the development of the
specific groups. These problems included the balance of men and women in nudist camps, the
photography in nudist magazines, enticing youth to join, as well as spreading from secretive camps
and onto the beaches of Britain. Some of these problems have yet to be solved, while others were
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battles hard won, each one playing a key role in the development and perceptions of organized
nudism. The conclusion of this paper will briefly examine how the problems discussed in part three
have manifested in the modern movement and where British Naturism stands to this day.
Though naturism is still very much a marginalized social movement, its unique history
offers a commentary on the role of the human body in society and the struggle to view the naked
form outside the realms of sex. In recent years movements such as Free the Nipple and an increase
in body positivity have drawn more attention to the human body and what is commonly accepted
in society. Celebrities, bloggers, and Instagram stars profess a love for the body regardless of social
standards which they are being compared to. This can even be seen in popular culture such as in
Amy Schumer’s film, I Feel Pretty. They send messages of self-love, trying to teach that self-love
is more important than society’s opinions. Despite these professions of learning to love their
bodies, most images in media still represent a specific image of beauty. For women, this is
embodied in models for fashion industries such as Victoria’s Secret which display advertisements
of incredibly skinny women. For men, one has to look no further in popular culture than films like
those produced by Marvel and DC Comics which depict their male heroes as incredibly muscular.
This issue over the perception and representation of the human body and what is considered
healthy is a debate which naturism has been engaged in since its inception. Over the course of its
history in Britain and around the world, Naturism will struggle with depicting beautiful women in
its pages while also professing that the naked human body is beautiful, regardless of whether or
not the individual is overweight, extremely thin, or fit. It has only been within the past ten years
that British Naturism’s publications have matched this creed by printing images of “regular”
people. While the modern-day movement of body positivity is gaining traction and feels new,
naturism as a movement is one which has dealt with the questions of the naked human body and
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ideals of beauty and health since the turn of the twentieth century. When examining the issue of
the human body’s role through the history of naturism, it is clear that there is nothing new
surrounding body positive movements. The history of naturism, including its history in Britain is
a roadmap of how body positive movements have grown and adapted over time. Whether it be
through struggling with society’s norms and values surrounding nakedness, or differences in
ideology and practice of the organization to better increase its function and outreach. Ultimately
this thesis argues that British Naturism as an organized movement has over time struggled to attain
acceptance in Britain’s society and was largely unsuccessful until the later twenty first century due
to internal conflicts and an inability to act upon opportunities for growth.

9

PART I: PREPARING TO UNDRESS
A Clergyman Takes a Bath and a Brit gets Naked in India
Organized nudism doesn’t begin in England until the 1920s but there are examples of social
nakedness and nudity in England. In the 1730s a Quaker by the name of Benjamin Beale noticed
wealthy bathers were being carried in sedan chairs by their servants to bathe in the sea. Beale
invented what became known as the “bathing machine” which allowed rich bathers to enter the
sea in privacy (Appendix A). The “bathing machine” was a room to disrobe in privacy on wheels
which was drawn into the water by horses. The occupant could undress and bathe in privacy
without anyone knowing. 13 Despite the development of the “bathing machine” many British
citizens still bathed naked. This was not characteristic of all bathers, however. Writer Victor Hugo
and his lover discovered mixed nude bathing on Guernsey island in the late 1880s. 14 Naked bathing
was commonly characteristic in Britain until about the 1830s when many began wearing bathing
slips or bathing drawers. By this time the “bathing machine” had become more popular across
England and bathers could find them lined up along the sands of beaches ready for use. Bathing
costumes at the time were constantly changing and becoming more elaborate. These costumes
13
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were often required by public decency laws to cover bathers from neck to knee to ensure the
modesty of the person. 15 Early costumes were loose fitting gowns made of canvas to which many
frills and bows were added (Appendix B). The “bathing machines” would come in incredibly
useful for women who had a great deal of layers to take off before getting into their bathing
costumes. Writers of the period detail that some of the most popular beaches to be visited were
Margate and Ramsgate due to their accessibility by railroad. Some accounts of the bathers detail
that women would throw themselves into the waves again and again in their costumes. In some
cases, women would lay in black dresses on the beach with nothing underneath allowing the waves
to wash over them in some cases lifting their entire costume over their heads, demonstrating that
there was still some lack of embarrassment over the naked body. 16 By 1837 when Queen Victoria
had ascended to the throne, it was required by law that bathing costumes reach from neck to knee.
Bathing costumes did not catch on right away and there were some who when they were
introduced did not like them at all. Some men would continue bathing naked, and as demonstrated
above, women would wear bathing costumes that when hit by waves would leave little of what
was underneath to the imagination. 17 One individual, Robert Francis Kilvert, a clergyman provides
detailed accounts of bathers during the Victorian era and their practices on the beaches. In his entry
on Monday, August 1871, Kilvert details “girls with shoes, stockings, and drawers off wading in
the tide, holding up their clothes nearly to their waists and naked from the waist downwards.”18
This scene demonstrates that while bathing costumes were worn, people would often work around

15
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them and nakedness would still be present on the beaches. Kilvert himself was an advocate of
naked bathing as he describes in September of 1872 the sense of jubilation that an individual can
receive by bathing naked in the ocean. He details that there “was a delicious feeling of freedom in
stripping in the open air and running down naked to the sea, where the waves were curling white
with foam and the red morning sunshine glowing upon the naked limbs of the bathers.” 19 In this
passage Kilvert uses similar language that will be found in nudist literature in the decades to come
giving a sense of freedom to the idea of naked bathing. Kilvert was not one for using bathing suits
as his first experience is one in which “the rough waves striped them off and tore them down round
my ankles. Whole thus fettered I was seized and flung down by a heavy sea which retreating
suddenly left me lying naked on the sharp shingle from which I rose streaming with blood.”20
While this account is by no means exemplary of all bathers using swim trunks for the first time,
based on his description of nude bathing in the previous entry, he is clearly not one to enjoy their
use. As Kilvert demonstrates, not everyone used bathing costumes, but they soon became a staple
of bathing culture with the occasional exceptions here and there. Being allowed to bathe naked on
the beaches of Britain would become a major conflict for organized naturism in the next century.
Though nude bathing was quite commonplace, the beach was the only place where one could see
men and women naked together in a setting that wasn’t sexual. There were no clubs or places
people went for the sole purpose of going naked. As mentioned previously, nudism as it is known
today begins in Germany, but perhaps the earliest example of a nudist colony in existence can be
found in British India.
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The first known nudist colony was established in 1891 by a Charles Edward Gordon
Crawford. Much of what is known about this early settlement comes from letters between
Crawford and Edward Carpenter who was a well-known writer of social subjects who had rejected
Victorian conventions. 21 Carpenter is perhaps best known for his free verse poem Towards
Democracy which he published in 1883. This poem embodied his socialist concepts of societal
reform which focused more on a return to rural life and less on political revolution. 22 Carpenter
would have been particularly attracted to Crawford’s proposal as he is often referred to as “the gay
godfather of the British left.” 23 He was a vegetarian known for campaigning against air pollution
and was known for living openly with a male partner. Many of the concepts he embraced have
become cornerstones of alternative culture such as reverence to the earth, sexuality, and the body.
It was Carpenter’s utopian socialist ideals of a return to nature that would influence early naturist
pioneer ideology towards dreaming of a nude utopia. Early naturists were not socialists in the
political sense, but more so in a move away from the industrial world. 24 The most radical early
nudist philosophers recommended a complete destruction of all social propriety in the search for
a new future. The world which they foresaw would be united in a common brotherhood based on
a re-establishment with nature; thereby making the world safer fairer, and more beautiful. 25
Crawford was the son of a Reverend Charles John Crawford D.D. who was most known for being
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the author of a pamphlet entitled “Against the Marriage of a Widower with his Deceased Wife’s
Sister”. In his early twenties, Charles Edward Gordon Crawford signed a bond of appointment to
work for the Indian Civil Service. After four years of service, in 1876 Crawford was assigned to
Nasik, which lay northeast of Bombay. Crawford married a young Scottish woman named Alice
Luscombe Mackensie with whom he had a son, Osbert Guy Stanhope Crawford who would grow
up to be a well-known archeologist and author. In November of 1889, Crawford made the
acquaintance of two brothers, Kellogg and Andrew Calderwood. The Calderwoods were sons of
an American Presbyterian missionary who had been working in India for about twenty-five years. 26
It is unknown how the topic of nakedness came up in conversations between the three individuals,
but the idea was formed to create the Fellowship of the Naked Trust (FNT).
On August 18, 1891, Crawford sends his first letter to Carpenter in which he details the
rules of his organization. He felt that Carpenter would be sympathetic to his ideas given his
writings in books such as England’s Idea and Civilization in which Carpenter had expressed the
restrictiveness of clothing as well as the benefits of going barefoot and naked dancing. His letter
asks Carpenter to spread word of his organization to any interested individuals, but to also keep
his name a secret as it would not bode well for him if he was associated with such views. 27
Crawford worked as a District and Sessions Judge and was concerned by how his colleagues would
react to knowledge of him and his association with such an organization. This desire for secrecy
will be characteristic of the actions of Britain’s pioneer nudists, to the point where later groups
will create code names for their members. The motto for FNT read “Vincat Natura” meaning “Let
Nature Win” the words of which were found on club badges as well as the initials for the club. The
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rules for FNT required that all participants be naked during meetings, the only exceptions being
rings, eyeglasses, and false teeth. Though they were few, any women admitted into the movement
had to wear their hair down and were not allowed to wear rouge or powder. At the meetings
participants were encouraged to be plainspoken when it came to what would be considered taboo
subjects such as sexuality. Discussions concerning political and sectarian topics were strictly off
limits. Members who committed acts of indecency could face suspension or even expulsion from
the group. Indecent actions included wearing clothes, any gesture of personal contact with a
member of the opposite sex, indecent assault at or following a meeting even with consent and
consenting to the indecent assault. 28 In order to become a member of FNT, a new potential
candidate had to be vouched for by two existing members. This process was much simpler than
those that would develop in the history of organized naturism but was similar in the sense that a
prospective candidate had to know someone who was already involved. The FNT even required
members to greet each other with elaborate handshakes as well in which “members…should if of
the same sex grasp right hands so that thumb of each presses into back of other perceptively, or if
of different sex, woman’s right hand should be held in two hands of man.” 29
Crawford writes a second letter to Carpenter on October 25, 1891, in which he expresses
that the views and objectives of the FNT were best expressed in a Statement of Motives which he
added to the rules. These motives read as follows:
Physical, because given a suitable temperature, it is good for the body to be exposed
to the air, and because no costume that has ever been invented is equal in comfort
to perfect nakedness.
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Moral, because the false shame of our own bodies and morbid curiosity as to those
of the opposite sex which result from always wearing clothes, are the chief sources
of impurity.
Aesthetic, because the human body is God’s noblest work, and it is good for
everyone to gaze on such beauty freely. 30
The religious influence of Crawford’s upbringing can be seen in his ideas surrounding the
aesthetics of the body. These ideas and objectives are ones which are common with modern
naturism to this very day, so much so that one could likely copy and paste them into a current
naturist publication and no one would bat an eye. For Crawford, the ideal society was a “state of
society in which clothes would be worn or not as convenient without reference to conventionalities
which at present rule the roost.” 31 Crawford’s dream of a naked world in which people could go
naked wherever they choose is another example of nudist thought which is present in later nudist
writings.
The club continued its existence into 1892-3 during which time Crawford suggested that
women make an organization of their own. The members of the FNT had only encountered one
woman who seemed interested in their activities but was afraid to participate due to how it would
be perceived by the outside world. The last correspondence between Crawford and Edwards was
dated June 1892 in which Crawford details his intentions to marry again though he had not yet
informed is prospecting bride of FNT. By 1893, Crawford had returned to England and Andrew
Calderwood had left India to continue work in British Columbia. With the three founders of FNT
distributed around the globe, its future did not seem bright. Crawford married Florence Ethel Willis
in August of 1892 and died two years later in May of 1894. 32 With the death of Crawford, and no
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record of the Calderwoods, FNT fades from historical records having been a short-lived
experiment in social nakedness. Though FNT did not last long, many of its ideals, rules, and
objectives can be found repeated in later nudist writings. Despite this clear mark of influence on
the movement as a whole, the originator and main influence on the development of organized
British nudism was German.
German Influences
Exercise, health, and physical fitness classes have been a major element of German culture
since the early 1800s. When Napoleon invaded Prussia in 1806 and occupied Berlin, the city would
become a hub of national resistance to the French. In 1811 Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, known as the
father of calisthenics, would take groups of young German men to exercise in the park, taking
them through jumping and running exercises. Jahn’s reasons for running his exercise classes in
public parks was two-fold. The first was to give necessary exercise to factory workers who worked
in heated and cramped environments. Also, the French had established a ban on military training
in Prussia so another strategy was needed in order to prepare the youth physically for liberation.33
By 1909, the German Youth Movement had begun amongst Berlin schoolboys in a suburb of the
city. While in the beginning it was an excuse for middle class boys to roam the countryside without
adult supervision, the older members of the group began to see it as a quest to find the genuine self
in nature. They believed that the male Eros, referring to the Greek god of sensual love and desire
who was often depicted as male, could be the nucleus of a new nation. The leaders of the movement
were inspired and drawn to the harsh physical toughness of the natural world around them which
helped to shape its ideals of manliness and physical beauty. For this movement, the ideals of
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manliness were for men to maintain self-control, control of the body for sports and being
chivalrous towards women without sacrificing their own sexuality. German youth saw their bodies
as a temple of manliness which needed to be maintained and kept in fit and prime condition. The
German Youth Movements would pit their values against what they say as artificial bourgeois life.
The youth were especially challenging to the middle class because they were considered the elite
of the generation. They viewed themselves not as corrupt, but healthy and sought to reorder their
lives within the nation. These youth movements would become a threat to middle class values,
especially when nudism and the cult of the sun begins to develop. 34
Nudism would not gain a foothold in Germany until the 1890s. Until the nineteenth century
the bronzed human body was not seen to be the ideal healthy body and exposure to the sun was
not believed to be good for a person’s health. The sun became accepted as nature’s great healer
and was even cited as a cure for tuberculosis. Nudism developed in Germany alongside what was
known as a “life-reform” movement in which society and men were regenerated through practices
of vegetarianism, nature-healing, land-reform, anti-alcoholism, and a push for garden cities. One
of the ways in which the early nudist movement would spread word about its ideals and beliefs
was through printed magazines and nude photography. Photography had recently become popular
and was becoming a staple of pornographic industries. Early nudist groups, and movements to this
day had to defend that their nude pictures were different from those meant to entice a sexual
response. 35 In the discussion with nudity and photography, the questions over the meanings of
nakedness are important factors. For early nudists in Germany, nudity was a state of holy mystery
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whereas an undressed body was the subject of photography. The context is important when nudity
is present. Most of the nude pictures depicted in nudist publications were of women in beautiful
natural surroundings in order to emphasize the naturalness of her beauty and nakedness. One
solution to the problem at the time was to print these nude pictures on a glossier type of paper
which could be considered more artistic and prevent lustful reactions. 36 In order to distance itself
from ideas of pornography of sex, one of the founding fathers of nudism, Heidrich Pudor is credited
with inventing the term Nacktkultur (nude culture) in 1908. For Pudor, women did not cause
lustful thoughts in men; rather, it was a society bent on veiling the human body from view which
allowed for sexual appetites to grow. Pudor also believed that the covering of the human body was
not beneficial towards the continued existence of the human race as it hid any faults of the body
from view. Health and nationalism were so closely linked that nudism was a way for men and
women to see each other naked and determine if the other person was a physically fit candidate
with whom they could produce strong healthy children to make the nation stronger. 37
Most early nudists were limited to practice in the privacy of their own home as it was not
acceptable to walk naked in public. This would change however with the opening of Freilichtpark
by Paul Zimmerman in 1903, the world’s first nudist resort. Zimmerman was born near Leipzig in
1878 and after leaving school he began work in his father’s factory, which he hated. He left his
job there and began traveling to France, Italy, and Greece seeking a place where nudity could be
practiced openly. However, due to religious influences of the Catholic Church and Greek Orthodox
Church, this was impossible and he returned to Germany where he purchased a secluded section
of woodland and created Freilichtpark, meaning Free Light Park. Word of this haven for nudists
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soon spread, and visitors from all over the world came to see the park for themselves. One of the
first written accounts of Freilichtpark comes from the pages of a book by the American couple
Frances and Mason Merrill in 1930. 38 Their book, Among the Nudists is among one of the bestknown early nudist writings in which they detail their personal journey exploring nudism, mostly
in Germany and France. The Merrills spend much of their book at Freilichtpark giving unique
glimpses into early movement ideals. One of the first shocks by the American couple is not the
nakedness of the people at the camp, but the vegetarian meals which they expressed they would
have to endure for the duration of their stay. 39
While in the park, the Merrills ask what possible motivations people in Germany could
have for becoming nudists. The motivations as given were to improve the health of themselves
and children, love of nature and exercising without clothes, disappearance of class distinction, and
affordability in the post-World War I world. Most young Germans could not afford the traditional
amusements to pursue in town and found they could enjoy hiking and camping in nudist camps.40
They also identified that every individual has a curiosity towards sex and the nudist environment
allows for this curiosity to be satisfied in a healthy way allowing the child to grow with a healthier
attitude towards sex and nudity. 41 While at the park, Francis and Mason Merrill would take part in
many group exercise classes in the sun. The Merrills participated in a variety of exercises from
running and jumping to using medicine balls and other tools. 42 These health exercises were a key
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part of German nudism as the movement was focused on health. The Merrills’ book was widely
popular amongst early nudist groups and could be found advertised in the first issue of the British
nudist magazine the Sun Bathing Review. 43 Though their book was influential, one of the more
popular books which served as an inspiration to British nudists was Hans Surén’s Man and
Sunlight.
Surén’s book became a best seller in England following its endorsement by the Dean of St.
Paul’s who defended its illustrations and nude pictures. 44 Major Hans Surén (Appendix C) had
been the chief of the German Army School for physical fitness before being dismissed for
introducing naked exercises and gymnastics amongst the troops. Upon being dismissed, he set
about writing his book to share his feelings regarding the benefits of sunlight and naked exercise
with the rest of the world. 45 Surén himself was likely influenced by another well-known name in
German nudism; Adolf Koch. Koch worked as gymnastics teacher for school children in Berlin.
After noticing their poor physical state with ragged clothes, poor posture and malnutrition, he
began organizing naked gymnastics classes in the open air. Koch was charged with intention of
corrupting minors and was forced to resign from working with schools. The resulting trial made
him quite famous and resulting in his creating the Congress of Nudity and Education in November
1929. It was during this time whilst Koch was establishing his school that Surén was asked to leave
the military. 46
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Surén was incredibly enthusiastic about his ideas regarding sunlight and its benefits for
humanity. He opens his book with an ecstatic greeting for his readers saying:
Greetings to you, you who are sun-lovers! You bear ardent longings in your hearts!
Longings after warm sunshine, blue skies, light and nature; after victorious
strength, spiritual loftiness, and childlike faith. Painfully do you endure the lash
drudgery and the disfavor of the times. Exultingly do you rejoice when the smallest
beam of light gilds the altar of your longings. Out of passion for sunshine springs
the noble shrine of loftiest idealism. Hail to you, you who loves sunshine and light,
avidly, openly, fervently! 47
It is easy to see how the term sun-worshipper could be used to describe early nudists given Surén’s
extremely enthusiastic language and tone which his book opens with. Surén’s book is significant
because it is emblematic of the cross-cultural fertilization that was occurring between Germany
and Britain. Originally published in 1924, Surén’s book would be published in Britain by 1928.
As mentioned previously, British naturism is largely picked up following British experience with
the German movement. Surén was not the first to publish about nudism and the benefits of being
naked in the sun, but he was certainly one of the more popular writers on the topic in the late 1920s.
Surén’s motivations for writing the book centered around his desire to call to attention the most
important facts concerning national existence and development which he believed were negatively
impacted by the decay in the strength of the individual. Nature and exercising out in the sun were
the source of strength which the German people needed. Surén believed that this decay in the
strength of the individual would lead to national decline and death. A major cause of this decline
was the growth of urban cities and the environment which they created. 48 For Surén, the city was
a place not suitable for humans to grow in, stating that “what we see and endure around is no fit
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heritage for man. Like slaves they totter under the heavy fetters of drudgery for their daily bread,
far from sunlight, far from Nature in the dungeons of the town.” 49 The solution to this problem
was to get back to nature and into the sun. He describes in his book that the climate of Germany
“is very well suited to make the body resistant and the health like steel.” 50 For Surén, the German
people should take every opportunity to enjoy being outside and naked in nature with the sun and
air on their skin. He recants in his book the exercises he would run through with German soldiers
when he was in charge of their physical training. One of the exercises which he details was running
naked in cold weather explaining that
We often ran naked in rain and drenched storm as well. The sensation of virile
primitive manhood becomes even stronger if one achieves the will and the fortitude
to expose one’s body naked to storm and wild weather. An unspeakable feeling of
well-being and unimagined joy of living animate the body in rain and strong wind. 51
He believed that colds and seasonal illnesses were due largely to a poor upbringing in life away
from sun and exercise. A body that was strengthened and hardened by the weather was needed in
order to save civilization from the suffocation of the towns. Surén’s work has been viewed by
some as being pioneering in the healing power of sunlight as most European countries did not look
towards its healing benefits closely until the late 1920s. 52 Not only was he a pioneer in this regard,
but his ideas regarding sun bathing and the benefits of physical exercise naked outdoors heavily
influence early organizations in England and their goals in establishing groups. The health craze
which had begun in Germany with the youth movement and the development of Nacktkulture as
one of many responses soon spread to the rest of the world. Britain saw the various health
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movements spreading in Germany and they too soon realized that their nation needed a national
health movement to improve the health of its citizens.
British Supermen: More Flabby; Less Solid
The 1907 edition of Health and Efficiency released a poem written by Yorick Gradeley
which perfectly encapsulated the British health movement which swept the nation in the 1930s.
In fact, it was reprinted in 1936 for this very reason:
Sons of the League! Ye who are pledged to fight
For Britain’s Manhood. Ye are champions all.
Let us strive to be
The very flower of Britain’s chivalry;
The valiant knights errant of Health and Strength.
Let us be heroes in that holy war
Against the treacherous foes whose venomed shafts,
A Nation, through that Nation’s Manhood strike.
Strength is the crowning glory of the Man.
The Nation’s crowning glory is her Men. 53
The idea of the man as the living symbol of the nation was a concept that did not fully take root in
England until after the first World War. Prior to the war, physical culture only began developing
in the later years of Queen Victoria’s reign. Physical culture classes began to develop with elite
popular schools giving way to a culture which sought to release a wide range of consumer products
aimed at improving physical health. 54 The recovery of the body movements in England in the
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beginning were less focused on attempts to renew the nation as in Germany. The movement was
more focused on influencing elites and literary sensibilities. Manliness was not symbolic of the
nation but rather part of an individual’s literary individuality. It was not until the late nineteenth
century that nudity and nudist movements would become a part of back to health movements. 55
Physical fitness and the ideals of manhood were spearheaded by body builders such as Eugene
Sandow who was known as the ‘perfect man’. 56 Health problems in England such as obesity
conflicted with the Greek ideals of masculine beauty. Sandow and others stood as a living symbol
of what men should achieve. He was the living embodiment of Greek sculptures come to life who
successfully blended the use of modern technology and traditional aesthetics to build the modern
superman. 57 Nudist magazines such as The Naturist ran ads in their magazines with images of men
like Sandow entitled “Be a Superman” (Appendix D) demonstrating what the ideals of male
physical masculinity should be. 58 Health and Efficiency also released images of sculpted naked
men, one of which was captioned “the perfect man”. 59
The body was a matter of national significance during the war effort and a symbol of
personal masculine identity. 60 Following the war and the poor health of the men who came as
recruits for the army, fitness movements came to new urgency. A fear of the degeneration of the
population was associated with the poverty of the nation, an unhealthy diet, and largely stationary
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life. 6162 A new physical culture movement would develop as an opportunity to not only improve
the physical status of the nation but also reconstruct the weakened men of the war. This was given
an increased urgency especially because only 36% of applicants attained a grade of A1 making
them fit for service, while 31% received a C3 for being unfit for combat. 63 In response to this issue,
a letter was written to The Times in which F.J. Willis the Chairman of the Organizing Congress
expressed that the nation recognized the sorry state of soldiers in the war and the need to change
physical fitness and diet, water supplies and housing conditions. 64 It is during this post-war health
craze that in 1931 Health and Efficiency magazine officially became a nudist magazine following
a brief stint as a far-right political publication reflecting the popularity of health movements.65
British culture began taking a more focused shift towards placing more emphasis on sport and
concerns for the health of the nation. One of the early landmarks in this being the establishment of
a highly successful exercise class created by a Sunderland teacher following their visit to Denmark
and Sweden in 1929.
A key advancement in the process of the increased focus on physical health and recreation
came in June of 1934 when the National Playing Fields Association met to discuss these topics
and how they could be better addressed within the nation. During the 1930s, England created three
physical education centers at Carnegie College in 1933, Loughborough in 1936, and Goldsmiths
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in London in 1937. 66 Naturist magazines such as Sunbathing Review would print articles and letters
which carried similar sentiments regarding the lack of nature in the lives of the workforce whose
lives were constricted indoors in stuffy factories. A letter by an agricultural student argued that
“we all desire to see a ‘fitter Britain’…Naturism – a return to a less artificial life, which includes
Nudism – could achieve this object.” 67 As will be seen, however, Naturism would find it extremely
difficult to establish itself as a legitimate response to physical culture movements. As has already
been established, physical culture was an important aspect of culture in other European countries
such as Germany, which during the 1930s was completely reorganized under the Third Reich to
better reflect its ideals. In 1937, The Times released an article entitled “Methods in Continental
Countries” in which they established that countries such as Germany and Italy have firmly
established programs for their youth which are far superior to that of England. 68 They further assert
that:
In many European countries, physical education plays a much more important part
than it does in Great Britain….it is realized in these countries that a modern state
cannot afford to allow its citizens to degenerate physically. This accounts for the
astonishing spectacle of mass physical training displays which are common in such
cities as Berlin and Rome. 69
In order to emulate a similar sentiment towards physical education and inspire the British people
to practice healthier living, a National Fitness Campaign was launched in the 1930s. 70
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In 1936, Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain addressed the National Union of
Conservative and Unionist Associations speaking on a variety of topics including physical health.
He asserted in his speech that “before we can consider ourselves a really healthy nation we shall
have to raise the general standard of physical fitness and development.” 71 Not long after The Times
published Mr. Chamberlain’s speech, Alfred L. Sachs, who had assisted with recruitment during
the war, wrote a response in which he asserted the importance of Mr. Chamberlain’s call to action
in physical fitness. He attested that when he worked for the motor transport mobilization camp he
was able to pass 988 of every 1,000 candidates as A1, a remarkable number. He attests this success
due to fact that the men who submitted themselves as recruits were chauffeurs in their everyday
lives and as such maintained a better physical health than other professions. However, when he
worked at Headquarters the numbers of candidates passed were incredibly low. When working in
the dock district he was asked to find 100 fit marines for service, and after three days he was only
able to find three men who could meet the standards. He accredited that one of the greatest benefits
to physical health in the nation was the Boy and Girl Scout associations which provided physical
fitness training for Britain’s youth. 72 In the same year, the British Medical Association released a
highly influential report on Physical Education which argued that an educated body was a balanced
body and that education should provide for a balance of physical, mental, and spirituality in its
goals and aims. 73 The National Fitness campaign however was different from organizations such
as the Boy Scouts as it was geared towards the general adult population where in the past most
initiatives were focused on physical education for the youth. This National Fitness Campaign was
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also a response to the growing threat from Nazi Germany and their rapid growth. 74 The National
Fitness Campaign would officially launch in October of 1937 with banners which displayed the
slogan ‘Fitness Wins!’ An article in The Times which advertised the start of the campaign reported
that it would seek to provide more facilities for public use in physical recreation which would be
developed further depending on the needs of various regions in England. 75 The official legislation
for this campaign was known as the Physical Training and Recreation Act of 1937 which among
other items provided grants to regional facilities and the funding for instructor training. 76 Over the
course of this campaign, several events would be hosted including the Festival of Youth (1937),
the Festival of Sport and Physical Recreation (1938) and the Women’s Fair and Exhibition
(1938). 77 In addition to The National Fitness Campaign, a Women’s League of Health and Beauty
was established running over two thousand weekly exercise classes for women into the late 1930s.
They viewed women as “natural race uilders” and focused on exercises for the abdominal and
pelvic areas so as to produce a slim and beautiful body. 78 One of the many major health problems
which grew and developed in England was that of obesity amongst middle-aged citizens between
their mid-thirties and mid-forties. The status of the middle aged had changed from the nineteenth
century from one of attaining a sign of status to one of being complacent and self-indulgent. The
typical sufferer of this was the middle-aged man who was depicted in popular magazines such as
Sandow’s as someone who was physically active in youth but had abandoned these activities due
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to the demands of work and marriage. 79 The goals of a healthy slim body which sought to escape
the problems of obesity amongst British citizens that no longer exercised was also a concern
amongst various nudist groups. One of the more popular nudist publications during the 1930s
Maurice Parmelee’s Nudism in the Modern Life, argued that nudism was the perfect cure for the
problem of obesity in Britain. According to Parmelee:
This unwieldly mass of flesh, sometimes containing folds and creases, and shaking
jellylike with the motion of the body, is one of the most unpleasant sights in
gymnosophic circles. Here its ugliness is not concealed by clothing, so that
Gymnosophy is the most effective measure for eliminating this monstrous
distortion by spreading an ideal of human beauty and shaming those who fall short
of it. 80
For Parmelee, the solution to the obesity problem in Britain was through naked exercise which
would cause others to see how ugly their obese naked bodies were which would motivate them to
exercise and change so as to be more healthy and slim individuals. Parmelee mentions in this
passage that Gymnosophy was the solution to this obesity problem. Gymnosophy was a new
philosophy which developed in the 1930s which sought to emulate German Nacktkutur and was
largely supported by Maurice Parmelee in his book. It was a philosophical idea which sought to
regain what mankind had lost through civilization. 81 Parmelee, as well as other nudist groups,
argued that naked exercise allowed for better selection of a healthy mate so as to produce healthy
children. An article published in the Sun Bathing Review in 1933 argued that nudism was a major
benefit to eugenics because possible sexual partners can be seen, and not covered up in makeup
and fabrics hiding any scars or deformities their bodies might have. 82 This presentation of nudism
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as a cure for obesity and a motivator for healthy exercise was not always achieved in the ideal
pattern which Parmelee expressed in his book. He refers in his text to ‘nationalistic, militaristic,
and racial’ misuses of naturism. While he did see naturism as a means to curing obesity, he did not
believe in the clubs that only accepted members that were attractive and well-proportioned. 83
England did not escape from this idea of racism in some early nudist camps when he states:
…the notion is prevalent that the nordic blond type is much better adapted for
gymnosophy than the Mediterranean brunette type. When the persons sharing this
notion gained control, the promulgated an edict that representatives of the South
European races would not be admitted to membership. It is almost superfluous to
add that these race bigots are bitterly antisemitic and would under no circumstances
admit a Jew. 84
Parmelee is clearly against these racist sentiments in this passage from his text. Rejecting new
members on the basis of race is certainly not characteristic reflective of all early nudist groups in
England, but with the ideal of the perfect human body, the rejection of those who did not fit that
mold was a problem in some small pockets. It was through the publications of articles such as the
one in Sun Bathing Review, and arguments for the health benefits of nudism such as in Parmelee’s
book, that nudism sought to establish itself as a form of physical recreation which had numerous
health benefits for a more physically fit and healthy British nation. While physical appearance was
one avenue in which nudism could assist, nudist publications would lean towards defending the
full exposure of the body to the sun as one of the greatest and most beneficial aspects of practicing
nudism. This idea is especially important for the modern-day British Naturism organization as the
benefits of the sun on the naked body is one of the major points on which it seeks to entice new
members in the organization. A major difference however between the nudism which Parmelee
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was advertising and the modern organization being that there isn’t an emphasis placed on having
the ideal human body. Rather the emphasis is on a lifestyle in which the human body is exposed
to the benefits of the sun and the individual is proud of the body they have. By proclaiming
naturism as a health movement, the hope was for further acceptance in larger society and a
recognition of their legitimacy.
Sun and Air: Nature’s Ultimate Cure?
With a new focus on physical energy during the 1930s, there also developed new health
fads such as heliotherapy, the belief in the healing power of the sun. This new health craze as it
would be referred to was also a major influence on naturism and its ideals. This period of revival
in the healing power of the sun was referred to as a ‘Solar Revolution’, the healing powers of the
sun now taking the place of the moon as the celestial body of healing. Beginning in the 1920s, the
image of bronze and tanned skin came to be more favored than the pale skin often associated with
elite social classes. Tanned skin had been associated with field labor and peasantry outdoor work
in the pre-World War I world. It was not until companies such as Coco Chanel began to promote
skimpier sporting outfits which exposed more skin to the sun that tan skin was considered
fashionable. Tanned skin came to be a symbol of the ability to travel to exotic locations for those
who were wealthy and could afford it. 85 In May of 1928, The Times ran a special issue with several
articles and advertisements garnered towards promoting the benefits of sunbathing for the skin.
They informed the general population on how the skin absorbed the sun’s rays as well as the
benefits the sun has especially on curing rickets. A medical correspondent for the newspaper
commented that because when the skin absorbs the sun’s light it creates vitamin D leads to the
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secretion of a substance called cod-liver oil which is sold to treat individuals with rickets. So those
suffering from rickets can benefit from sunbathing to as to be cured of rickets. 86 The newspaper
also advertised the benefits of getting access to sunlight just by being outside enjoying drives in
the sun, playing in fields outside, and sleeping with windows open to allow fresh air. This was
especially prescribed to city dwellers. They admonished practices of wearing too many layers of
clothing and over-heating homes not allowing the body to harden itself and adapt to colder weather.
A new age of sun and air was being heralded into Britain. 87
In addition to spending more time outside and in the open air for health benefits, technology
was being developed to enjoy the benefits of the sun from home. Among the first of these was
home ultra-violet ray glass known as ‘Vita Glass’. This glass would replace traditional window
glass to allow the UV rays to enter the home, whereas other forms of window glass had prevented
them from entering the home. 88 Advertisements for Vita Glass emphasized the health benefits of
attaining sunlight and vitamin D right in the home. They also bore slogans which displayed the
phrase “health through your windows” (Appendix E). 89 The Times also advertised machines which
allowed the user to take sun baths using ‘artificial sunlight’. These were especially advertised for
city dwellers who had so much smoke and pollution in the air that the sun’s rays could not
effectively come through to be of major benefit. These advertisements would discuss the use and
benefits of a wide variety of machines each with their own unique characteristics and benefits.
They also included instructions for how to get the most benefit from these lamps and how long an
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individual should expose areas of their body to the rays of light given off by the machines. 90
Naturist publications also supported the use of these home ultra-violet ray machines reporting that
after successful use, an individual will feel “refreshed and strengthened, their skin once more
acting and glowing” (Appendix F). 91 In concurrence with articles published in The Times, the
publications of Sun Bathing Review also asserted that intense heat from the machines should only
be applied to diseased areas of skin. It was believed that common diseases such as Lumbago,
sciatica, and muscular rheumatism could all be cured using these artificial light machines. 92 There
was also an increase in home sunbathing machines to attain tanned skin, not so much for its health
benefits but more so for the social status with which tanned skin was connected. The Times
reported that “the lovely tan, which artifice simulates for some even in the winter months, has
become an end in itself rather than the outward sign of health.” 93 The newspaper also reported the
various health risks present such as burned skin and heat stroke due to laying out in the sun for
long period of time. While the article is not very positive in support of sunbathing and emphasis
on laying out in the sun, it does demonstrate the popularity which the “laborious cult” as the article
refers to it as, is growing in popularity. This sun craze which permeated English culture was also
found in popular culture through George Formby’s “Sunbathing in the Park” which poked fun at
getting tan commenting on other people in the park grilling steaks on his chest as well as birds in
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the trees leaving greeting cards on him while sunbathing in the park. 94 Perhaps a more comical
song which was created due to the sun craze was Gracie Field’s ‘What can you give a nudist for
his birthday?’ in which she lists how she can’t buy any clothes for a nudist because they can’t wear
any. 95
Naturist magazines such as Sunbathing Review would begin in the 1930s promoting not
only a means to attain better physical health along with the national movement, but also the health
benefits which sunbathing allows, including the benefits of sunbathing machines as detailed
previously. In the policies of their first issue, the magazine asserted that their mission was for
people to be able to sunbathe in their private gardens and elsewhere and not be viewed as crazy
individuals but rather a normal people taking part in a normal past time. What is interesting to note
here is that the magazine does not yet promote full nudity stating that “we have nothing against
complete nudity for those families who prefer it…but we do not propose to advocate for complete
nudity as a necessity for perfect physical and mental health.” 96 Despite this clarification in their
policy, the pages of this magazine contained pictures of sunbathers exercising both in reduced
clothing and completely nude. The magazine recognizes the growing number of nudists, but in its
early years, it was not an advocate for completely nude sun bathing. The magazine is contradictory
in stating this as numerous articles appeared in early issues which advocated for the benefits of
naked sunbathing. The first issue of the magazine also detailed the important practices and health
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benefits of sunbathing. It expressed similar concerns to the ‘Sunburn’ article in The Times
emphasizing that it was not necessary to spend more than two to three hours sunbathing, any more
time can lead to headaches, nausea, irritability and fatigue. Despite these concerns, the article
affirms that the sun is good for body and soul. Remarking that “it induces gaiety, liveliness, and a
sense of well-being.” 97 Medically, the author of the article, details the benefits of sunlight against
tuberculosis and even claims that children with more exposure to sunlight have greater intelligence
than those who are not. 98
Though it claimed not to completely support naked sunbathing, Sunbathing Review did
release articles which advocated for naked sun bathing and the additional benefits which come
along with sunbathing without a stitch of clothing. Dr. Winifred de Kok detailed seeing nude
sunbathers in parts of Europe, specifically along the Danube river. Dr. Winifred advocates for
carefully practiced nude sunbathing so as to give the body a full and healthy tan and to ensure the
skin will not be burned when exposed to the sun for long periods of time. They propose a strategy
of slow exposure for adults and children, advocating that exposure of the skin to the sun and air is
extremely beneficial to keeping the skin healthy. 99 Further proponents of sunbathing in the nude
would emphasize that the skin was an organ that needed to be taken care of and allowed to breathe
with access to the air. President of the New Health Society Sir. W. Arbuthnot Lane believed that
people needed to make their body accustomed to being exposed to the air so that the body could
breathe through all of its pores, not just its lungs. He also asserted that nude sunbathing is an
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activity which can be carried out in a social setting and the only hinderance to this practice was
negative public opinion. 100 Reverend Robert Irons was one such individual who held a negative
view of nudism, referring to the cult as “lewdism” and a “disease” which should be stopped. 101
Despite the apparent negative public opinions present regarding sunbathing both in slips
and in the nude, many doctors and medical organizations would be used as a basis of support for
sunbathing in the open air. Nude air bathing as a form of health activity owes much of its ability
to grow and develop in England due to the desires of medical professionals to find cures for
diseases. In Germany naked air bathing had been used to help children with vitamin deficiencies
as well as an influenza outbreak in 1918-1919. As would be mimicked by England, these early
practices did not call for complete nudity but rather the use of shorts or sun-bathing slips which
equate to modern day bikinis in coverage. Sporting grounds as well as clubs and facilities for nude
air bathing did begin to appear in German cities in the early 1900s which allowed for mixed nude
sun bathing. The closest England would come to this practice was through the work of George
Lansbury who created The Serpentine Hyde Park. Hyde Park did allow some restricted nude
bathing for children which was carefully regulated but did not allow mixed nude bathing for
adults. 102 While the sun craze that gripped society mostly centered on individuals laying out in the
sun simply to tan, naturists promoted sunbathing mixed with physical exercise. In a doctor’s
response to sunbathing and naturist groups, he asserted that “from the beginning this health
movement has made air bathing a feature of its activities and wisely so. The sun roasting of the
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lido-lounger is a useless, sometimes harmful thing.” 103 This particular doctor also asserted that
heliotherapy should be treated more as an art rather than a science due to the struggle in measuring
the beneficial impacts of both body and mind which participants exhibit after they sunbathe. This
assertion seems to suggest that in some ways sunbathing can be considered to be beneficial for
mental health, being freed from town dwellings and “set loose to run in the Elysium fields. 104 The
ideas of the mental benefits of sunbathing and being out in the sun were supported by Dr. W.R.G
Atkins who commented on the topic of Daylight in Relation to Climate. Dr. Atkins asserted the
mental benefits and importance of sunbathing for the general public. He also believed that skin
which had not been exposed to sun baths would struggle to assist with regulating heat in the body
when faced with colder weather. The British Medical Journal printed a lecture by Dr. Leonard
Williams; it was good press for nudist proponents of sun baths as he affirmed its benefits for the
whole populace and not just those who practiced in slips or in the nude. 105
One of the more famous names in the medical field for treatment of diseases such as
tuberculosis was the Swiss physician August Rollier who had been experimenting with the health
benefits of sunbathing since 1903. 106 Dr. Rollier had a grand total of 36 clinics in Leysin,
Switzerland where he treated almost 1,000 patients. 107 The patients in his clinics were believed to
be cured by light on the skin and exposure of the whole body to its benefits. He did not believe in
overfeeding his patients and prohibited meat and alcohol. In all of his work, sunlight was believed
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to be the key therapeutic element. Dr. Rollier, along with other sun doctors, sought to use the sun
and air baths as a cure for forms of tuberculosis. Tuberculosis was one of the deadliest ailments
during the inter-war period for which there was no proper treatment, which is reflected in Britain’s
mortality rates from the period. 108 While heliotherapy was reported as being successful in healing
surgical tuberculosis and tuberculosis of the skin, it was not useful against tuberculosis of the
lungs. There were small successes cited in by some Scottish physicians in 1928, but largely it was
not the cure all for the disease which was still deadly. Sunlight therapy and air baths were however
reported as being beneficial when used in treatments against rickets, healing wounds, sores, and
influenza. 109 One of the many responses to trying to treat tuberculosis through open air baths lead
to the creation of open-air schools which sought to provide students with a return to natural life
which had largely been lost in the restrictions of modern life which made people weak. At the peak
of their popularity, there were about one hundred and fifty-five open air schools servicing between
16,000 and 16,500 students. 110 These schools were positively received in England, many
expressing the possibility that these schools would be multiplied almost indefinitely. Cautions
were expressed about the proper exposure of students to the elements to ensure they were
benefiting from the treatment and not spending too much time in the sun and that their body
temperature stayed at a proper temperature. They were also cited as rewarding in both body and
mind with potential for great success in their future. 111 One such school, St. Christopher’s School,
Letchworth, promoted a belief that “healthy physical life is a natural and necessary corollary of a
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health emotional and mental life.” 112 The students at the school bicycled to their classes, cooked
their own food and participated in physical training in the school gymnasium. The classes were
co-ed with a varied school uniform which allowed students to wear as much or as little as they
desired on a given day. The only times students were separated was for naked swimming and sun
bathing which they only do because of public opinions surrounding nakedness. 113 This public
opinion against mixed nude bathing would be the most significant roadblock in the way of early
pioneer nudist groups. These groups would largely be successful in forming because of German
health movements developing in the inter-war period, British health movements emphasizing the
need to improve the body, and the sun craze which came across Britain in the early 1920s and into
the 1930s. It was this perfect storm of events which allowed the pioneers of organized nudism to
establish a foothold in Britain’s landscape.
Pioneers of British Naturism
At the same time that the sun craze and British physical culture movements were taking
the nation by storm, British nudist groups will begin to form linking their beliefs to these new
health movements so as to establish the legitimacy in their practices. The philosophies of nudism
would begin to show in England in 1921 with a series of articles published in a magazine entitled
The New Statesman. These publications were written under the pen-name Lens and promoted the
value of exposure of the whole body to sun and air. 114 There is some debate surrounding where he
got inspiration for his ideas, some citing that he visited Rollier in Switzerland observing his
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medical practices using sun and air baths to treat tuberculosis. 115 Others suggest he was inspired
by a visit to Freilichtpark in 1912. 116 Wherever he attained his inspiration, his writing played a key
role in inspiring early nudist thought in England. Nudism’s history in England is marked by many
small organizations all appearing within a few years of each other, some of which marked by
extreme secrecy with members bearing code names to hide their identities.
The first of these organizations would be created by H.C. Booth, a proponent of nudism
since 1913 when he would write letters to the health periodical Physical Culture detailing his ideas
towards the benefits of social nudity. In 1919 Booth traveled to Germany where he established
contact with various German nudist group leaders including Paul Zimmerman at Freilichtpark. 117
In 1921, the magazine Health and Efficiency printed an article entitled ‘Purity not Prudery’ which
garnered a great deal of interest asking for letter responses from all those who would be interested
in forming a group which believed in the ideals of social nudity and physical exercise. 118 The July
1922 issue of Health and Efficiency ran an article entitled ‘Nude Life Culture’ which was signed
by an Elan Vital, which was a pseudonym for H. Dion Byngham, someone who had been in touch
with Booth and shared his beliefs. The responses to his article as well as those printed by Booth
lead to the creation of the English Gymnosophical Society, England’s first official nudist group
which made itself public in August 1923. This fledgling group would meet in secrecy in London
at various locations in the city. At one of the meetings, Booth invited a Captain H.C. Vincent who
would become a controversial figure in British Naturism’s history. At the meeting he expressed
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volatile opinions regarding the movement and its publicity. He believed the movement should
carry out drastic measures like those carried out by suffragettes and in this way break down public
resistance. It is far more likely that had this course of action been taken, the movement would have
been suppressed beyond its ability to repair itself and come back. 119 This early group consisted of
at least twelve members and was mostly male with only three or four female members being part
of the group from the beginning. This higher number of male participants is one which would
plague the movement in Britain for decades to come. It was determined early on in the existence
of the English Gymnosophical Society to restrict the group to being one which spread news and
propaganda for the movement as opposed to trying to acquire land to go about naked on. The hope
was that by acting as a front-organization they would be able to inspire others to go off on their
own and form clubs. In 1924 the group changed its name to The New Gymnosophical Society with
new aims and objectives including the privacy of membership lists, secrecy of the location of
nudist grounds, as well as strict policies for screening new members. There was a major concern
amongst some members that they would be charged with conspiracy to commit acts of indecency,
so it was deemed essential to remain as secretive as possible. 120
In the same year that The English Gymnosophical Society became The New
Gymnosophical Society, two more nudist groups were formed by a regular attendee by the name
of Dr. Saleeby and Captain Vincent. In May of 1924, Dr. Saleeby was convinced that organized
nudism needed to grow and develop and held a meeting which was well attended to discuss the
matter. It was here that he created his own nudist organization known as the Sunshine League. The
reasoning behind the name was to try and link the group to the Nacktkulture movement in Germany
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with an emphasis on sunshine and the health that naked sun bathing can provide. The hope was
that more potential individuals would be interested with the newly chosen name. The new
organization released a journal entitled Sunlight which was edited by the distinguished Sir.
Arbuthnot Lane. 121 Born in 1856, Sir Arbuthnot Lane was a renowned surgeon whose pioneer
work had a great influence on bone surgery. He was known for his extraordinary dexterity as well
as his ability to inspire a love of surgery to his students. Arbuthnot Lane was responsible for the
introduction of the no-touch technique for bone surgery as well as developing a metallic internal
splint. 122 Sir. Arbuthnot Lane would instruct the readers of the Sunlight magazine on various rules
of health, one of which was to expose the skin to fresh air and sunlight as much as possible. While
Dr. Saleeby was forming his organization, Captain Vincent was forming one of his own in June of
that year. On June 19, The Daily Express newspaper posted the following advert for his club which
stated: “THE SUN RAY CLUB – FORMAL NOTICE OF FORMATION – THE SUN RAY
CLUB is being formed for the purpose of popularizing Sun Bathing, a healthy and enjoyable
recreation.” 123 Though Vincent was known for his somewhat militaristic views he was able to
attract members to his club, the Sun Ray Club. Over the course of its existence, the club would
have no formal grounds of its own, though it would occasionally use the grounds at Spielplatz, one
of the oldest and most famous British nudist camp sites. In 1925 The People magazine reported
that Vincent, who was referring to himself as The Emancipator, was planning a procession of about
200 naked men and women in Hyde Park. The result of which was a series of convictions for
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Vincent due to soliciting donations and using insulting words amongst other things. 124 In 1927
Vincent would be charged under the Parks Regulations Act 1872 due to exposing his upper chest
in Hyde Park. The magistrate at the time stated that “decent people – not prudish – would be
shocked to see a man sprawling on the grass ostentatiously in the way the prisoner sprawled.”125
Despite his run-ins with the law, he would continue his involvement with nudist groups into the
early 1930s.
While Dr. Saleeby and Captain Vincent were off forming their own organization, a group
of nudists from the New Gymnosophical Society began to establish the first nudist club near
Wickford in Essex in the late summer of 1923. The club became known as the Moonella Group
after the owner of the grounds, it was also known as The Camp. The actual identity of Moonella
is unknown, though some nudist researches have made guesses as to her identity. The main group
or participants was made up of about a dozen individuals, seven of whom considered themselves
the founding members. Each of these members went by unique code names so as to mask his or
her identity. While the identity of Moonella still remains a mystery, the seven founding members
have been identified. The “aristocracy” of founding members consisted of Chong and Lorelli (aka
Mark Harold Sorensen and his wife Helen Morley Sorensen, Zex (Rex Welbye), Flang or fflang
(Harold Clare Booth), Gart Moonella/Thwang (Roland Berrill), and Tob (Mr. LB). 126 The leader
of these founding members was Harold Clare Booth under whose leadership the group became
extremely secretive to a fault. Among the rules laid out in their resolutions that members of the
organization should not be made known outside of the group, lest they fall to serious
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embarrassment or social loss. 127 Members of the Moonella group were also not allowed to take
photographs or sketches without the express permission of the subject, a rule which is found in
nudist camps to this day. In order to ensure the secrecy of the location of the camp, members were
not allowed to mention its location to anyone outside of the group. 128 A major difference between
the Moonella group and modern day British sun clubs is that the Committee in Moonella had all
power and control, no new members could be added without the express permission of the
Committee. 129 In addition, members of the Moonella group Committee were to refer to each other
as The Noble Flang or the Gracious Moonella in their letters to each other. When members were
allowed to join the group, the only articles of clothing allowed were sandals and headbands of
bright colors, jewelry was not encouraged. Members also could not complement each other on
their physical appearance and beauty. 130 New members were allowed a grace period to get over
their embarrassment, but they did ultimately have to undress and if they refused to do so after the
grace period they were asked to leave. 131 In 1925 the members of the Moonella group had to find
a new location to practice as a new building built adjacent to their current location made it
impossible. They were unable to find a location to practice until 1927 at the nudist came Fouracres,
also known as ‘The Camp’. 132 To this day there is still mystery surrounding the true identity of
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some members of the Moonella Group following the loss of the membership book in 1974 when
Mark Sorensen died. 133
The new meeting place, known as ‘The Camp’ in its early years is considered the very first
nudist camp in British nudist history. The site was discovered in 1927 and letters were sent asking
members of the New Gymnosophical Society to assist in purchasing it. One lesser known member,
known as “The Major” responded and agreed to purchase the land on the condition that four other
members of the group agreed to lease the land at six percent of the purchase price, an offer which
was taken up immediately. On May 16, 1927 the camp was officially opened, becoming the first
official nudist camp in Britain with H.C. Booth as its leader. Funds to assist with paying the rent
of the land were accrued through a membership fee payed by members and visitors. An advisory
committee was formed in the event that the group ran into problems with the law. This would not
be needed as law officials didn’t mind their being there, so long as they kept their activities private
and hidden from the public. 134 The club was renamed ‘Four Acres’ in 1931 and was still known to
be secretive like the Moonella Group which had come before, many of whom made up founding
members of The Club. 135 ‘Four Acres’ was advertised in publications such as the Sun Bathing
Review which stated that “Entry into such a club is rather more difficult and conditions of
membership rather more severe.” 136 Though the magazine does not detail further as to what these
conditions were, it goes on to describe that the club “makes nudism a central feature of its
activities, not in the spirit of a cult, but in the belief that it is the expression of a deep underlying
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trend of social change stretching out towards a valuable liberation of the human spirit.” 137 This
adherence to nudist spirit would lead the creators of ‘Four Acres’ to be considered purists amongst
the nudist community as they favored complete nudity at their clubs. ‘Four-Acres’ would not
survive past World War II, but in its place a new club called ‘Fiveacres’ would emerge and exist
into the 1960s. 138
By 1927 there were still only a small number of nudist groups in England, but the
movement would continue to grow and develop with the formation of a new group, the Sun
Bathing Society. It was founded by N.F. Barford who had been an attendee to lectures hosted by
the New Gymnosophy Society. Barford was to create one of the first divides in philosophy amongst
nudist groups by suggesting that members be allowed to exercise in slips and brassieres in an effort
to make it more appealing to the general public. 139 Barford would use the ‘Sun Lodge’ in Upper
Norwood, South London, as his headquarters where “the sun and air bathers frisked and jerked
and exercised their way along the strenuous road to health…all, of course, decently attired in the
scanty bathing wear by now tolerated and even approved.” 140 Though there was dispute in the
nudist community with Barford’s choice to not require nudity, Barford was finding success in the
public where purists were not. His society became so popular that he acquired the use of land in
Selsdon, on the outskirts of Croydon. This land, which officially became a nudist camp in 1931,
was known as the Yew Tree Camp; the major difference with the ‘Sun Lodge’ here however was
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that nude bathing was made welcome. 141 Because of Barford’s choice to not permit nude bathing,
later in the history of the movement his organization would not be referred to as true nudism, but
still considered a step in the right direction. 142 To further promote the interests of the nudist
movement Barford would begin to print the Sun Bathing Review magazine in 1933 which included
a wide range of articles addressing issues regarding the movement, listings of various sun clubs,
as well as letters from contributors.
The end of the 1920s and early 1930s would prove to be crucial years for the spread and
development of British naturism. It was in these years that influential clubs and organizations were
formed, and an incident at Welsh Harp would launch British naturists into the public eye. The
summer or 1928 saw major heat waves in England causing many people to take to the beaches to
escape the heat. It was also within this year that Hans Surén’s Man and Sunlight was published in
Britain which as has already been discussed was quite popular and influential among the
population. In addition to the publication of Surén’s book, other influential books such as Maurice
Parmelee’s Nudism in Modern Life and Reverend John Langdon-Davies’ The Future of Nakedness.
Parmelee’s book was quite well known in many countries. Not only was it seized in the United
States for its images, it was also seized and burned by the Nazis. Davies’ book was a tongue-incheek romp detailing a government that banned clothes for the benefit of public morality and
health. 143 In addition to more books being published and released discussing naturism, Barford
took the opportunity to set up a sunbathing stall at the Health Exhibition in the Horticultural Hall
Westminster. At the event, he handed out pamphlets which argued the health benefits of
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sunbathing, citing its use to cure the sick; he argued that if it’s used to cure the sick, it must also
be good for those in good health. The event was visited by hundreds of guests who viewed the
event favorably. It was discussed in the Daily Express which with its wide readership spread the
word of nudism and sunbathing groups even further. Building on the wave of good publicity, the
summer of 1929 would witness a major turning point in the movement’s history launching it into
what is considered by some to be a golden age of existence. 144
In the summer of 1929, Welsh Harp Reservoir in a suburb of London was being used by
unemployed young men of Britain as a place where they could camp, swim, and lay out in the sun.
They were allowed to do so by the owner of the land who was sympathetic to their plight due to
the Depression in Britain which had begun that same year. As these young men could not afford
bathing suits, they would bathe in the nude. By the following summer, 1930, word had spread of
the practice of nude bathing at Welsh Harp and soon nudists began to visit and use the site. In late
June 1930, with more nudists appearing at the shores of Welsh Harp and news spreading of their
being there, hostile spectators began to make their way to the area. 145 The nudists had placed signs
warning of their sunbathing activities, but many Londoners would walk that way on summer
afternoons, and therefore, their activities were not private or shielded as most clubs and groups
had operated in the past. Saturday, June 28, found a group of about forty nudists sunbathing, twelve
of whom were women. A mob of onlookers soon appeared jeering and taunting the nudists, which
soon lead to blows with sun-bathers being struck and beaten though no serious injuries were
suffered. The main reason that onlookers seemed to take offense was that children were present.
Most of the individuals who were sunbathing were members of the Sun Ray Club and New Life
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Societies. 146 The next day nudists returned, this time with a police presence. Before the crowd
charged, screams and taunts of ‘Even cannibals wear loin cloths,” and “Disgraceful conduct before
children,” were heard to be called from the crowd. Most of the sunbathers in Vincent’s group were
men, but women were amongst the sunbathers. They were urged to keep their clothes on for their
safety. Not all women did so, two decided to not give way to the crowd and met their jeers with a
defiant “to the pure, all things are pure” which was met with outrage. A battle soon emerged
between the crowd of three hundred men and women and about fifty sunbathers. Captain Vincent,
who at this time was head of the Sun Ray Club began dressing and urged his fellow nudists to do
the same, but as they were doing so, they were charged by the crowd and many of the clothes were
scattered by the crowd.
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The reason this event is such a turning point for British naturists is

because their ill treatment at the hands of the crowd lead the greater public to view them more
favorably. Police officers would argue that they were on private property who could only be
observed by trespassers. From these events, the Sun Ray Club and New Health Society would fully
come into its own, changing its name not long after to the National Sun and Air Association which
would become a leading organization in the 1930’s. The events at Welsh Harp would inspire many
others to go out and start their own nudist clubs across Britain, one of which is considered today
to among Britain’s most famous naturist camps. 148
Before Barford’s ‘Yew Tree Club’ nudist camp would be formed, another camp would be
created in 1927, one of the most famous in the history of British Naturism. This camp, which came
to be known as Spielplatz was created by the couple Charles and Dorothy Macaski. For Charles
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and Dorothy, Spielplatz would be referred to as the realization of a private dream, and a corner of
the world which they could call their own. The camp was started when Charles saw an
advertisement in a London newspaper by a German professor who expressed that himself and some
close friends were renting land near Bricket Wood to practice naturism. The following Saturday,
Charles and his wife visited ‘Four Acres’ and from that day on knew they wanted this life for
themselves and their families. They set about finding a suitable piece of land on which they could
start their own naturist camp and found it in Cowley’s Wood. The Macaskies were by no means
wealthy individuals, in fact, all of their income came from a small radio and bicycle shop which
they owned. When looking back, Iseult Richardson, one of Charles and Dorothy’s daughters
admires the courage of her parents’ next step. The Macaskies decided to sell their business and use
the funds to purchase the twelve acres of land, arriving to their new home with a tent, some pots
and pans, and tools which they saved from the business. In their first few weeks they set about
clearing parts of the land, and with the help of an engineer friend dug a well that would be the
main source of water for the camp for the next two years and would continue to be used into the
1980s. To make money in the first few years, the family would work as art models in London two
or three days a week. By 1929, Charles had erected a small one room chalet which would serve
as their home and would grow and develop into a seven-room bungalow which became the family
home until 1952. In the summer of 1930, not long after the events of Welsh Harp, inquiries came
in from individuals who were interested in renting camp sites or build small cabins for holiday use.
This was well received, and it would offer an opportunity for more funds to come in to the family.
The years between 1930 and 1939 were considered the most crucial for the development of the
camp as it was in these years that an artisan well was dug and a ten-foot weather vane was built,
all with the goal of adding a swimming pool to the grounds in mind which was completed in 1934.
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The Macaskies knew that if they wanted to expand, they would need to adapt and grow to attract
more visitors. In 1933 the official name of the camp was decided upon as Spielplatz, meaning
‘Playplace’ in German (Appendix G). 149
As Spielplatz grew and developed through the 1930s, largely due to the publicity of Welsh
Harp, a new nudist organization The National Sun and Air Association was formed in April of
1931. The organization had existed as the Sun Ray Club and New Health Society in September of
1930, but the name was changed in April of the following year. The club’s membership was made
up largely of middle class and professional individuals largely due to Welsh Harp’s publicity. In
1933 a supplement of the organization stated that their purpose was to be:
an Association which has for its object the promotion of the practice of complete
nudity in common by both sexes, in the belief that this practice is both morally and
physically healthy and can be of no small assistance in helping mankind to escape
from the evil effects of modern mechanization...It is merely a recognition of the
fact that the herding together of masses of the population in towns, offices and
factories needs to be offset by greater opportunities for the enjoyment of light and
fresh air in the country, to which is coupled the belief that the benefits of sun and
air can only be repeated to the full in a state of nakedness. 150
The goals and ideas of this landmark nudist group reflects the larger goals of British society to
emphasize an escape from the enclosed spaces of the industrial towns and back to nature. By the
end of the 1930s, there would be an increase in paid holidays which allowed young people to leave
the towns and explore the countryside. With more free time on the hands of British citizens, more
time could be spent with fitness training and recreation in the countryside. This was also impacted
by large amounts of unemployment in the 1930s meaning much of these activities occurred as a
forced idleness. By the mid-1930s walking and rambling through the country side had caught
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Britain’s imagination and lead to the formation of The Rambler’s Association in 1935. Increased
media attention for activities such as hiking and cycling also attracted more and more citizens to
these activities. 151 With more and more people heading out into the country side, it is highly likely
that some members of these communities would find their way to naturist groups which had been
sprouting up in the country since Welsh Harp. The naturist communities would continue to grow
and develop with the increased popularity of the movement and more people seeking to escape the
industrial towns and get back to nature. By 1935, Sun Bathing Review ran articles on the various
sun societies available, providing information on at least eight different clubs, not including
Spielplatz. Even these clubs are not representative of all clubs available at the time as not all groups
advertised in the magazine. The early naturist movement and its pioneers in Britain envisioned a
movement which would lead to a healthier nation which was very much aligned with eugenic
thoughts. Early pioneers believed that if the naked body was exposed then people would be more
likely to exercise so that they could exhibit their most physically fit form. Much like naturists today
naturism’s early pioneers still had to tackle society’s less than positive view of them and their
practices due to the taboo of nakedness.
Though naturists sought to make their thoughts and ideas known through various books,
groups like the Moonella Group were shrouded in so much secrecy that it was very difficult for
any new members to join or even be aware of the movement growing in Britain. It is this fear and
secrecy which will continue to hinder the growth of the movement throughout its history and
prevent it from becoming a mainstream health phenomenon, despite a desire to do so as expressed
in its publications. Naturism in Britain and its pioneers also demonstrate one of the many reactions
to an overindustrialized world which was present in many industrialized nations at the time such
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as France and Germany. Naturism and its goal to be united in nature by being naked in the sun was
one of many avenues taken to become closer with nature and escape industrialization. It is a
response often overlooked in comparison to others such as hiking and camping. The naturists
themselves however were not themselves political socialists. Most middle class British citizens
feared industrial competition from America and Germany and included in this was a fear of the
expansive influence of socialism and poverty. 152 As has been demonstrated in this section,
naturists were viewed by the larger public both as something amusing to make fun of, as well as
an appalling prospect. Given that naturism was seen as eccentric, it was up to its followers to
maintain a rational line and attempt to counteract the idea of it being a cult. Though it was not
political in its socialism, nudism was associated with ideas such as teetotalism, vegetarianism, and
socialism. A nudist supporter at the time, George C. Foster, was known for writing articles such
as “Nudism is Not a Cult” and “Nudism and the Common Man” in which he argued that nudism
did not need fanatics or cranks as some of its early pioneers were perceived to be. Rather, it needed
Mr. Everyman and his wife, people with normal city jobs and proper people. Other supporters of
nudism in the 1930’s argued nudism had a ideological affinity with the political Left. One such
supporter, Alec Craig argued that the “critical mind, free from the shackles of superstition,
tradition, ignorance and convention” which nudists applied to their clothing problem was on which
could be applied to solving problems in social and political life. 153 This naked utopia was very
much an impossible dream and by the 1930’s this dream was tarnished by the political shifts in
Germany which demonstrated that nakedness along would be unable to bring a new pacifist,
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egalitarian, and democratic world. 154 While Germany played a major role in inspiring naturism in
Britain, it is important to distinguish that naturism was not uniquely German. Especially given the
fact that the first nudist group was the FNT in British India. The German body culture was one
that was accessible to a wide spectrum of political ideals and therefore cannot be attributed to a
single or dominant set of ideals, events, or individuals. In 1933 when Adolf Hitler gained power,
he initially placed a blanket ban on nudism. Despite this banning, naturism in Germany was
incorporated into the National Socialist Verband fur Leibesübung. 155 In fact, some historians point
out that most of the advances in German naturism would occur while under National Socialist
rule. 156 Over the course of the 1930s and 1940s organized British Naturism will tackle the
struggles of the Second World War and enter an age in which a national organization was created
to represent the interests of naturists across Britain.
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PART 2: WAKE UP ENGLAND! WAKE UP!
Though it was still in its small beginnings, Naturism had officially established itself in the
culture of Britain. By the mid-1930s popular magazines such as the Sun Bathing Review, Health
and Efficiency, and The Naturist were being actively published promoting and encouraging the
naturist lifestyle. In the spring of 1933, the first issue of the Sun Bathing Review began with an
article entitled “Wake up England!” It opened with a passage decrying England for falling behind
the rest of the world stating that “Once more pioneers appeal to the dear old country to wake up!
Once more the dear old country is being left in the lurch, and our insularity and conservatism leave
us to follow the path where other nations lead.” 157 The article decries Britain for not keeping with
the times and needs to catch up with the rest of world in regard to the beneficial practice of
naturism. They also defend that the reasoning behind naturism is medical as they quote doctors in
claiming that “the whole human race who habitually wear clothes, have in reserve an amazingly
powerful and unsuspected health asset to fight the diseases of civlisation of industrialization.”158
It is a call to action for Britain to embrace the benefits of the sun as well as numerous other benefits
of naturism. With this wake-up call, more and more nudist groups were appearing seeking to
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practice sunbathing and establish their legitimacy. In 1932 a letter was published in The Times
signed by George Bernard Shaw, Julian Huxley, Vera Brittain, C.E.M Joad and Winifred Holtby,
a Hull novelist and social reformer which spoke out against the backwards morality of British
culture. 159 They argued that:
Many other groups have been formed to practise air bathing, but have found it
necessary to secrete themselves in the woods round London in order to avoid the
attention of the public, the Press, their friends, and their neighbors. This need for
secrecy is an iniquitous state of affairs! Semi-nudity can be viewed on the stage by
paying for it, but cannot, it seems, be indulged in for health and well-being in the
open air, until for lack of it one is ill enough to go to a hospital or a home for
crippled children! The movement needs to be rescued from the ill-informed scorn
and disrepute from which it has suffered, and to be raised to the level of other
healthy recreations. 160
The appeal goes on to demand that facilities should be set aside out of public eye for the use of
sunbathing just as various buildings are established for other health practices. It also established
that sunbathing offered numerous health opportunities for indoor workers as well as their mental
health. The letter was reviewed favorably by an editorial in The Times and the Sun Bathing Society
advertised in its magazine that they received many positive letters regarding the issue and few to
no negative letters. For the supporters of British Naturism that gave them the signal that the time
was right for this movement to expand and that once the people of Britain were able to overcome
their timidity, they will flock to enjoy the activities offered under the banner of naturism. 161 The
positive publicity for British naturism continued into the late 1930s through an article published
in The Daily Mirror in which the newspapers psychologist Mr. Henry Harris gives an analysis of
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naturism. Mr. Harris provides two analysis of the movement, one from a physical perspective, and
another from a psychological perspective. From a physical perspective he cited that the movement
was extremely beneficial and the skin, as an organ needs exposure to the sun and air to maintain
its good health. He compares it to a plant, citing that if one were to cover a plant from the sun it
would die and affirming that he himself takes a naked air bath every morning. 162 Mr. Harris
believed that while the physical benefits were great, it was the psychological that were the most
beneficial, citing that:
it takes from sex the unhealthy emphasis which most moderns have to some degree.
You must have observed that prudish people are precisely those who are most
inquisitive about the body. Their warped consciences tell them that it is indecent to
satisfy that healthy curiosity, so they see that no one else gets that natural
satisfaction. 163
His analysis gave vindication to the nudist philosophy that the practice of nudism or naturism is
not one which is practiced by cranks and sexual perverts, but rather one in which a healthy curiosity
can be satisfied in a healthy fashion. In fact, he goes on to claim that “if anything, nudism, seems
to stabilize and normalize neurotic, cranky, prudist, or sex obsessed people.” 164 For nudists this
publicity was extremely beneficial because while their magazines could possibly reach thousands,
The Daily Mirror could reach millions.
In addition to the publicity gained from newspapers published letters and conducting
analysis of the movement, more books were published which examined the possible benefits of
nudism. In 1934 William Welby publishes Naked and Unashamed: Nudism from Six Points of
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View in which he examines nudism and its possible benefits through the lenses of history, morality,
health, psychology, aesthetic, and finally common sense (Appendix H). His overall analysis is a
positive one though he makes it clear in his preface to the second edition that he himself is not a
nudist. His goal is to simply profess the facts about nudism, and it is not meant to be a propaganda
piece for the movement. Welby further establishes that if nudism is viewed positively in his book
it is because the facts support nudism, viewing himself as a judge trying to provide evidence to a
jury so that they can come to their own conclusions regarding the issue. 165 In his final, common
sense chapter, Welby argues that it a person should not sun bathe naked in public, but rather that
it should only be done where properly screened. In addition, he adheres to the belief that nudity
should not be present on public beaches; slips should continue to be worn when on public beaches.
He does however assess that it is possible to sunbathe naked in a non-sexual environment with
other like-minded people in a properly screened establishment. The practice of sunbathing is a
healthy one which can and should be practiced by all. 166 His final thoughts on the subject
emphasized that “Nudism does offer a definite aide to health and happiness, and that there is
nothing immoral or decadent about the people who practise it.” 167
With increased media attention garnered from events such as the Welsh Harp Riot, books,
and positive reviews in newspapers, organized naturism continued to grow during the 1930s with
new groups continuing to appear through Britain. These groups advertised their existence in the
Sun Bathing Review citing that any individuals who wish to be “united in a desire now and then to
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detach themselves from the trivialities and less valuable artificialities of civilized existence, may
find opportunity for exercise and recreation under suitable conditions.” 168 These organizations
would emphasize that they adhered to the philosophy of Gymnosophy and were not associated
with changing sexual morals, demonstrating that their activities were not sexual in nature. 169 By
1938 the Sun Bathing Review ran advertisements for sixteen different clubs, though other articles
suggest that there are as many as twenty six. Their Autumn 1938 issue ran advert entitled
“Particulars of All Sun Societies Etc., Advertising in this Issue” which detailed numerous
particulars concerning these clubs including but not limited to the address, whether nakedness was
a rule or option, trial visits, meals, swimming accommodations, presence of gyms, the size, when
the camp is open, and whether men were allowed without women. 170 Of the numerous items listed,
there are two which are significant for organized nudism. The first is whether nudity should be a
rule or if it should be optional. This was an emerging debate in the nudist community which was
addressed in the same issue August 1938 issue. Of the camps listed in the “Particulars” advert,
seven stated it was the rule, seven that it was optional, one that it was encouraged, and one listing
as general. This data suggests that most camps were generally divided on the topic. Notable camps
such as Spielplatz, Lotus League, National Sun and Air Association, and the Sun Folk Society all
listed nudity as the rule. 171 The article “Should Nudism be Optional” was written by Margaret
Barton the secretary of the North Devon Club which labeled nudity as being encouraged but not
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necessarily the rule. Barton cites that European clubs demand complete nudity on their premises
and had done so since their beginnings in the 1920s. Many British clubs were doing the same, but
as seen above not all made it the rule. She emphasizes that at the North Devon Club nudity is very
much encouraged but recognizes that there are times when clothes are needed, especially when the
weather does not permit an individual to be comfortably naked. That being said, Barton
emphasizes that there is a danger in allowing nudity to be optional citing that it “opens the door to
this abuse of the movement” and should be watched carefully. 172 One of the problems which
Barton addresses is the fear of going naked and not having the most beautiful or appealing body
which should be shown out in public. She quells their fears by stating that nudist camps are no
beauty parade and that they are inhabited by people with all kinds of bodies, both fit and marred
with scars and other marks of life. Therefore, the answer for Barton is that nudity should be
required because making it optional can lead to problems including the presence of those who are
not interested in the ideals of nudism.173 This relates to the second significant issue addressed in
the advert, whether or not single men would be allowed on nudist camps. According to the advert,
eight camps said yes, a single man would be allowed, five stated yes with conditions, one by
arrangement, and two listed as preferably not. 174 This is an issue which is debated in the British
naturist movement to this day, and one which will be examined in detail later in this thesis. In the
first issue of the Sun Bathing Review the rule was that men had to be accompanied by women in
order to visit a nudist camp. The magazine cited that in order to attain acceptance in larger society,
the movement had to adhere to societal norms which maintain a proper balance of sexes at social
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events. Due to the fact that one of the goals of the movement was to demonstrate that nudity could
be non-sexual between men and women, and that it was appropriate for children, there needed to
be a balance in membership. What the movement needed was more women to join the movement
because “women is for the race and man for the individual… if women approved, the whole of
England would learn the joys and benefits of active sun and air-bathing perhaps within a year.”175
This sentiment that men are more likely to think for themselves while women are nurturers who
will support ideals of health is a common societal trend. The article cites that men need to bring
women with them and allow them to stay dressed until they are comfortable with the idea of
nakedness. The article concludes by stating that women are the “guardians of the coming
generation” and by joining sun clubs they would be opening the door for better health for their
children and grandchildren. Therefore, men should not be allowed in alone because the movement
needs to show that it is a family organization geared towards physical and mental health. These
concerns had diminished somewhat by the late 1930s as can be demonstrated by the fact that half
of the clubs listed allow single males and five allow it with certain conditions in mind. 176
These early clubs also had to work hard to ensure they could properly establish themselves
within Britain’s environment without causing trouble. When an individual wanted to start a new
club to be advertised there were several key factors which they had to consider before they moved
forward with their plan. When establishing a new club there were six key factors that nudists in
the 1930s had to keep in mind: seclusion, accessibility, a south slope, sandy soil, water supply, and
neighbors. Nudist camps had to be somewhat secluded mostly by natural barriers such as trees or
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hazel, which was considered the best form of cover. 177 In order to be maintained, however, nudist
camps had to be easily accessible and so it was recommended that they be located somewhat near
a train or bus station. Cheap bus and train fares would play key roles on the ability of nudist camps
to see a rise in membership and funding so as to maintain the camp and its existence. Geography
was important not only for seclusion, but also to ensure that the camp got as much exposure to the
sun as possible and that it would be easier to work the soil, hence why southern slopes and sandy
soil was preferred. Access to water for bathing was a plus factor for camps to draw new members,
but the real goal was to put in a swimming pool. The problems with natural water were that
generally sea access or rivers required being on flat land meaning the land could be easily over
looked. A pool presented problems in that maintenance and drainage could prove to be challenging
to find solutions for, the dangers including flooding into the property of others and the consent of
local authorities needed in order to drain it into sewers. 178 The last, and perhaps most crucial item
to consider was the local population. Most individuals very likely were not interested in a nudist
camp ground cropping up in their midst and as such it was recommended to keep the motivations
and goals for the campground a secret. When inquiring about the land, it was recommended to
more or less lie and state the land was needed for a physical culture and sports club campground.
It was important to establish good relations with the neighbors in the area as they could be a nasty
thorn in the side of a developing nudist camp. The idea behind becoming friendly with them was
that if they know you well, they were less likely to be upset by the presence of a nudist camp in
their local area. 179
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Nudist publications from 1935 onward suggested that the movement was developing
slowly but surely in Britain with new clubs continuously cropping up into existence. There was a
general sense that the ideals of nudists, being somewhat supported by medical communities, were
being viewed with less horror and scorn than they were when they first emerged as an organization
in the nation. They were still very much the butt of jokes, but the laughter was well natured enough
and there was a general acceptance that they are not as insane as once perceived. 180 What had
begun as a revolutionary idea that was outlandish to some, has become something commonly
practiced in British culture across the sexes and both in groups and in private. 181 There were still
misconceptions which the movement worked to dispel, not limited to but including the idea that
nudists want to make the world completely naked and go without clothes at all times. This was an
incorrect assumption as nudist magazines emphasized their desire to go naked in places where it
was reasonable to do so. 182 The 1930s ended with a British nudist movement that was slowly but
surely expanding and developing new camp grounds for public use. Publications suggested slightly
more acceptance in the larger society, though many misconceptions would still remain in regard
to their goals and practices. Entering into the 1940s however, organized naturism in Britain would
be faced with one of its greatest struggles to continue: World War II.
With the outbreak of World War II in Europe, the movement of British naturism would
take many crushing blows, which would prevent it from growing and developing as much as it
possibly could have. The Lancashire Group located in Blackpool detailed in 1943 that they were
struggling to remain in contact with each other as many of them were involved in war related work.
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The Staffordshire Secretary was included in a piece in Health and Efficiency asking if anyone
knew of areas of land not suitable for agricultural development as much land was being seized for
the war effort, meaning new prospecting groups were struggling to find land on which to establish
a new group. The article discusses other groups as well, each of which facing similar struggles of
finding locations which to establish themselves. 183 Despite the war, interest in naturism did not
seem to decline, in fact the Editor of Health and Efficiency emphasized that interest in the
movement was growing in the Midlands and the North. The problem was the lack of nudist
facilities as many had their lands seized for agricultural purposes and the clubs that remained open
are so remote that travel restrictions prevent people from visiting them as much as they might have
before the war. There was land that could be used, but many of the owners did not want to rent it
to nudists as there were still many misconceptions held by some in more popular society. This is
partnered with lack of knowledge of what would become of the land in the post war world and a
reluctance of owners to rent their land to sunbathing groups. Any new groups that emerged in the
war years were too few in number to allow for substantial growth in the movement. 184 The war
was not all grim news for nudists; despite the struggles which faced the movement, it continued
on and did not vanish. Pre-war clubs located in southern Britain continued on much unchanged,
some of which actually seeing a jump in membership. 185 One such nudist club which actually
benefited from the war years was Spieplatz. It was largely because of the war that the nudist
campground became the residential campground it is today. Initially holiday club members would
come to Spielplatz as a place to escape the bombings in the city and find a place to sleep and rest.
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Every possible structure in the camp was used to house these refugees and no one was ever turned
away. Iseult remembers that it seemed hardly a day went by when new individuals would show up
at the camp to leave their children with “Mac and Dorothy” while they returned to their destroyed
homes to salvage what they could of their broken lives (Appendix I). Many new groups and
families decided to make their stay more permanent as Spielplatz was a place to weather the storm.
By the time of the wars end, many who had come seeking refuge now saw the camp ground as
their permanent home. They enrolled their children into local schools and made the campground
their home laying the foundations for the camp as it is today. 186 The war also did away with
conflicts and controversies which had erupted between clubs. There is a greater sense of comradery
and unity during the war years so as to ensure the survival of the movement. The perils of the war
also made the squabbles of a pre-war world seem totally inconsequential compared to what was at
stake. As was seen with the Spielplatz story, naturism was seen and offered as a respite from the
tiring war. Taking time away from the stresses of the war was deemed to be essential as the mind
and body needed a space to relax, which could be hard to come by during the war. Naturism was
offered as the best form of respite from the war, a naked sunbather laying the sun is much further
away from their day to day worries having left everything behind, even clothes. Nudist camps were
isolated pockets of peace where a person could find a legitimate way of escape and recharge before
heading back into struggles of the day to day world. 187
Though the naturist community did struggle through the war years, naturist magazines also
published articles which detailed how they could be of use during the war years and support the
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war effort. Health and Efficiency included small advertisements urging subscribers to conserve
paper and send any extra paper to be used for various items such as belts, cartridge and shell
casings, mines, and radio sets. 188 Practicing naturism and exposing the skin to air baths was also
seen to assist with the war effort by maintaining a healthy population. The national fuel saving
campaign to assist with the war effort meant offices were colder and could not heat buildings the
same as before. Dr. S. B. Whitehead offers the solution of exposing the skin to colder temperatures
in small amounts. He argues that the skin helps maintain the body’s heat, and by exposing it in
regular air baths and exercising in these moments to avoid chill. This should be done regularly for
fifteen minutes followed by a vigorous toweling of the body. Once the body has become
accustomed to the cold undressed, being dressed in a cold office will not seem as bad. 189 The war
years played a critical role in increasing national fitness as more and more physical fitness groups
were emerging trying to urge the population to better physical health in the war effort. The war
was in some ways a needed push to improve the health of the nation, but there was no official
government support for naturism as one of the paths which could help improve physical health in
the nation. The reason for this has that many British laws existed which make the exposure of
certain parts of the body in public spaces illegal. A writer for The Naturist magazine suggested
that the war would bring an end to these backwards ideals and naked sun bathing would soon be
seen on all of Britain’s beaches. The hope of the writer is that the government when planning for
the post-war world would include in it plans for a saner thinking nation. What is most interesting
in particular about this article, is it ends with a hinting that a scheme is in development for Naturist
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Unity and the formation of a national organization to represent all of Britain’s sun clubs. 190 While
it detracts from the main message of the article, it demonstrates an area of growth for the
movement. This prediction would in fact come true, and in the midst of the struggles presented by
the way, the first national British naturist organization would emerge in 1943.
Nudism Catches its Second Breath: The British Sunbathing Association
Despite some general fears that the organization would not last the war and the struggles
some clubs faced to stay open, the first official unified organization for British naturism would
emerge. It is an important distinction to make that while organized social nudism in Britain
struggled during the war, the practice of nudism for leisure particularly at European continental
holidays, thrived. A key difference between the nudists that would be establishing naturism in the
post-war world would be the attitude with which they viewed nudism. For the early pioneers,
nudism was highly idealistic with socialist and eugenic influences in its philosophies. The nudists
of the post war world did not view the practice with the same idealism, but rather as a form of
personal relaxation or freedom. Having exited a major world war, nudists wanted to simply relax
and enjoy being naked outside. This is a monumental shift in the ideology of the movement and
one which carries through to today. In interviews with modern naturists historian Ruth Barcan
found that naturists prefer to look at it as a lifestyle choice rather than a philosophy. They will
adamantly deny relation to the political ideas of socialism, anti-materialism, or vegetarianism.
Rather it is just something they like to do, nothing more. 191 While the naturists in the 1940’s are
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not quite at this stage of thought, it is here that the ideological shift begins to move away from
philosophical nudist ideas to ones of a different type of lifestyle with added health benefits.
Created in 1943, the British Sunbathing Association (BSBA) prepared for the post-war
expansion despite lack of money and land to for the expansion. 192 Despite the problems they faced,
the first month of their existence seemed to suggest a positive future and began work right away
to bring clubs into its folds. In order to be considered as a member of the BSBA the club in question
had to demonstrate that they upheld a naturist lifestyle as a means of mental and physical culture
and health. 193 The Association’s constitution, completed in July of 1943, stated that “the object of
B.S.A is to secure the co-ordination of organizations that cater for sun clubs which are established
for the promotion of mental and physical culture with a vision for the emergence of a completely
healthy people.” 194 This constitution also established that Britain would be broken into three
general zones: a Proprietary Zone, Northern Zone, and Southern Zone, the lines for which were
yet to be firmly established. Each of these zones would be controlled by a council elected by the
clubs in that zone so as to ensure that the local organizations had a part to play in controlling the
framework of the association. A guest from America, Ray Connett, who witnessed the formation
of the BSBA, detailed the honor he felt at being able to witness the birth of this organization. As
an outsider there were many aspects of British Naturism he did not quite understand such as the
propriety clubs, which referred to clubs that were individually owned as opposed to co-operatively
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owned clubs like in the American movement. 195 As the meeting continued on Connett commented
that he was
struck by the earnest sincerity of the delegates, - men and women who had spent
money on railway fees from the north and south-west, and all who had sacrificed a
precious week-end of outdoor relaxation to lay the foundation for the British Sun
Bathing Association. Nudists all, they knew what nudism had done in health and
happiness for families and friends. They were here in London to protect the future
of nudism. 196
He emphasized the importance of a national organization to provide assistance for small clubs
which may face persecution from the public sphere and save clubs from being closed as had been
done in America. For Connett, the creation of the BSBA suggested that the country was ready to
be invited to give nudism a try. 197 While Connett was hopeful for the BSBA, one subscriber to the
Sun Bathing Review expressed his concerns that the nudists of Britain all had so many ideas
surrounding what “nudism” was that it will be very had to unify the various groups. He notes that
nudism can get tied up with ideas such as vegetarianism and non-smoking with which it really has
no direct connection. He also points towards the nudist groups who would be unwilling to
cooperate unless they could impose their puritanical ideals across the board, and still others who
saw nudism as a social movement fighting for a freer social life. If the BSBA was to succeed, it
would have to get the various nudist groups to agree with each other and bear with each other over
their differences. 198
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Despite the possible doubts about the ability to unify all the various ideas and opinions
held by British Nudists the BSBA looked forward to the future and the post war world. The number
one concern on the mind being to replenish the membership that had been lost over the war due to
men and women working for the military and being shipped overseas. Those who were positive
about the end of the war viewed it as a potential for many new recruits who would be seeking
places to relax, slow down, and rid nerves of tensions and fears from the war they had just
experienced. One writer believed that the benefits for nudism stood to be far greater now, than had
no war been fought at all. He believes that the high tensions and fears caused by the war would be
the push for young families to see naturism as an outlet of getting back to a relaxed life. 199 In order
for this to occur, however, three points had to be considered: first clubs had to be devoted to the
ideals of nudism and keeping them alive, second that the club be run on economically sound lines,
and third that the club does not exist solely as a means to make money. The author cites in regard
to the first point that clubs in the past lost the enthusiasm with which they began and the ethical
standard has begun to slump. Regarding the second point, it is bad for the publicity of the
movement if a club shuts down for financial reasons and so must keep an eye on its finances. This
includes ensuring that members pay the subscription fee on time and not to slack with the fees
which are due. Finally, the club run for its own monetary gain is a problem for the nudist movement
as it may allow undesirable members to buy their way into the club leading to scandals which
could harm the publicity of the movement. 200 So while there were many benefits to be gained from
the post war world, certain guiding points had to be maintained to ensure a healthy growth. With
the goal of recruiting new members for the club, including soldiers from the war, the question of
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nudity is breached again. Should new members be permitted to wear slips for a time, or will they
be required to be naked from the start? The general assessment was that if the movement is to
grow, then the common man must feel comfortable enough to join. With this in mind “those of us
who pride ourselves in having cast off the yoke cannot, I think, hope to help others discard it
merely by precept and example.” 201 New recruits should be allowed to ease their way into the
movement and therefore be allowed to remain at least partially clothed for a time so as to work up
the courage and become comfortable enough to undress. 202
A push for more members and publications to spread the news of naturism would continue
into the 1950s. At its start, well known naturist magazine writer Robin Black would urge caution
in spreading the news about naturism. In his experience it was the super enthusiast who was a
recent convert excited by their new discovery may become a liability to the movement and his
friends. He believed there wasn’t quite enough support out in Britain for naturism to come boldly
into the public eye in the new decade. 203 Not all nudists agreed with Black’s assessment, with a
response in the May issue of Health and Efficiency that did not agree with Black’s assessment.
The idea expressed being that if the naturist movement was to grow, the public needed to be
educated to understand its ideals. The movement cannot just sit back and wait for society to be
ready and use the excuse that it’s not the time is one which will do nothing for the movement. The
assessment of the response was that while there doesn’t need to be dramatic action, there does need
to be a sustained campaign which presents the facts of nudism in a dignified manner. The purpose
of an organization such as BSBA is to make its ideals and values known through public relations
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and spreading the information that opportunities exist for would be naturists. What is needed is
publicizing for the movement outside of its magazines so as to further spread the readership and
reach a wider audience. The more naturists that speak up, the brighter the movement’s future would
be. 204 The same issue of Health and Efficiency contained another response to Black’s article
written by Margery Gilbert, Hostess, HSC Surrey. Gilbert writes that many Naturists were already
well known in society due to the work of the BSBA and that it was already out in the open. While
she agreed that fanatics would not bode well for the future of the movement, she asserts that nudism
had few fanatics amongst its members. She believes that to be secretive as Black would suggest
provides material for sensational press to add salacious items to the suspicions already present in
society. She asserts that the estimates for the numbers of naturists is 5,000, though this number is
likely high, and the only way for that membership to increase is to further the education of the
public and bring more people into the fold of naturism. 205 For the general secretary of the BSBA
Sylvia Bassam, publicity and membership was doing quite well in 1951. According to her
assessment, more young couples and families were joining the movement with far fewer undesirable individuals trying to get in. One factor for this for Bassam is that naturism has had a
largely positive representation in the popular press and a curiosity present in their articles instead
of accusatory comments. In addition to better publicity, she attributes increased membership to the
use of sunray treatment in hospitals as a curative and preventative agent. She believes that when
more people experience this in a hospital setting, they are more likely to seek the genuine form of
this treatment during the summer months so as to prepare for the winter months. Finally, she views
increased membership as a reflection of changing ideals towards sexual education. For Bassam,
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more and more parents were realizing that they can’t teach sex ed without nudity being present
and naturism offers a healthy outlet for this discussion. Bassam also makes one of the first
mentions of a BSBA goal to spread nudism from the confines of clubs, to the beaches of Britain.
She addresses that some people have already begun doing so on their own, but as it is illegal she
does not condone the behavior. 206 Robin Black also addresses the issue of beaches earlier in the
year, though his assessment is much less positive than Bassams as he believes half-baked attempts
at attaining nudist beaches will be of no benefit for the growth of the movement. 207 Though Bassam
acknowledges this is not a change that is likely to come quickly, she believes the movement to be
doing well in 1951 and that slow growth is in some ways better than mass conversion. 208
With the spirit of expansion in the post-war world and hope for growth in the movement
two family men Ernest Stanley and Jack Watkins set out in 1948 to establish a new nudist club. In
June of that year, they found the desired site near Dartford on the outskirts of London, and thus
the North Kent Sun Club was born, the largest nudist camp in Britain. 209 The founders of the camp
were in their 30s with children of their own sought to make their new club one which had a
membership made up mostly of young people and families. A waiting list had to be created for
younger men interested in joining the camp so as to ensure a balance of sexes, with the younger
men chosen to be allowed in over older gentlemen. A decision which was made early on in the
club’s history was not to make nudity required by all who participated but rather to ensure the club
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was a social center that had amenities which would keep customers when nudity eventually
became acceptable on public beaches. By the end of 1949 all buildings had been constructed on
the premises of the camp, and by early 1951 the swimming pool had been successfully installed.
1951 was Festival of Britain year and as such the North Kent Club decided to host its own Festival
of Naturism that same summer. 210
Preparations for the festival, as well as general buzz filled the pages of naturist magazines
leading up to the event scheduled for June to September of 1951. The festival expected to receive
foreign guests who were required to state their club of origin, in addition participants interested in
attending from Britain had to demonstrate that they were subscribing members to the BSBA. 211
The program for the festival included numerous events the program for which has been included
in full below so as to achieve a full picture of the events offered at the festival.
June 3rd – Formal opening of Festival and of North Kent’s ‘Festival Pool’.
10 – Children’s Day: sports, games, eurhythmics. 17th – Comic sports. 24th –
Treasure hunt.
th

July 1st – swimming gala, 8th – Children’s day: games, fancy dress. 15th –
Recreation and preparation for Rally and Conference. 22nd – International rally and
conference, preceded by camp fire on Saturday evening. 29th – Novelty sleuth’s
contest.
Aug. 4th – 6th – Bank Holiday programme. 12th – Children’s Day: sports,
games, competitions. 19th – Swimming gala. 26th – P.T., with judo and other
displays.
Sept. 2nd – Recreation and preparation for Rally. 9th – Second International
Rally and Conference. 16th – Treasure hunt; end of Festival. 212
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As demonstrated by the events listed above, the Festival offered a wide variety of activities, many
of which associated with some form of sport or physical exercise, keeping in adherence with the
goals and objectives of the North Kent Club upon its creation. With such a large event being hosted
over the course of three months, special precautions were being put in place regarding attendees
and what they could do at the event. Attendees had to demonstrate BSBA membership and were
not allowed to take any photographs. Any photographs being taken would be by the club’s official
photographers. 213 Though these precautions and rules were firmly established before the festival
was to begin, not all were entirely convinced. In March of 1951, an Elizabeth Somers responded
to a complaint from the North Kent Club regarding an article she had written in February of 1951
regarding her concerns for the Festival. Somers raised the concern that the event would become a
peep show event which the club responded to quite forcefully by stating that
the Festival of Naturism is taking place at North Kent Sunclub only, and if Miss
Somers had remembered any aspect of the North Kent policy she would have
realized that any suggestion of a peep-show is nonsensical…safeguards are being
rigorously maintained, because North Kent leaders are no less aware than Miss
Somers of the need for them, for the protection of visitors and of old and new
members. Might it be suggested that Miss Somers looks a little more deeply into
her subject before she sets pen to paper in the future? 214
This scathing letter was met with somewhat apologetic tone from Somers, though she stands to
defend her points. She picks a quarrel with the idea that previous articles in Health and Efficiency
had failed to elaborate further on the precautions being made, hence her article from February. She
claims that no details have been given regarding how individuals will exactly be selected as
approved to come to the festival. She also raises problems with foreign nudists being invited, yet
the letter she received from the North Kent Club seemed contradictory in this as they emphasized
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that only approved naturists could camp at the club. Her concerns emerge from her role as a woman
in the movement, and as such is more concerned regarding members attending the festival from
foreign locations with no knowledge known about them aside from a name. She ends her response
with thanking the organization for taking such care and wishing them much success. 215
June 1951 saw the festival opening with great success citing an attendance of 200 members
within the first weekend, with more to be expected in the future. International attendees represented
the nations of Canada, New Zealand, Belgium, France, Germany, Holland, Poland, and
Jugoslavia. 216 As the festival carried on, attendee numbers fell due to poor weather with just over
fifty campers for the events in August. The children’s days figured in the largest turn outs given
that of the club’s 350 members, a third of them are children. In addition to the many games held
at the event work was done at the camp, including one German camper almost single handedly
building a new canteen for the camp. The officials of the club claimed to have written 2,000 letters
during the Festival season paving the way for further visits by a majority of the British sun clubs
as well as foreign visitors. 217 In addition to the wide success of the festival, the International
Naturist Federation was officially founded, an organization which exists to this day. 218 The success
of the Festival of Naturism lead one writer of the Sun Bathing Review to speculate the next hundred
years and the future of British Naturism. She concluded that likely by the year 2051 there will no
longer be a need for an organization as the ideas of nudity will have changed so much that it has
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become a common and accepted part of life. She also refers to the changing ideas towards sexual
education and how much more open school curriculum is regarding sexual topics that in the past
would have to be passed around as half-truths amongst older and younger friends. 219 Though
Dorothy and others in the nudist movement were hopeful for the future of British Naturism, trouble
was brewing for the BSBA just under the surface, and the future of organized naturism was
questionable.
Worst Break-Up Ever!
The 1950’s would mark a major break up in organized British Naturism. Since its inception
naturists in Britain have sought an outlet through which they could spread their ideals and inspire
more people to join them in their naked utopia. Internal division would prove to be a major blow
to the young BSBA. This internal division would largely come about as a result of disagreements
of the roles of individual clubs and their representation in the larger organization. A stronger voice
was desired for club representation in decisions being made in the BSBA. While solutions were
attempted these differing ideas would lead to division. A new organization would spring up
alongside the fractured BSBA. The process leading to this division and new organization is a
complex one which requires close attention to the many meetings held at which major influential
decisions would be made. This attention to detail is important to understand the motivations for
division and the important status that clubs now hold in the modern British Naturism organization.
Though this division would not last, it demonstrates that over much of its history British Naturism
would act as its own hinderance towards advancement within society. The internal struggles and
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split would cause British naturism to largely remain stagnant and struggle to advance in its goals
of spreading its naturist philosophy to the British people.
In the spring of 1951, trouble began circulating under the surface regarding the BSBA and
problems it had with spending money. On April 7 and 8 1951, a BSBA meeting was held in order
to discuss the monetary issues which faced the organization. Finances had been a problem for the
BSBA from the beginning and many plans had been suggested such as increase registered
subscriber fees, club fees, and a capitalization on non-registered subscriber fees. Finances were
not the only problem facing the organization as within the past year changes had been made to the
BSBA constitution as well as methods of administration. There was concern that the BSBA did
not properly represent the clubs and only adequately informed all the Clubs of what was occurring
in the organization when problems emerged. The administrative system as it stood in 1951 had
split Britain into three general zones. These general zones had councils that met on a weekly or biweekly basis for their meetings. All the clubs in the BSBA then gather for an annual general
meeting (AGM). The problem with this system was that each zone was interested in its own affairs
and they were not close knit enough group. There was a belief that there needed to be more links
between the AGM and the monthly group club meetings. 220 One solution to this problem, provided
by Leon Gilbert, Secretary of Haslemere Club, would be for BSBA news to be more actively
printed in magazines for general readership. In order to solve the money problems, instead of the
paid position of a General Secretary, it would become a voluntary basis in which the job simply
required sending out letters and allotting work to various clubs. This could increase
communication between clubs regarding what work they could and could not take on. 221 Other
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nudist writers commented that individual nudists and nudist clubs should put more forward to help
the finances of the BSBA. The idea here being that if British sun clubs want a parent organization,
they should be willing to pay for it and not complain about fees. Instead of relying on mostly
registered subscribers, not all of whom were members of clubs, there should be more money put
forward by nudists themselves in support of the cause. 222
In the summer of 1951, Roy Gill, a writer for the Sun Bathing Review and officer of the
B.S.B.A. released an article in which he discussed the details of the Nottingham meeting from
the spring, which did not go quite as well as planned hinting that a great deal of confusion was
likely to arise in the coming months. The meeting was held, as discussed above to consider the
financial problems which were facing the BSBA and the lack of clubs providing funds to assist
keeping the organization going. A proposal was sent out that all club affiliation fees would be
abolished and instead replaced by an agreed amount per-club member to be administered to all
affiliated clubs. The meeting minutes of the North and South Zones hinted no opposition to the
proposal and adopted resolutions to the effect of helping the financial situation. When the groups
met in April at what Gill refers to as the “Extraordinary General Meeting,” twenty-one proposals
were on the table, eleven of which dealt with routine policy matters, nine directly at increasing
revenue, and a final proposal put forward by Haslemere Club. 223 This proposal had largely
already been laid out in Leon Gilbert’s article, though it is much more concisely put by Gill. The
plan as put forward by Gilbert advocated:
(1) No paid officials; (2) Voluntary officers to do all the work, by an Admin.
Comm. Reorganization; (3) Registered Subscribers scheme to be dropped,
probably, in its present form; (4) Printing, etc., to be reduced to a minimum by
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using duplicated sheets ; (5) All activities to be reviewed with an eye for
economy. 224
Gilbert’s article published a week before the meeting caused this proposal to carry a great deal of
weight amongst the twenty others. As part of the publication process, the article had been sent to
the BSBA so as to check the contents, and the editor of the magazine had been strongly advised
not to print Gilbert’s article. This response by the BSBA lead them to be attacked in the editorial
of the same Spring issue. This unfortunate turn of events lead the discussions regarding proposals
at the meeting to be more tenuous then they perhaps might have been had the article not been
published. 225
The President of the BSBA at the April meeting determined that before detailed discussion
regarding how to properly address the financial issues facing the BSBA, he wished to get an idea
for broad policies the organization should pursue so as to guide more specific legislation. This
discussion was focused on items 7 through 9 on the Agenda. Item 7 stated that every affiliated club
should pay a levy on each membership unit. Item 8 stated that all registered members of clubs
should become registered subscribers to the BSBA. Finally, item 9 was very much the same as the
Haslemere plan. After much debate, item 8 was withdrawn leaving the votes to fall to items 7 and
9. Item 7 was lost with 25 votes in favor and 27 against. Item 9 was carried with 30 for and 25
against. 226 With item 9 passed, the BSBA Administration Committee now stood behind a policy
very different from the one which was used the past two years. There was a half-hearted attempt
to discuss item 9 in greater detail and work out the small details, but this was delineated to a small
council to be formed ad hoc. By the time of the meeting’s end, a small council of 7 individuals
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had been established to work on Item 9 and come up with a detailed plan for how it should be
carried out. North Kent Club also put forward a proposal that a new Five Year Plan for the
expansion of the organization be drawn up, which was carried and would be released in December
of 1951. 227 This somewhat confusing meeting of the BSBA Admin. Committee and club left the
organization without a firm solution to the financial situation and only a general plan going
forward. As 1951 drew to a close, there was some question as to whether or not there was the need
for an organization at all. In an opinion article regarding this matter, Wallace Arter reflects on the
history of the movement in Britain citing that much of the modern movement owed itself to the
actions of NF Barford and HC Booth, both of whom were responsible for creating some of the
earlier clubs for British Naturism. Ultimately Arter was not of the belief that much was owed to
organized naturism and that the current nudist press could complete many of the actions for which
a national organization was responsible. He was of the belief that a Consultative Council of club
leaders would be more valuable than general gatherings. More time should be spent at the clubs
which required great individual sacrifice to create rather than at committee meetings. 228
By December 1951, the BSBA had published its Second Five Year Plan which it hoped
would garner support and fresh hope for the future of the organization and its role in British
Naturism. One of the first and most important changes made in this new plan was that a county or
group of counties could form a Count and Regional Sun Bathing Association (C. or R.S.B.A)
which create constitutions and objectives to be approved by the BSBA. The subscribers within
those counties or regions could then change their subscription fee from the BSBA to their local C
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or R.S.B.A. This being an effort to cut down on central office work and would allow for closer
contact between clubs within those counties and regions. This is a direct response to the claim that
the BSBA was too distant and allows members to take a more active role in their local clubs.229
Additional changes were made to the registered subscribers that the three original zones in which
the nation was divided, would now be split into five: North Eastern, North Western, Midlands,
South Eastern, and South-Western. The BSBA also refers to the role of registered subscriber
secretaries who have played a significant function in helping new clubs organize. As part of the
new five-year plan, secretaries would be placed in each zone allowing for a more local contact and
increase the idea of a local association. 230 The first location in Britain that would carry through
this plan for local organizations was Kent, which was known as the K.C.S.B.A. Discussion had
actually already been occurring in Kent to form a local group since 1950. The local organization
as laid out in the five-year plan would not officially begin in Kent until 1953 where it was met and
reviewed with great success for its work at spreading naturist ideals into the area. By June of 1953
seventeen other District Societies had been formed in the local Kent region. 231 The five-year plan
also called for more contact with associations kindred to that of British Naturism through which
more publicity and membership could reach the BSBA. Part of this plan entailed more publications
of naturist magazines so as to better spread word about the organization. Finally, the plan
established that once financial issues have been sorted out in the organization, there was a plan to
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employ a full time General Secretary which the organization felt would work to help expand the
organization and create a program for finding more sites acceptable for the practice of naturism. 232
In addition to the new five-year plan published in December of 1951, the BSBA released
a new series of Aims and Objectives in January of 1952 to match the new plan. Ernest Stanley of
the BSBA Editorial Board wrote that the aims and objectives of BSBA were very similar to those
which were held by the magazine Health and Efficiency which were printed in full in the
introduction of this thesis. His article on these aims and objectives asserts that if British Naturism
was to expand, it must take action to further assert itself in society and to do this needs a central
organization at its core to plan the courses of action to be taken. He calls for further publicity for
the movement through the placement of advertisements for sun clubs in journals devoted to
outdoor recreation. His thought process being that subscribers to naturist magazines already know
of the benefits of naturism, and they are not the audience which needs to be addressed if the
organization is to grow. What is perhaps most important in his editorial, is that Stanley officially
asserts that one of the goals of the BSBA is to attain the right to sunbathe naked on the public
beaches of Britain. As has been seen already this was something not all agreed with, and to the
opinion of writers like Robert Black, was a waste of time. He sites that numerous beaches in France
and Germany have already done the same and that there needs to be a greater push for public
support in order to make this goal a reality. 233 The call for the BSBA to further engrain itself in
the public life of Britain in order to grow was one shared by others in the naturist community.
Writer for the Sun Bathing Review T. Ivan Pyle commented that “There must be advertising and
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editorial features outside the naturist Press so that we can reach a wider public.” 234 He advocated
for clubs to find a way to integrate naturist activities into the daily lives of their community
especially through the lends of education and health. He believed that sun clubs should offer
summer programs such as nude swimming, sun bathing, and games at schools and colleges. For
this to successful, Pyle believes that the presence of the BSBA is crucial and was supportive of the
plan to create the C. or R.S.B.A.s so as to have better local community outreach. 235 Despite the
positive response held by some for the new five-year plan, the question which began to emerge on
naturist lips was where the money was going to come from for their big new expansions? The
answers to which were still not clear. 236
Recognizing that problems were brewing in the BSBA, a meeting was held in January 1953
at the Bonnington Hotel. This meeting was called by the North Kent Sun Club and consisted of
clubs disaffiliated and still affiliated with the BSBA. The results of the meeting were largely
inconclusive, but it was decided that any necessary reforms should be brought about by democratic
means within the Association. 237 By Summer of 1953, problems continued to grow under the
surface with the editorial for the June issue of Health and Efficiency opening with “CRISIS – Yes
or No?” This editorial hinted at threats of disintegration of the BSBA due to disagreements of the
members within it. When reached for comment on the issue, T. Ivan Pyle stated that “expressions
of opinions by a vocal minority do not necessarily constitute a crisis…independent action by an
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individual or group of individuals who are not prepared to accept majority decisions is always
regrettable, but it does not connate ‘disintegration’.” 238 However, according to an inside source
the magazine had, four leading club members from the Administrative Committee had resigned
and more clubs were being formed outside of the BSBA than clubs being formed within it. The
editor calls for an AGM to be held to clarify the facts concerning the possible crisis. 239 The
following month, a letter is published in Health and Efficiency addressed to all readers who
supported naturism as a movement. This letter identified that there was a growing crisis within the
BSBA and that there was legitimate discussion of a new Association being formed due to lack of
faith in the BSBA. This new organization, to be called The British Naturist Association (BNA)
would seek to base itself on the broader naturist principles focusing on health and freedom, not
just nudism. The object of this organization would be to focus on building a healthier nation
through sun and air bathing. The belief is that this new organization would attract the masses of
health groups who acknowledge that nudity is only part of their naturist program. Health and
Efficiency magazine offered its support in this new organization which having learned the mistakes
of the past would be assured in its success. 240 In the same issue of the magazine, Frank L Mitchell,
a former member of the BSBA released a statement regarding the creation of this new organization
as he felt that the BSBA was in such a weak and ineffective state that it wasn’t worth saving. 241
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This new organization would according to Mitchell would be based on the ideals of health,
happiness, and freedom. Regarding these three ideals he states:
All sensible people are now agreed that Naturism is a Health movement in which
sun and air bathing take their rightful part. Our quest has always been for Happiness
(although no one would guess it if they had attended the last few A.G.M’s of the
BSBA!), and Freedom is the goal towards which all “natural people are heading.
This Freedom must be of the body and of the mind and must embrace freedom to
undress or remain clothed; to eat meat or to become a vegetarian; to smoke or not
to smoke; and to think and saw what one wills without giving or taking offence. 242
This new organization carries with it a desire to be better integrated into larger society by opening
up the ideals which it stands for and emphasizing that it is not just nakedness. The ideals expressed
by Mitchell are much more in line with the ideals of the pioneers of British Naturism. All this,
according to Mitchell, can only succeed if created with cooperation between all the clubs within
the BSBA to join this new organization for a better future. 243 The publicity for the BNA continued
in the August 1953 publication of Health and Efficiency with Mitchell writing a special editorial
on the constitution of this new organization. At the time of writing the editorial, the organization
still existed in mind only and the purpose of the article was simply an outlet for Mitchell to spread
news about the new government organization on which BNA would be founded. This new
organization would have a National Council functioning as the brain which would be controlled
and directed by Federations. These Federations would be self-supporting and autonomous,
controlled and directed by clubs associated with them on either a regional or county basis.
Federations would have their own Chairman, Secretary, and Treasurer to be elected annually by
its AGM. Each club in the Federation would deal with all enquirers and concerns within its area.
The Federations would be supported by a levy of one shilling to be paid by all members of the
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associated clubs, half of which would be passed on to the National Council for expenses. This
National Council would be composed of a President, Secretary, and Treasurer to be elected
annually by a postal vote of the Clubs and two Delegates from each Federation. In addition, the
registered subscriber scheme as carried on by the BSBA would be ended, and instead those who
are supporters of the Naturist movement can supply money to a “fighting fund” directed at fighting
tyranny and bigotry whenever it comes in opposition to the organization. In such a way these
supporters who may not belong to clubs but still support the ideals can feel pride in helping move
the organization along. 244 The BNA was welcomed across Britain by clubs affiliated, disaffiliated,
and non-affiliated with the BSBA. The most common comment in this regard being that there has
been a loss in democratic control in the BSBA by its club members. The hope was that in the BNA
a new national organization which represented the interests of all sun-bathing societies. 245
The end of 1953 saw continued discussion into the problems facing the BSBA and possible
solutions for how it could salvage something from the wreck it had become, a wreck in danger of
collapse. The topic of lost democratic control amongst the clubs and in the BSBA was a major
topic of discussion when considering if the BSBA had any future in the country, and how exactly
it got to the disastrous situation it was in. As it stood in the fall of 1953, the BNA was well on its
way to complete formation, with a band of loyalist BSBA members making a final stand for
changes which may have keept the BSBA in existence. Problems had really begun for the BSBA
not only with finances, but also with the elected members of the board. 246 The organization was
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created for by clubs and their members with an Administrative Committee made up of members
from these clubs who had worked hard to create them and ensure their interests were represented.
By 1952, there was great difficulty to find candidates in the Administrative Committee to take the
roles of these previous leaders to the point that new members elected weren’t necessarily the
favorite choices of the club, but rather the only individuals willing to hold the offices. These
changes in leadership left the Administrative Committee with only one leader of an established
club in its ranks. More club leaders were added to the Committee after a vote for the salary of the
General Secretary in 1952, since that time all five area secretaries for the five zones resigned. The
reaction to this problem was not ideal as instead of consulting clubs for a solution, the
Administrative Committee made decisions guided by personal views. 247 One possible solution to
this problem would be a complete re-write of the BSBA constitution, and negotiations opened with
disaffiliated clubs so as to take into account their views and opinions. It was quite clear that the
clubs wanted more control over what occurred in the BSBA and desired a system more like other
recreational organizations in the nation. 248 Clubs and individuals would hold an allegiance to
County and Regional Associations which would be autonomous in their own area and responsible
for all the local activities therein. The County and Regional Associations would then provide the
personnel for a national organization from which all minor detailed work was removed. This
system would allow work to be completed on a voluntary basis, allow different procedures for
each association, and ensure that money would go towards beneficial activities. The Registered
Subscriber scheme would be out as the clubs did not agree with any influence or sway held by
individuals who were not actually members of clubs and therefore did not have their interests at
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heart. This model was largely successfully carried out in the K.C.S.B.A which demonstrated the
benefits of a local organization. The question which remained was could the BSBA follow through
with this plan and regain confidence from the clubs. The remaining clubs in the BSBA needed
extreme reforms in order to provide measures which acceded with the views of the club, rather
than provide half-measures to simply keep them happy. 249 Still yet not all who supported nudism
felt an organization was necessary. In a letter to Health and Efficiency a supporter called for simply
a society of individuals who shared a common belief in the cause of nudism. This society would
create an atmosphere favorable to individuals to whom the BSBA made no appeal. This society
would be more casual and would simply allow individuals to get in touch with each other,
correspond if so desired and exchange information. In addition, such a society could exist should
the BSBA regain its ground and would act as an outlet for individuals to simply share their love
of nudism. 250
The BSBA’s intentions as laid out in the Five-Year plan for the creation of County and
Regional S.B.A.s would prove to only be successful in Kent, with a lack of general funds
preventing other such groups from getting off the ground. This combined with BSBA officials
seeking to control the BSBA with their own interests in mind were what lead a great many clubs
to disaffiliate and seek the creation of new organizations. A meeting was announced for October
17, 1953, at which all the various contentious groups were invited to meet and discuss a plan in
which the clubs could work in harmony with each other. Oliver Weston, who was hopeful
regarding this meeting felt that a combination of ideas needed to be established. First, he agrees
with Mitchell’s plan for a Federation of local associations and is a goal which the BSBA was
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moving towards with its plans for County and Regional S.B.A.s. The plan as proposed by Weston
would involve County and Regional Associations controlled by two groups: An Executive
Committee and a Council made up of representatives for each Association. The Associations
themselves would have complete autonomy about their finances and affairs knowing that the
strength of the national group was behind them. There would be no paid staff required and all work
would be carried out by volunteers across the country. In addition, voting rights would be adjusted
so that no one group had a stronger voice than others. The only exception being that a group
contained units with enough autonomy that warrant their own vote. In addition, a separate category
would be created for affiliated organizations which were not clubs. They could not vote, but they
would have a voice at meetings. 251
At the September 1953 AGM, it was agreed that the registered subscriber scheme needed
to be reorganized with limited voting rights, and in addition a committee would be created to rewrite the out of date constitution.252 If considerable changes were not made to the constitution of
the BSBA, the minimum support which the BSBA maintained would not be enough to keep it
functioning. The proposed Conference of Sun Clubs to be held in October was postponed in favor
of an informal meeting being held by those clubs already planning on coming to London on the
17th. 253 The meeting, held at the Cora Hotel in London, was convened by Jim Butterfield of
Diogenes, Andy Jepsen of the Kent Regional Sunbathing Association and Rod Martin of the
Sunfolk Society, and it was chaired by Wallace Arter. 254 This meeting was largely positive,
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asserting that no new organization should be formed without the BSBA being given a formal
chance at rectifying itself. It was determined that a small council consisting of the Sunfolk,
Diogenes, and Kent Regional Association would meet to determine if there was a possibility of
finding a constitution of a national organization agreed upon by all. 255 In December of 1953, a
notice was sent out to the clubs in Britain which asserted an eleven point plan to maintain
unification between all the sun clubs under one national organization. Most notable amongst these
eleven were the formation of Regional Associations within new zones, formation of a Central
Council made up of members from the Associations, and the autonomy of these Associations with
some exceptions. In addition, these Associations would pay an agreed amount to the Central
Council to cover working and incidental expenses, and no member of the Council would receive
monetary benefit for their services. Many of the points laid out here were similar to those in the
Five-Year Plan, including the creation of Regional S.B.A.s. These proposed changes were met
with a great deal of hope and positivity that the controversies of the past could be buried, and
organized naturism could continue united in Britain. 256 Weston’s hopes for an agreement to be
reached amongst the disagreeing factions of the BSBA and other naturist groups would not be
realized.
As a result of the meetings at the Cora Hotel, a new constitution by the BSBA was drafted
for March of 1954 which the BSBA committee in charge of revising the constitution refused to
adopt. 257 After many months of deliberation and failed negotiations, a split organization was
formed at the Kenilworth Hotel on April 24- 25 1954 known as the Federation of British Sun Clubs
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(FBSC). Wallace Arter, who was chair at the Cora Hotel meeting was also appointed to be the
chair of this meeting as well. The meetings held at the Kenilworth had begun with an invitation
from the BSBA to meet and discuss possible paths forward. They began with reading letters which
had been exchanged between the group formed at the Cora meeting as well as the BSBA.
Following the letters, it became clear that negotiations had failed and a vote was placed for the
formation of a new organization. It passed with only one vote against and a constitution was drafted
that day. Arter comments that though the task seemed daunting, members present were brief in
their speeches regarding items for the constitution and willing to give way to majority opinions.
Following the creation of the constitution, board members were elected, and a date was agreed
upon for the first AGM of the FBSC. The previous alternative organization BNA largely fell out
of discussion by the end of 1953, though the ideals of Mitchell’s organization were a large element
of the FBSC which can be assumed to be the final version of his original vision. The creation of
the FBSC was met with great enthusiasm especially within the pages of Health and Efficiency
magazine which referred to it as “an association of sunclubs, controlled by the sunclubs for the
sunclubs is now an established fact.” 258 The FBSC was set up on a system of governing which
starts with the individuals of the clubs. Each autonomous club would elect a member to the
Regional Association which itself was a completely self-contained and self-governing unit. This
Regional Association would then elect a representative to the National Council which was formed
by representatives from these Associations and four officers. Affiliation fees would be fixed by
regional associations and paid in accordance with the estimated costs of the region. 259 There was
a great deal of hope for the future of British Naurism under the FBSC and some doubt as to whether
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they would be able to work alongside the administration of the BSBA. The FBSC allowed sun
clubs to join their federations without breaking past ties which could allow for collaboration
between the two groups, however unlikely (Appendix J).260
Though there were early considerations that maybe unity could be found between the FBSC
and BSBA, the mid 1950s was largely marked by a general lack of cooperation between the groups.
There was also a lament to mistakes which were made which lead to the divisions in the first place.
Both the FBSC and the BSBA seemed to be competing, each one claiming that more and more sun
clubs were joining them in an attempt to demonstrate which organization was more popular. Given
this attitude between the groups optimism at unification was low. 261 The relations between the two
groups was clearly poor as demonstrated by the AGM notes of the BSBA in 1955. During the
meeting the president of the BSBA stated that “I took office…hoping that we could prevent the
split which threatened the movement. We were not successful. There was never any intention on
the part of the other side to make peace and then they had the utter audacity to blame the B.S.B.A.
That was an utter lie.” 262 Where the BSBA seemed sour and focused on past conflicts, the FBSC’s
AGMs carried a more hopeful tone to them feeling that the
impression is one of harmony and good fellowship, combined with a determination,
on the part of the chairman and every speaker, not to revive the ‘feuding’ which led
to the formation of the Federation. This determination promises well for the future
if it means that trouble makers will receive short shrift. 263
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It is clear in the sentiments from the AGMs of both groups that where the BSBA was more focused
on past grudges, the FBSC looked with more hope to the future of their new organization which
seemed bright. The divisions and conflicts within organized British Naturism would prevent it
from expanding and growing as much as it could have during the decade. Resources were divided
amongst groups and the inability for the two organizations to find a middle ground stunted the
possible growth for the movement. By the end of the 1950s both groups had established clear lines
of division between them, and this conflict within the organizations was very apparent with the
1958 Woburn International Nudist Conference.
This conference was to be held at Woburn Abbey, home of the Dukes of Bedford. The
estate consisted of 3,000 acres in which rare birds could roam at will. The house stands on the site
of a Cistercian Abbey which was taken by the Crown during the Dissolution of the Monarchies
and granted to the first Earl of Bradford in 1547. The house was also known for being visited by
Charles I and Queen Victoria, and in 1958 it would play host to the naturists of Britain and the
world. 264 The earliest of these conferences had been held in Britain in 1951 at the North Kent Club,
and not long after the International Naturist Federation (INF) was born. It was determined to host
International Nudist Conferences on alternate years so as to save the cost. The Duke of Bedford
was known for having a keen eye for public attractions and he needed sightseers to come to his
stately home so as to prevent economic failure. He happily offered the grounds in the hopes that it
would bring in great revenue and public attention, which it did. A recurring problem when planning
the events was representation of naturist groups in various countries. Some countries, like Eire and
Italy had no formal organization of naturism, while others like Britain had multiple organizations
representing naturists in the country. During the 1950s the FBSC had put to vote proposals to
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further link the group to INF and in that way be represented by an umbrella organization at the
conferences, though this idea was turned down. In 1957 the North Kent Club wrote to both the
BSBA and FBSC suggesting that an ad hoc council be formed with leaders from each organization
to make decisions and arrangements for the conference the following year. This proposal was
treated with reserve by the two organizations, and no official communication between the two
groups had been sent despite each being welcomed by the INF itself. In March 1957 the North
Kent Club sent another letter regarding the need to come to a decision as no decision had been
made. The FBSC replied stating they would meet and discuss it, while the BSBA flat out turned
down the proposal stating it was unacceptable. In April of 1957 the offer for official representation
had been withdrawn with both groups having not established a proposal for British sun club
representation at the conference. Given the lack of unity between the two groups, British naturism
would not be fully represented at the congress itself. A concern spread in the movement that those
who could have contributed a great deal to the success of the conference would now be relegated
to the sidelines as spectators. 265 This assessment by Stanley at lack of unity and representation
going into the conference comes as being contradictory to other publications made at the time. An
article published in April 1958 suggested that no blame should fall towards the BSBA for lack of
proper representation at the conference because from the time it was decided to host the conference
in Britain at the fifth conference in 1956, the BSBA expressed a desire for full representation of
all British Naturism. According to this writer, an invitation was sent to the FBSC which was
rejected. As a result, the BSBA sent out an invitation to all sunclubs regardless of their affiliation
to attend to the best of their ability. It was also established that even the sunclubs not officially
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associated with any Association would be doing their bit to help represent British Naturism.
Despite the rejection of the invitation by the FBSC, the willingness of nonaffiliated clubs to assist
demonstrated a small degree of unity within the movement. 266 Despite the lack of agreement
between these two articles, they clearly demonstrate the struggle for the BSBA and FBSC to work
effectively together. As a result, an event at which much progress could be made for the
advancement of the organization, opportunities would be lost amongst squabbling between these
two groups.
As August 1958 approached, the anticipation and buzz for the coming event was growing
both in the naturist community and the public press. The gossip columns in Britain would hail the
Duke’s offer to host the event as ranging from generous to plain derisive. In an endeavor to provide
additional attractions to appeal to a wider audience than just delegates to the conference, an
International Naturist Camp was to be created on the grounds and would function from the 17 to
31 of August. This camp would be naturist through and through and as such nudity would be the
rule on the premises. There were concerns that this camp would be open to the public and the
general fears that came along with that idea. Visitors were assured that while the press could come
to the conference itself, the camp would be restricted to naturists who could prove they were
legitimate through BSBA membership cards or current INF passports. 267 On August 17
approximately 150 visitors were present with expectations of 1,000 visitors per day when they all
arrived. Fifty delegates were expected from thirty-eight different countries. Those present at the
start included Austria, Denmark, Holland, the United States, France, Belgium, Switzerland,
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Germany, Australia, New Zealand, and Great Britain. Among the topics discussed at the
Conference were winter sports in the Alps, nude bathing on British beaches, and the question of
forming an explicit definition of naturism. 268 Within nudist publications, Woburn received wide
praise with accounts detailing the interesting figures present and the wide success which the event
was met with within the Naturist community. Jack Grey, the Camp Superintendent, wrote that
“despite personal exhaustion, both physical and mental, from my efforts on the Woburn Camp
over many months, I can truly say, with all our international campers, that Woburn, 1958, was an
unforgettable experience.” 269 The success of the Woburn International Naturist Conference would
bring much joy and inspiration to the naturists of Britain. With the new year approaching, 1959
would give way to murmurs of a possible union between the FBSC and the BSBA. The 1950’s
had been a period of dis-unity amongst the naturists and a struggle for individual clubs to find
themselves represented in the larger organization. This lack of unity within the BSBA and
subsequent split with the creation of the FBSC demonstrated British Naturism’s struggle as an
organization calling its future into question. The details for the split, while seemingly insignificant
were crucial elements addressed in the path to unity between the two organizations. The
subsequent union of naturist interests in Britain would lay the foundational groundwork for how
the organization functions to this day.
A Path to Unity: The Central Council for British Naturism
The FBSC and the BSBA came to realize by the end of the 1950s that much of the work
they were doing was being duplicated by the other organization. The 1959 AGM of the FBSC
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Surrey Downs put forward the proposal that better relations be established between them and the
BSBA. The Vice-Chairman of the FBSC, Frank Mitchell, voiced a possibility of union between
the two groups at the time, but his voice was a lone one, the groups were not ready for this big step
yet. January 1960 saw reports of better relations growing between the two groups but the Chairman
of the FBSC urged not to rush it and risk further divide. In 1960, an informal meeting was held
between representatives of the FBSC and BSBA. This was simply a meeting at which both groups
compared their similarities and differences, there was no substantial move for unification at this
time. The Kent region protested against the members that made up the BSBA representative
council and changes were made to their delegation to ensure that negotiations could continue
smoothly. The BSBA General Secretary at the time, Arthur Hodgson stated at the 1960 AGM that
plans were being put in place for a meeting with the Federation, though no official dates had been
selected at that time. Hodgson’s sentiment towards the meeting was one of regret that the division
had come to pass in the first place and was willing to work with the FBSC to find a solution and
bring them back into the ranks of the BSBA. 270 The Sixth Annual Conference held in October
extended an invitation to members of the FBSC so as to establish better relations between the two
groups. 271 At this conference, a motion was passed which unanimously approved of the officers
who had entered into informal discussions with the FBSC. The view in mind being one of possible
cooperation. The hope was that these conversations would result in a satisfactory outcome. 272
When examining the situation in 1960, Robin Black wrote that if most of the problems which are
present between the two organizations is because there are disputes between individuals, then
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maybe these individuals need to take a step back. This was demonstrated earlier in the year when
the Kent Club demanded delegates for a meeting change because of conflicts with one of its
members. Here Black also cites a debate which was ongoing regarding the terminology of
“naturist” and “nudist” which he sites as a major divisive factor, yet very little attention has been
given to this debate in naturist magazines. Ultimately, he calls for both organizations to put their
cards on the table and discuss the best possible future for the organization. 273 He cites that this
division has done nothing but harm the organization over the years stating that:
At present, and for the past five or six years, we have made ourselves look silly in
the eyes of all those who bother with us at all. How many times have we been asked
why a movement which, even if we accept the membership figure as 50,000, can
claim only one supporter in every 1,000 of the population, is hardly “popular”, has
two organizations?...Is it too much to ask naturists, and nudists, to think the matter
over, to do a bit of “pruning” and, for the sake of the movement to do everything
possible to bring peace in our time? 274
Black’s plea for peace was a sentiment clearly shared by both organizations and this dialogue
would continue into the following year. By 1961 all discussion regarding the FBSC and BSBA
suggested a joint membership was coming to the two groups. In September 1961 the FBSC AGM
at Nottingham passed a resolution that BSBA clubs would merge with their own through the
acceptance of a mutually agreed upon constitution. The following month, the BSBA Conference
passed a resolution which called for a Central Committee to pursue steps to solve the differences
between the two groups. 275
The December 1961 AGM of FBSC heavily hinted at and suggested that meetings were
continuous and that there was a plan for unification being laid down. The Official Bulletin of the
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FBSC commented that among the main topics of discussion at the meeting was closer unity with
the BSBA. The proposal that both organizations would agree to merge together with a new
constitution was passed unanimously. 276 The president of the BSBA Muriel Clark expressed her
desires to see an understanding reached between them and the FBSC and promised that this would
a serious goal of hers. Muriel would not be successful in this goal due to her death in December
1961; her successor Dorothy Thornton would continue her goals. 277 January through May of 1962
would see various meetings of the leaders emerge as they slowly worked towards ironing out the
problems that had caused their divide in the first place. These meetings would largely consist of
the chairs of each organization along with a small delegation going to the AGMs of the other to
observe and discuss ways to move forward. These discussions had been occurring since 1961 and
it was clear that while there was a desire to find a way to merge the groups, there was not enough
active action in making the joining a reality. 278
This would change in August 1962 during the third major meetings at the SE. Essex Club.
The decision reached by both the BSBA and the FBSC at this meeting was that the two groups
would come together by 1964. At which time the sun clubs would meet to create a new Constitution
and electing the first officers of this new joint venture. Drafting of this constitution began in
November 1962 at a meeting held in London at which the Naturist Unity Committee (NUC) was
created and appointed to begin the process of drafting the Constitution. Attending this meeting for
the FBSC was Jack Watkins (Chairman), Roy Lambert (Secretary) Peter Fallows (P.R.O), and Bob
Wilson (S.W. Region rep.). From the BSBA Dorothy Thornton (President), Keith Pickering (Vice-
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Chairman), Arthur Hodgson (Secretary), and John Rowlinson (Editor ‘Verity’). At the February
1963 meeting of NUC it was decided that the new organization would be called the Central Council
for British Naturism (CCBN) and a draft of parts of the Constitution were sent to the FBSC lawyer.
In April 1963 it was agreed by NUC that Dorothy Thornton and Jack Watkins would work together
as the main drafters of the new Constitution. This joint draft was completed in June 1963, which
was met with celebrating forty years of naturism at the Fiveacres club. This early draft was being
circulated to various clubs around Britain for their approval. Between the months of September
and October 1963 both the FBSC and BSBA approved the early drafts for the Constitution of the
CCBN. In January 1964, NUC met for the fourth time to review the amendments which had been
placed forward regarding the constitution. A final draft of the constitution was scheduled to be
circulated to all the clubs in time for the May 10 Unity Meeting. The AGMs of both the BSBA
and FBSC in the May issue of Health and Efficiency reported the excitement for the coming
meeting and the expectations for the future. 279 The FBSC notes reported that
I am confident that as one of our best known naturists has said, that “this is a grand
constitution, and I am sure it will work well.” Whether it does, or does not rests in
the hands of you, the members of the naturist movement of this country, for it is
only with your co-operation that it can be made so to do.. 280

Finally, on May 10, 1964, the fifth and final NUC meeting was held at which the final draft of the
constitution was created, and it was agreed upon that the CCBN would officially begin in July. 281
The meeting was regarded as one of the most important days in the history for the advancement of
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British Naturism. When reporting in The Times the scene was described as being incredibly hot
and one which could not have been comfortable for the nudists. 282 Fifty of the seventy clubs in the
country sent delegates and friends to the meeting, leading to a group of over a hundred visitors to
vote on the new constitution. In addition to representatives from British sunclubs, the president of
INF Erik Holm flew in to show his support for the momentous occasion. The meeting was begun
by a voting on the new constitution by leading members of BSBA and FBSC which was carried
unanimously. Following the vote, delegates from each represented club were invited forward to
sign a Founders Charter, which Eirk Holm signed as witness and special guest. The official vesting
date was decided upon to be July 1, 1964, and following a selection of eight Officers, with Jack
Watkins as chair for the CCBN the historic meeting was adjourned. Immediately after the meeting,
a press conference was held outside during which the journalists were given a comprehensive
coverage of the events leading to unification and what it means for the future. 283 During the press
conference, Watkins asserted that naturism was a growing family health movement which required
the addition of many new sun clubs due to their growing success. An interesting distinction made
in the article by The Times was that the term ‘nudist’ was no longer accepted, and the official terms
were to be “naturist” and “sunclubs.” 284 This was a decision which had been reached in 1961
amidst discussions for unity in the BSBA. They determined that the term “nudist” was
inappropriate and should be changed to “naturist”. 285 This had been a debate occurring in the
naturist community for some time especially during the period of division in the 1950s and hinted
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at by Robin Black in his 1960 article “Peace in our Time”. In addition to the new term “naturist”
being the official word to use, the organization provided a new definition for naturism which
defined it as “a health movement which advocates outdoor recreation, including the judicious
practice of sun, air, fresh water or sear bathing without clothes, either individually or socially, in
private grounds or in other suitable circumstances.” 286 This new definition asserts that the focus
of naturism is to be a health movement which did not change since its inception in the 1930s,
however it demonstrates the shift from optional nudity which wasn’t the norm, to nudity being
common place and expected in a naturist environment.
The July issues of Health and Efficiency magazine would see the last time the AGMs for
the BSBA and FBSC printed in naturist magazines. The sentiments carried by the BSBA were
ones of both sadness and hope for the future acknowledging the sadness of the end of the BSBA
after 21 years of existence, but the hope for the future and unity of the two groups. 287 The FBSC
did not express any sadness over its end but rather that with all information being placed together
under the heading Central Council for British Naturism, it will be much easier for prospecting
members to find a local club and not being concerned with clubs changing affiliations and
appearing in the notes of one organization and changing to the other by the next month. 288 With
the CCBN officially vested in July, 1964 the organization began the publication of a new magazine
to represent the interests of the group, aptly named British Naturism. This magazine established
by the CCBN remains the organization’s official magazine to this day. In the first issue of the
magazine, the CCBN released the new constitution which was officially approved in May. Perhaps
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one of the most important sections of the constitution which are essential for understanding how
the organization planned to move forward in the future was its Objects, printed in full bellow:
The objects of the Central Council shall be:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

In furtherance of the physical, moral, and mental well-being of the community the
promotion of Naturism, a health movement which advocates outdoor recreation
including the judicious outdoor practice of sun, air, fresh water or sear bathing
without clothes, either individually or socially, in private grounds (sun clubs,
naturist clubs) or in other suitable circumstances.
To ensure the continuing co-operation of all bon-fide Sun Clubs and similar
societies in the United Kingdom for their mutual assistance and encouragement.
To further and safeguard the standards of the Sunbathing Movement and ensure
that Naturism is presented creditably to the general public at all times.
To represent the British Naturist Sunbathing Movement in all matters, including
negotiations with and representations to Government, representation in
international organisations and participation in organisations co-ordinating the
interests of sports and recreations on a National scale. 289

A clear emphasis of these objectives as laid out in the new constitution was growth and expansion
into the public sphere of Britain. By placing public image as a main objective, as well as a desire
to CCBN’s involvement in sports and recreation around the nation and internationally, there was
a clear desire for the organization to expand and fully integrate itself as a recognized form of
recreation. The organization has struggled with this goal since its inception largely due to a fear of
what too much action could bring. The mantra for the organization up until 1964 has been one of
slow guided growth and no major jumps which could paint the organization in a negative or poor
light. The organization already struggled against social views towards nudity and the fears of
original members to not let their identities be known acted as a hamper on the potential growth
and expansion of the movement to spheres outside of the sun clubs. Though the code names of
early movements were gone, members were still cautious about revealing their identities for fear
of negative reactions from friends or employers. A problem still faced by some modern naturists.
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This sentiment of more openness and better treatment by the press was carried in by Gordon
Spence, a long-time writer for an article series entitled “Generally Speaking” in Health and
Efficiency. When commenting on the publicity received by the creation of the CCBN he expresses
that there was no commentary to which most naturists had become accustomed such as “meeting
behind locked doors to argue about the bare facts of life…All the delegates remained unruffled in
their overcoats and the windows were tightly shut.” 290 The sentiment of each of these suggests
secrecy and mystery behind closed doors. The language found in the constitution of the CCBN
suggests a change in this general attitude of secrecy and fear. This change would not come easily
or quickly and would make small gains until the late 1970s.
While British Naturism was healing its divisions and coming united together under the
banner of CCBN, Britain was experiencing drastic change in its attitudes towards sexuality and
public morals. The 1960’s saw immense changes in both social and cultural history around the
globe in which sex would play a key role. Historian Arthur Marwick discusses these changes and
listed sixteen developments which characterized the cultural revolutions of the decade. Amongst
these was a ‘permissiveness” which was described as “a general sexual liberation, entailing
striking changes in public and private morals and…a new frankness, openness, and indeed honest
in personal relations and modes of expression.” 291 The reasons for this change are widely debated
by historians, but they seem to fall into two camps. The first, of which historian Hera Cook is a
proponent argued the influence of increased technology, particularly in regard to contraception
which played a key role in changing sexual norms and morals. In particular, she argues that
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historians place too much emphasis on structural forces and overlook the impact of new technology
such as the pill which was made accessible to the British public in late 1961. 292 On the opposing
side of the historical argument is Callum Brown who argues that there was a growth in pre-marital
sexual intercourse before the pill’s availability to single women and therefore the causes of this
sexual revolution in Britain were cultural rather than technological in nature. He does agree that it
reached a peak when the pill was released, but it was not the main influencer as Cook argues.
Brown also argues that the rise in pre-marital sexual behavior was also impacted by a ‘death of
Christian Britain’ and crisis within the church during the 1950s and 60s. The dominant
conservative Christian culture in the 1950s was restraining for single women and desires for premarital sex. The changing social norms of the 1960s led to rising sexual activity and reduced
Christian church attendance, leading to a religious crisis. 293 As has already been established,
naturists in Britain have worked tirelessly to separate themselves from associating nudity with
sexuality in their ideals. This, however, did not stop them from printing advertisements in their
magazines promoting gels and creams for breast enlargement for women. A common
advertisement which would appear in many magazines in Britain from the 1930’s though to the
1980s. Naturist articles in Britain however did not address the issue of the pill, but would instead
focus on naturism and its beneficial roles towards sexual education, a topic which will be addressed
in detail in part three of this thesis. Interestingly naturists did involve themselves in debates
surrounding naturism and how it relates to religion. In the March 1943 issue of Health and
Efficiency a Christian minister wrote an article entitled “Naturism and England” in which he argued
that naturism and Christianity had a great deal in common and could benefit each other. He argued
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that naturism was a cure for indecent sexual behavior. He expressed the idea that Christianity and
naturism were aligned and that the Gospels lead us to the free-est and fullest life possible which
includes ideals of Naturism. 294 While there was a positive response to naturism in one particular
article future issues do not delve further into naturism and its relationship with Christianity. The
possibility of a positive relationship existing between these two organizations does make sense
due to naturisms devotion to promoting family values and a non-sexual environment. Most
traditional naturist camps were governed by a kind of puritanism that regulated the establishments
and it was virtually certain that orthodox sexual morality was much higher within naturist camps
than outside them in the world at large. 295 While the fact that everyone is naked in a naturist
environment may have seemed off putting, this particular reverend does not seem to think it was a
major issue. This does however demonstrate that naturism was permeating into various elements
of British social sphere outside of health movements.
With the more permissive society developing in 1960s Britain one of the problems which
the CCBN had to deal with was the new medium of film. Film was a powerful tool either for the
benefit or detriment of the organization. While some pro-nudist films such as ‘Travelling Light’
were produced, they would often be run as second runner ups to the sexiest films which the British
Board of Film Censors would allow. This was extremely damaging for naturists as the images of
nakedness and sexuality became more and more intertwined. This negative public image which
resulted from sexual films would stunt the ambitions present in the language of the CCBN
constitution and is a topic which will be discussed in detail later in this thesis. This negative turn
of public view for CCBN and the naturists caused a battening down of the hatches to the point
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where by 1970 not even naturists knew the names of the officials in the CCBN. When the world
congress came to Britain in 1970, the press were not allowed at the event as they had been for
previous events from which most publicity had been positive for the movement. 296 Once again,
naturists were facing head on the confusion of nudity with sexuality, a stigma they had been
fighting since the 1920s. Conditions for CCBN and British Naturists would not improve until 1978
with the International Naturist Federation holding its congress in Britain once again. Though
nerves were high, and the press were restricted to a limited area. Tensions did not break until Orla
Jess Jessen, a naturist from Denmark, strode forward completely naked to shake the hand of the
elderly and fully clothed Mayor of Farcham in Hampshire who had been invited to the event. This
was thoroughly enjoyed by the press and the event along with British Naturism was favorably
publicized. 297
The events at the INF Conference helped spur a new and revitalized push to drop the
secrecy of the organization and enter the public eye more fully. The sentiment of 1978 was that
the only way the movement could foster, and grow is if it is openly discussed and talked about. By
remaining secret, and hidden from the world, it allowed ignorance to fester leading inaccurate
assumptions to be made in the public press. Writer for British Naturism Pert Oxley wrote that the
CCBN needs to advertise in magazines outside of naturist spheres such as ladies magazines,
camping, leisure, caravanning, general interest, etc. so as to reach a wider audience. For Oxley this
is an untapped potential which the organization was doing nothing to explore and expand into. To
support his claim, Oxley refers to his local club TANDO which began the process of publishing
weekly adverts in the local newspaper. In addition, TANDO organized big events in conjunction
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with World Naturist Day so as to attract more members, which it has. Much like the first issue of
Sun Bathing Review in 1930, Oxley calls for the naturists of Britain to wake up! 298 In addition for
a need of better PR as Oxley calls for, there were also calls for the defense of naturist photographs
being confused with soft porn, especially in regards to children and teenagers. The editor of British
Naturism established that the movement needed to make its position clearer and assert its Naturist
Code which was worded beyond a doubt to the general and individual respectability of the
movement. He establishes that “our seventy-year-old Movement never has, not ever will, accept
that ‘soft porn’ is a true description of happy pictures of contended naked youngsters in the health
surroundings of our clubs and naturist sponsored swims and saunas.” 299 Debates surrounding
naturist photographs and the merits versus possible damages of them were a topic that received
much debate over the course of British Naturism’s history and is one which is asserted as the editor
stated above. This cult of secrecy as it was sometimes called that had grown over the years in
organized British Naturism was something that had to be done away with in the interest of growth.
Magazine contributor Denys Williams argued that unless naturists took action, the organization
would be doomed to remain behind a barbed wire of its own making. A common problem he found
amongst naturists was their unwillingness to discuss that they were in fact a naturist in social
settings because of a fear of backlash which may ensue. According to Williams, how can a naturist
convince others that naturism is beneficial for physical and mental health if everyone is afraid to
discuss it. Along with this need to expand he also brings up the topic of the problematic single
male, something the organization has struggled with for many years. Williams asserts that naturism
is a wonderful opportunity for a man and wife to take full advantage of and naturist organizations
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should do all they can to assist interested single men in finding women willing to experience
naturism with them. 300 Organized British Naturism had stumbled again, and again in its inability
to take advantage of opportunities to expand out of fear of public response. The movement had
over the course of its history also struggled with censorship in its photographs and appealing to
the masses particularly women and youth. There are several factors which were present and ever
changing during the decades of the movements, history from its inception to the creation of the
CCBN which prevented it from taking full advantage to expand into the public eye. These major
factors need to be examined individually and through the lens of change over time to better
understand the cult of secrecy which plagued British Naturism for much of its history.
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PART 3: THE SPIRIT OF PUBLICITY & THE FUTURE OF BRITISH NATURISM
When examining the history of British Naturism and to better understand how it has sought
to, and through much of its history, failed to establish itself in the public eye, individual problems
which plagued the movement and their impact need to be examined. As has been established in
this thesis, British naturists have consistently expressed a desire to expand into the public eye,
while also being afraid of it due to the taboo of nudity. From a financial perspective, an
organization such as British Naturism which requires funds for the upkeep of its camp grounds
needs to entice new members to maintain and upkeep these facilities. In addition, should the
movement continue in Britain it needs to entice new members, preferably young ones who can
carry naturist ideologies with them into the future thereby guaranteeing the continued existence of
British Naturism. Despite the fears and limitations, British Naturism would seek to solve these
individual problems with the goals in mind for expansion of their ideals and physical organization.
These problems include photography and the questions of nudity and proactive imagery, balance
of the sexes in camps, youth presence, portrayal on film, and expansion to the beaches of Britain.
The Eye of the Beholder
Debates surrounding the necessity of nude photography in naturist publications began in
earnest in 1951. Artist Bertram Stevens addressed the issue of nude photography in nudist
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magazines. One of the many complaints regarding the publications was the need to re-touch the
photographs, especially the genitals. To the general readers this was considered unnatural, but as
Stevens points out this is required by law. 301 The question which remained was because the images
were being re-touched and considered un-natural, should they even be printed in the first place?
Though Stevens did agree that re-touching gave an unnatural look, he still felt nude photographs
were important for a number of reasons. The first being that nude photographs have played a key
role in changing public perception of the naked body and allowing for more educated discussion
of the body itself. He comments on how nude images were once only found in saucy magazines
pawned over by business men and curious teens and that nude photography was rarely seen or
found in art shows. In the modern world, he claims that this has largely changed and that young
adults can now walk past a display of nude photography and not be overcome by sniggers but
rather hold a dignified conversation. 302 In addition, Stevens argues that though some retouching is
done, the subjects of the photographs often pose in such a non-suggestive way that they still giving
off a sense of naturalness in the photograph. He also establishes that the individuals in the images
are average every-day people to demonstrate that Naturism is not just for people of a certain body
type. Finally, the nude photographs are important because they allow the public to actually see
what it is like in a sun club and shows how happy and healthy the individuals who go to them are,
nude photographs are an effective marketing tool that should not be done away with simply
because of the need to retouch images. 303 The nude images which Stevens describes shared very
similar characteristics during the printings in inter-war era Britain. The naked bodies featured in
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magazines like Health and Efficiency were generally white, with some warmly tanned figures, as
well as young and slim; a complaint which is addressed by nudist writers in the 1950’s. 304
The debates surrounding retouching images so that genitals such as the penis, or pubic hair
could not be seen continued through the early 1950s. One solution which was offered to prevent
the need of re-touching images was the use of “le Minimum” for nudist pictures. As the name
suggests, “le Minimum” was a small article of clothing, very much like a modern-day bikini
bottom which covered as minimal an area as possible in the genital region so that re-touching
would be unnecessary (Appendix K). This fashion trend was commonly found on the French
naturist beaches of the Isle de Levont. Noted commentator on Naturism, Roy Gill when
commenting on the issue, discusses what he believes to be the main problems facing naturist
photographs and why something like “le Minimum” should be considered. The first being that
when a model is made to pose to “hide” their genitals, the resulting image looks just as unnatural
as a retouched photograph, the second being that if the model is allowed to pose in a natural
position then retouching is necessary to ensure the magazine will have no legal problems. As a
result of re-touching nude models began shaving their pubic hair so as to make it easier for
photographers to carry out any re-touching that may be necessary, a practice which according to
Gill was not common amongst most British naturists. 305 As a result, editors were more likely to
choose images from professional nude models rather than average every day British naturists
because of the troubles of re-touching. Gill comments on the fact that many readers have
complained about too many models in the pages and not enough pictures of average every day
naturists. In order to present more naturally posed photographs and allow for more every day
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naturists to make the pages of the magazines, Gill highly recommends “le Minimum” as the
solution to complaints about unnatural photographs. He makes it clear that this would not be
something commonly worn in naturist clubs, only when faced with a camera. Clubs could make it
known that this change has been forced upon them by the law, thereby placing the blame on them
and maybe leading to some change. 306
Gill’s opinions were not widely popular amongst the naturist community, and in October
1951 naturists wrote in to Health and Efficiency to give their opinions surrounding “le Minimum”.
One opinion in favor of the garment suggested that maybe it be colored more like a natural skin
tone so as to better blend in with the skin, though this supportive idea was the minority. 307 Most
naturists cited the garment as one which would be taking a step backwards for naturism and one
which could bring more harm to public image than good. One commentator wrote that “from the
standpoint of good taste the garment defeats its own object. Its obviousness immediately suggests
sex-consciousness the very thing which nudism claims to minimize.” 308 Another commented that
it was a nasty piece of clothing and incredibly offensive being on line with the ‘posing pouch’
which was worn by many men in some nude photographs. This writer stated that they would rather
“be either frankly clothed in useful and reasonable garments, or honestly and decently naked!” 309
The article of ‘le Minimum” is not widely seen in publications of Health and Efficiency and hence
was not a widely adopted practice used by the naturist community. Retouching photographs was a
problem to be sure, but it was one which they had to accept until laws changed.
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In December 1951, Roy Gill responded to the back lash received for his support of the ‘le
Minimum’ to be used in photographs. To start he asserts that he does not support the use of the
garment in every day naturist venues, referring to the item as a ‘monstrosity’ to emphasize his
dislike of it. In response to arguments that the use of “le Minimum” in photographs would give the
wrong idea about naturism, he points out that photographs in publications like Health and
Efficiency are all taken in natural settings, while the pin-up images of partially clad women usually
feature women in artificial settings, in unnatural poses with garments like stockings or gloves. 310
Given this difference Gill does not believe that the use of ‘le Minimum” for photographs would
lead to a loss of integrity in nude images. The issue of retouching has always been made in
reference to women, even though both men and women’s images were retouched. Gill establishes
that retouching a male nude picture is ghastlier in many ways than the retouching of a woman’s
image. Ultimately Gill defends that “le Minimum” should be used only for certain photographs
and maybe could be reduced over time as toleration increases. 311
While the focus of the debates around nude photographs were on “le Minimum” they also
brought up the discussion of increasing female readership of Health and Efficiency, the connection
being made that maybe more images with ‘le Minimum’ would attract more women. One of the
concerns raised in the article was the busty covers embarrassed women, making them not want to
purchase the magazine. One proposed solution was that the magazine should use a regular cover
for each issue with a cover design which would maybe make women less embarrassed and could
lead to less criticism of the magazine. 312 Nudist photographs and their retouching was a point of
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tension for the publicity of the movement, and entering into the 1960s with the birth of the CCBN,
British Naturism began a process of examining how it could best grow as an organization and
improve its standing in Britain. By the mid 1960s, some conversations questioned whether or not
the magazines should be printed at all, though as most new comers to the movement cited
magazines as a starting point this was not a likely change to be made by the CCBN. 313 When
naturists themselves were polled about naturist magazines, many surprisingly agreed with outside
critics in that the magazines featured too many pin-up style pretty girls and “teaser” clichés on the
covers. Despite the concern of the somewhat sexual covers and images that were emerging, leaders
of CCBN suggested it wasn’t necessarily all bad as while some may purchase the magazine being
enticed by the cover image, they walk away from reading it with an interest in naturism. So, while
the motivation may not be the purest, it leads to a good end. Debates were resurfaced as to whether
or not changes should be made to the magazine covers to not have a nude image at all, though the
concern there being that vendors wouldn’t want to carry a non-flashy naturist magazine. 314 Issues
surrounding publication of naked photographs in magazines would drastically change in the early
1970s when pubic hair would be allowed to be shown in naked photographs. Pubic hair at the time,
was used as a cover for the genitals as they were not the focus of the image and the attractions
were to the naked body as a whole. However, in the 1980s and 90s trimming of the pubic hair
became more apparent and the new daring trend was to show the lips of the genitals. 315 Health and
Efficiency would begin printing open crotch images which angered many naturists who felt that
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their ideals were being betrayed in order to sell more magazines (Appendix L). 316 These later
editions, especially of Health and Efficiency were in many ways counter to the family oriented
ideals of Naturism, a struggle which would be most prevalent in trying to have more families as
members and a more even mixture of men and women.
Too Many Men, Not Enough Women
The issue of a ensuring a balance of sexes is a problem not unique to British Naturism.
American naturism faced this issue on a large scale in the post-World War II world, the main
concern being that their clubs would be perceived as homosexual hot spots. Even in early British
Naturism history, pioneer groups were largely male in their membership with fewer women
participating. The very first issue of the Sun Bathing Review addressed the issue by establishing
the rule that single men were not allowed at sun bathing clubs and they had to be accompanied
either by women or children. The article tried to assert that the motives of the men were not being
questioned, but rather that whichever sun society the man was applying to had the right to judge
him based on the ideals of the society and its goals for the future. 317 Its reasons for not allowing
all men to join when they express interest is because they seek to reflect the accepted basis of
social life in general society. The goal of the sun bathing movement was to educate larger society,
but in order to do so they must maintain the proper balance of sexes that exist in society so as to
prove that what it has to offer is in line with accepted social norms. What single men needed to do,
was attract more women and entice more women to join. The article argued at the time that if
women approved of the movement, then whole nation would enjoy sun and air benefits in a flash.
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They even reassured men that women they bring can stay in swimsuits until they are comfortable
and that they should emphasize the health benefits of sun bathing with women so as to further
entice them. 318 An advertisement insert for the Yew Tree camp in the same issue re-asserted that
single men must be accompanied by a woman if they wish to join.
Debates surrounding the issue of the single man in naturist camps were relatively absent
from the pages of naturist publications until the 1950s in which Robin Black defends single men
and their usefulness to the movement. He sites that over the movement’s long history, single men
have played key roles in helping to found camps and do the heavily lifting in building them up. He
refers to the histories of several camps, which he deigns not to name, and how single men were all
part of its founding group. 319 Black reasserts that the so called “ban” on single men is not in place
because their motives are in question, but rather to ensure a balance of sexes. Women were more
likely to remain in the movement if they see women in the camps, too many men put them off.
Black proposes that the current solution of just telling men that they should talk to women about
naturism is hard to do, especially when they themselves can’t take part in it. Rather, he suggests a
probation period for single men in which they could be members for a six-month period and if
they cannot produce a partner in that time, they would be asked to leave. In this way they can still
participate in naturism while single, but also satisfies the need for balance as they will be asked to
leave if they cannot produce a partner. 320 There is however no evidence as to whether this probation
policy was instituted by individual clubs.
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The issue of balancing the membership of camps would resurface in 1957 when Ernest
Stanley, a writer for Health and Efficiency examined the issue from five different perspectives. He
asserts that the policy of each sun club regarding single men would be unique to that club as they
maintain the right to whatever policy best suits them. Having families as members in British clubs
is important for its growth and image as the movement seeks to emulate society’s values and appear
as a normal activity. 321 If there were as many single women as single men seeking to enter the
camps, there would not be a problem and the current discussion would not be held, but most
applicants are men and in the interest of balance many are turned away. This sentiment that men
were simply being turned away to balance sexes is not one which all men agreed with. In an angry
letter to Health and Efficiency entitled “Fallacies, Misconceptions, and Hallucinations
Surrounding the Single Male,” the author asserts that anyone who asserts a bar on single men from
entering naturist clubs must be imagining a depraved creature seeking to look at nude women for
their own enjoyment. He refers to an Anti-Single-Man Brigade that seeks to prevent men from
entering with no valid arguments as to why men should not be able to join. He also cites that he
does not know of any women in this group and therefore how can they represent the idea that
women would be uncomfortable with their presence. He also makes the claim that he has yet to
find a woman who asserts that they are uncomfortable with more men in the camps. Ultimately,
he fails to see any argument for why men should not be able to join and feels that he is in need of
an explanation that to him makes sense as to why men should be turned away. 322 Another letter
written suggests it isn’t fair to turn away a single man because his wife doesn’t agree with naturism.
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He understood that the goal was to keep the “wrong types” out, but just because his wife does not
agree with naturism does not mean he is one of them. The author ends his complaint by asking
how many potential naturists have been lost because of these restrictions. 323 Stanley cites that the
only problem is not in too many single men, but rather British Naturism’s failure to attract women
to the movement. He remarks that a single man is more likely to buy a naturist magazine than a
single woman is, if a married man buys the magazine, he may share it with his wife. 324 The problem
however is reaching the women who are single for which he does not propose a solution but rather
asks for suggestions from readers as to what could be done. Due to the lack of single women, the
clubs are put on the defensive in how to deal with single men. Some clubs will admit young men
as they are more likely to attain a girlfriend and thereby bring a woman. These single men however
do not often stay long and leave the camps after a few seasons. This creates a system in the camps
in which young men are allowed in with the hope of bringing women. While they are there, they
often help run the camp doing much of the heavy lifting. When they leave after a few seasons they
are then replaced by a new batch of single men and the process begins again. Ultimately Stanley
asserts that this is a problem with no easy solution and one which has to be solved one of two
ways, either single men bring in more women, or British Naturism adapt to better entice women
to join the movement. 325
While Stanley and many other naturists proposed that a married man or a man with a
girlfriend could be easy, this was not always the case. Some men still struggled to bring their
spouse and or girlfriend into the folds of naturism. One disgruntled man, listing himself as J.W.,
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wrote to Health and Efficiency complaining that he had tried all that he could, but his wife was
still un-responsive to joining in. He asked readers to respond in the hopes that someone else may
be able to provide suggestions for how he could better entice his wife to join in. 326 The following
month, a woman who listed herself as GA wrote a letter addressed to J.W.’s wife in the hopes that
maybe she would be convinced if she heard how wonderful naturism was from another woman.
She starts by trying to assert her reasons as to why JW’s wife would be disinterested listing possible
reasons such as not wanting to change her day to day life or perhaps being accustomed to the
fineries of life and naturism seems to be the opposite of this.327 She continues on by stating that
marriage takes two and she must understand how much her husband likes naturism, asserting that
he is in an awkward position as he himself cannot enjoy naturism without her. She sites how
saddened she is when she sees potential naturists turned away because of an unwilling spouse,
even hinting that she may be heartless for not understanding his struggle. 328 She continues by
arguing that hundreds of people do it and it can do her no harm, only good. She also re-asserts that
she wouldn’t have to undress her first time if she did not want to. She urges it is something she
may enjoy and that she should try compromising with him and go every other weekend and give
naturism a try. She understands her reluctance and if she isn’t interested in the offered activities
then she can simply read or bring her knitting. Ultimately, she asks the wife to give her husband a
chance. 329 JW’s letter received two additional responses in January 1960, the first of which
suggested that he discuss the familial emphasis of naturism. He cited that
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ours is the only movement which caters for all the family – parents, children, even
babies. To see other people’s children, as well as one’s own, growing up and to
watch their progress from year to year is a source of continual pleasure to all
parents, as well as to those couples who have no children of their own. 330
In addition, he noted the wonderful social aspect of meeting like minded people and that his wife
was more than welcome to be a spectator for her first visit. The other response to the letter related
his story of taking his wife to see a naturist film, Garden of Eden, after which she seemed
interested. She only agreed to visit a camp however if she could remain clothed her first time
through, to which the writer adds he made no effort to force her to join on her first outing. The
next time they went he said she gladly joined in and they have become active naturists ever
since. 331 The Secretary of the Western Sun Folk also chimed in on the conversation, praising G.A.
for her response and remarking that she is not seeing as many reluctant wives any more, in fact
she finds that women are more keen after taking the first step than men are. Her advice for JW was
to take a holiday to a naturist venue to determine if his wife would be interested in joining a sun
club. In this way they don’t have to worry about a membership and can enjoy a nice holiday
together. 332 Though JW received much advice and support from the naturist community, he
commented in another letter that he has been unable to change his wife’s point of view. 333 For
some women, the problems for joining were not related to being embarrassed about nakedness or
anything of such sort, but rather the financial costs of joining a naturist club. This naturist, referring
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to themselves as GW stated that when their spouse realized the cost, they became much less
interested and disapproved of the whole affair. 334
The problem of women not being interested in naturism continued to be heavily discussed
in the naturist community in the early 1960s. In an editorial entitled “Are Naturist Women
Squares?”, the question was again raised as to why women did not seem interested in naturism.
The author suggested that naturism was too simple for women. It lacked the color, flash, and
mystery of clothing and the confidence it can provide. In their generalization, women did not want
to all be equal in their nakedness thereby being reduced to a common denominator. Though the
author provides no clear solution, they emphasize that pushing the family centered focus of
naturism is what will ultimately win more women over. Women are interested in marriage
according to the writer and therefore emphasizing family values will win more women over and it
is an asset. 335 Eileen Grey, long time naturist and Health and Efficiency contributor remarks that
women have a hard time wrapping their head around naturism as a non-sexual item. She also
mentions that they are put off by the seeming secrecy of naturism because they would have to go
to secluded camp in order to participate. In response to these fears, Grey mentions that the only
reason naturist camps are so secluded is because they are simply following the law and seeking to
practice in such a way that does not come in conflict with those laws. 336 In regard to sexuality, she
comments that never once has she been approached in an inappropriate manner nor has she ever
been privy to misconduct at the camps. In fact, she argues that men and women reach a more
wholesome level of understanding. Some women questioned why there needed to be mixed social
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nudity to which Grey replied that men and women were created as a pair, not separate and that
shouldn’t change regardless of whether clothing is being worn or not. 337 She finally ends her
argument for why naturism is beneficial for women by stating that it is healthy and beneficial for
the children. Not only would they have exposure to the vitamins provided by the sunlight, but they
would also grow up with a more appropriate knowledge of the human body and wouldn’t have to
go looking at inappropriate magazines to learn about the body. 338 Her argument, like many trying
to entice women to join the movements also hints that they are holding back their husbands and
children from a wonderful experience that they will really enjoy! Though it is subtle there is a
degree of naturist writers using some guilt to entice women, whether it be that their poor husband
is suffering, and they can help by joining them and being naked, or that they would be depriving
their children of an extremely beneficial opportunity both physically and mentally. This mentality
of the generation of young women in the 1960s and 70s that had been raised to accept the needs
of others and not make a fuss about their own desires. This logic was especially applied within the
context of the pill as in gaining the ability to say yes to premarital sex without fear of pregnancy,
they also lost the right to say no as men expected they wouldn’t. 339 A similar type of guilt or
pressure is hinted at in the language of the article concerning women acting as barriers for their
husband or children’s enjoyment. In addition, the questioning on the part of other women regarding
why there needed to be mixed social nudity is likely influenced by feminist groups in the 1960s
with publications of books like The Feminine Mystique. Though much naturist writing was pushing
family values as they felt it would entice more women to join, books like The Feminine Mystique
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were condemning consumer society that fed the myth of the housewife which made women
prisoners in their own home. 340 These texts were damaging to traditional values of gender roles in
the family, roles which naturism had supported in its goals of presenting to the world an
organization based on traditional family values. If British Naturism was to bring more women into
the organization, they would have to change their perception of who the naturist woman was to
better reflect the changing ideas of gender roles as pushed by feminist movements in the 1960s.
The CCBN to better reach women, ran a regular feature in British Naturism by Barbara, a
naturist who wrote articles seeking to appeal to women. In their 1966 Yearbook, Barbara addresses
the modern woman, referring to the working girl using naturism as a break from her busy work
filled life. The women Barbara is addressing are not joining naturism because they are preventing
their husbands from doing something they want to do, but rather because it is something they will
enjoy as individuals. She highlights that though women have made many advances as individuals
in society, there is still the judging eye of Mrs. Grundy in the background which prevents many
girls from joining a movement in which they can be free. Barbara highlights in her article various
opportunities for how women can get involved in a sun club as well as reassuring them that they
by no means have to undress on their first visit, though she comments that she’d be very surprised
if they do in fact stay dressed. 341 In their 1981 Handbook, the CCBN lay out a description of who
the naturist woman was, describing her as:
…all heights, weights, colours of hair and eyes, ages, levels of education and as
brown as possible. She is fit or lazy, humorous or serious, usually responsible and
healthy, reasonably articulate, possibly married with children and relatively sane.
Her interests include reading, sport, knitting, people, dancing, chess, wine-making,
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conservation, cookery, and many others. She is organised or untidy, cheerful or
bad-tempered, fashionably or warmly dressed or naked. In short, she is a normal
woman who likes to take off her clothes. 342
The remainder of the article continues to describe naturist women as those in charge of their own
lives who like to get naked regardless of what the prudish and narrow-minded outsiders might say
of such an action. She is a woman who looks to her own well-being and takes charge, someone
who is tough. This depiction of a naturist woman is hugely different from the language being used
before of women who are simply the barriers to their husbands from enjoying a nice leisure
activity. The only negative comment the article makes is that many women too often look to their
husbands for decision making and that naturism would be far more accepted by women if more
women who were already naturists would be willing to devote more time to helping spread the
cause. A male-dominated representation does not improve the public image of her lifestyle.
Though this article does largely build up women in the naturist movement, it also confirms that
women’s lack of an active role in naturism is an ongoing problem for the CCBN and it is still
calling for more efforts being placed in attracting them to British Naturism. The problem of
enticing women to join Naturism often goes hand in hand with the images in the magazines of
women. The women in the magazines are often young, skinny, tanned, and with large breasts. This
is not representative of ordinary naturist women and makes it harder for women to be interested in
joining British Naturism when the images they are presented with are the same ones they see in
beauty advertisements. The ideals presented in ads and in magazines are often unattainable which
is a deterrent to women joining. In the modern day, the technology allows the photoshopping of
images. All magazines, whether they be women’s or men’s, glamorous in style or homely,
photoshop the images. The result is subjects, both models and ordinary people are presented with
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no wrinkles, blemishes or shadows on their faces. 343 The problem of enticing women to join British
Naturism is one which the movement faces still to this day, though progress has been made. 344
Modern nudists are united together in ideas of accepting others as they are, whether they meet
society’s standards or not, as well as a critique of image culture and hypocrisies of modern
fashion. 345 British Naturism today further seeks to make progress though the establishment of a
specific webpage for women on which they state that they hope to promote “greater awareness of
the negative effects of societal pressure on women to look good” and “provide mutual support to
help women be happier and more confident about their bodies.” 346 While British Naturism has
made strides in its endeavor to have a better mix of sexes, its struggle to convince women to join
their ranks has prevented the organization from reaching a significant margin of the population.
Think of the Children!
The inability of organized British naturism to have an even mix of sexes prevented it from
growing as much as it could have, particularly in cases with married couples in which wives were
not interested in joining a naturist club. In addition to the struggle of maintaining a balance between
men and women, over the course of its history the movement struggled to attract the interest of
youth in the nation. Naturism was a notoriously older crowd with few members in their young
teens or early twenties. In the post-war British naturist community was largely composed of
individuals who were in their twenties or younger at the end of the war. By the end of the 1950s
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the children who had been five or ten years old in the camps were teenagers, some of whom began
drifting away from naturism. 347 Trying to include youth has proven to be a problem for British
Naturism in its history. From the early years of organized British Naturism, naturists professed the
benefits of naturism for youth from the perspective of growing up without shame in their bodies
or a stilted view towards sex, a mantra which is repeated throughout the movement’s history. The
World’s League of Sexual Reform, an organization based in London professed that one of the best
forms of sexual education for youth was for parents to raise their children without any sense of
mystery regarding the human body and sexuality. This practice is something that all men and
women should do in a suitable environment whenever possible. Naturists jumped on this
information professing that what they offered was the perfect place for this theory to be put into
practice, expressing a desire for contact to be made to the organization to form a partnership of
sorts. 348 Children raised in a naturist environment “very quickly learn to take the primary sexual
characteristics for granted. They romp together entirely free from sexual consciousness and
without precocious desire.” 349 For the early years of the movement, children interested in Sun
Bathing was key to its survival and continued growth in Britain. Younger children around the ages
of eight and younger were cited as being natural nudists themselves taking no qualms in running
naked around the home or outdoors. The belief was that for these youth, being raised in an
environment in which the naked body was not viewed as something to be hidden and purely sexual
would maintain these beliefs and practices, even when they realized not everyone else held their
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beliefs. 350 Given that the movement would survive out of the 1930s the movement was able to
attain enough youth interest in order to keep it alive and functioning.
Discussion surrounding improving efforts to include youth in the movement resurge in the
1950s especially with all the events being held such as the Festival of Naturism at the North Kent
Club. With more publicity and the possibility of growth, naturists began looking for new
opportunities they could offer in order to entice youth to join the movement. Leslie Kay, a naturist
who worked with youth for thirty years chimed in on the struggles of enticing teenagers to become
nudists. She cites the problem that as they reach puberty young men and women become selfconscious about their bodies and are less willing to strip down in a public place. In addition, young
adults gravitate towards what is popular. 351 Parents who are naturists are often dismissed as being
tied to old ideas that are no longer considered cool and therefore since no one does it anymore,
they are not interested. For those teenagers who may go against the general social norm and
develop an interest in naturism, often times their parents are against it making it additionally
challenging to bring them into the fold as their parents disapprove and will not allow them to go
to a naturist club. Leslie argued that these teenagers are curious about their bodies and naturist
camps are the perfect place for students to answer these questions in a healthy environment. The
problem which remains even if there were interested youth, was the required distance traveled to
get to naturist camps given how secluded they are. 352 Leslie’s suggestion as a solution to this
problem was a summer youth camp for young naturists, something which many youth
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organizations associated with various sports already do. Leslie suggests that the B.S.B.A. would
have to commit to an interest in sex education and sponsor a trial series of talks and discussions
hosted for youth within reasonable distance of a sun club. This sun club should then be open to
offering courses on swimming, gymnastics, or other forms of athletics for the interested youth. In
order to gauge interest in such a club, Leslie polled two groups of parents. One group which she
had held lectures for on sexual education, and another which she had not. In the latter group, 6%
agreed to the proposal, 14% were extremely against and the remaining 80% were doubtful. In the
group which she had held lectures for 63% were interested in the proposal, the remainder being
doubtful with no one against it. The stipulations being that it would have to be a very well regulated
and managed organization. Leslie felt that given this response, a summer camp ground focused on
sex education and numerous physical activity opportunities is one possible solution to the youth
problem. 353
As Leslie mentions in her article, the youth were interested in movements in which they
could find other individuals who shared a common interest. Writer of the series “The Passing
Scene” cited in the Sun Bathing Review that the old spirit of getting back to nature had died in the
movement and that naturism has blended with everyday life. New naturists lack the pioneering
spirit of the early days and simply want holiday places to relax. 354 While Leslie focuses on puberty
as being a problem for why teenagers were not interested in naturism, others cited the
circumstances under which naturism was born. The early movement grew out of a wide range of
other general health and back to nature movements which offered the youth of the day something
new and adventurous. To take part in these movements was considered going against the norm and
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a large number of youth explored the opportunities offered. Modern naturism has nothing to offer
modern youth except the novelty of taking clothes off, which for many is not enough of a motivator
to join. 355 In order to bring in more youth in the movement, some felt that the B.S.B.A. should
emulate other popular youth organizations, in this instance the Youth Hostels Association
(Y.H.A.). This organization establishes hostel opportunities across England for youth, and it was
an organization meeting with a great deal of success. One of the reasons for this success being that
it was very easy for youth to get involved in the organization. Naturism on the other hand, has a
long and annoying screening process to ensure the person interested is in fact the right kind of
person. The Y.H.A had many fewer rules and regulations making it easier for youth to get involved
without having to worry about their sincerity being questioned. In addition, the Y.H.A sells itself
as a holiday opportunity, whereas naturism was sold as a weekend opportunity. 356 The holiday
aspect allows youth to plan long trips over a range of locations due to their membership granting
access to multiple associated venues. Naturism in Britain offered no such passport which allowed
admission to naturist camps across the country, admission to these camps required memberships
and long trial periods, preventing them from just driving up and visiting for the day. In order to
attract the youth of the day, naturism had to change drastically to bring back the exciting
adventurous pull of naturism as the youth would be the bed rock for the future. There was some
doubt as to the B.S.B.A’s ability to adapt itself to attract the youth. 357 Due to changing social norms
since the movement began in the late 1920s and early 1930s, British society had become more
open minded to the point where in the mid-1950s people could go to a beach and lay around mostly
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naked aside from some relatively small bathing suits that covered the genitals and breasts. For the
modern youth, given this acceptance in society, the cost of becoming a member of a sun club,
which are not cheap nor easy to get to was not worth it for all. Many sun clubs also lacked the
modern amenities of modern resorts making them much less appealing to young adults. Though
many knew organizations like the F.B.S.C. and B.S.B.A. needed to adapt and change, there was a
concern in losing the essence of naturism. Naturism was simple and changing it to include all of
the modern-day amenities could cause it to ruin what so many had struggled to build. 358 While
naturists struggled with ideas for how to bring in new young members in order to ensure the
continued existence of organized naturism, another problem which emerged was youth leaving
naturism when they reached their teenage years. Some like Wallace Arter attested that this was
simply a rebellious phase that every young adult went through which would eventually end. 359 It
was recommended by some to simply let them be, it was natural that they should develop interests
outside of naturism and if the parents tried forcing them to remain naturists, it may make them
want to do so even less. 360 Naturists began writing in to magazines such as Health and Efficiency
raising their concerns regarding this growing problem, one of which commentating:
One of the couples who helped found out club – two of our best members – have
resigned. They have a daughter who is nearly fourteen and she has refused to come
with them to the club any more. She is an only child and they say they must put her
welfare before their own pleasure. So we’ve lost them. 361
Robin Black, curious to hear from the teenager’s point of view found that young teens find the
whole thing somewhat silly, why bother play games closed off in a nudist camp when one can play
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the same games outside and not feel like someone who would be considered a crank or a looney.
Despite what appeared to be a somewhat growing problem, Black assures naturist readers that this
does not spell doom for organized naturism and that the organization will continue to attract men
and women of all ages who will ensure its continued existence. 362
Regardless of the hope that new members would continue pouring in, some naturists, like
Jack Gray felt not enough action was being taken to attract youth which he set out to do in 1959.
Gray had worked as Camp Supervisor during the events held at Woburn Abbey and in this position,
he was able to enquire from naturists across the world concerning youth groups in their countries
and how they attracted youth to join the movement. Following his discussions, he decided to try
to form a group for young British naturists called The Sunlanders. At the time of an article released
in April 1959, no formal actions had been taken to make The Sunlanders a reality. Gray does point
out that he had applied for membership with the B.S.BA. and the F.B.S.C. In addition, he had
supposedly received hundreds of letters of support for the creation of such an organization.363
Some sun clubs, in an effort to reach out in their local communities and invite groups such as boy
scout troops to swim nights in the pool. Ernest Stanley, writer for Health and Efficiency also
claimed that due to the enhanced status of some clubs, local parents were more willing to allow
their teens to join if they wish, but this was certainly not across the board in the movement. 364
Entering the 1960s with closer movements towards unification in the B.S.B.A. and
F.B.S.C. naturists continued to examine the problem of youth in the movement. A new concern
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which developed was whether the youth would be willing to commit to club memberships and
build up camps, or act as butterflies flittering from camp to camp. The butterfly group only sees
naturism as a pleasure activity and do not necessarily limit themselves to membership at a camp
when looking for a place to practice naturism. These groups while they are tolerated at the naturist
camps largely do not contribute anything to the growth of the movement or improving camp life.
They are not willing to do the work needed to maintain and build up camps, as they would much
rather simply enjoy the amenities. 365 Ernest Stanley sites an incident of a youth group which sought
to camp for a weekend at a naturist camp, but when they learned of a curfew and that they would
have to help with projects around the camp, interest in the event dissipated. They did however
spend the same weekend at a different naturist camp which had more modern amenities and no
need for the youth in the group to do any work around the camp. While Stanley believes that the
group may have still enjoyed their stay at another camp ground, it still stands as a marker of the
challenges the organization faces. One proposed solution was to create programs like the boy
scouts in naturist camps for youth which would strive to provide them with enjoyable recreation
as well as character building activities. The hope here being that more youth would become leaders
in the camps, and not butterflies flitting around not contributing much at the growth of the
movement. 366 Entering into the early 1960s the desire for a more youthful vibe to be found in
naturism is clear in changes made to Health and Efficiency magazine. The magazine began printing
a colored cover, though the model on the cover was in a bikini and not naked, a trend that had been
occurring for the magazine through the 1950s. In addition, more images were added, mostly of
nude women including some that stretched across two pages, something more commonly found in
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a pornographic magazine rather than a publication meant to inform about a health group.
Publications such as these only increase the struggles of naturist groups to portray a family friendly
public image. In addition to these changes a new section of the magazine was created specifically
for youth. The first article printed was in the November 1961 issue and it was written by a young
naturist which is very clear in the language used in the text. The author starts his article by saying:
Any movement, whilst relying on the experience of its older members, must look
for new ideas and enthusiasm from its younger members…Young people to-day –
and that includes me – like Acker Bilk, Italian-designed clothes, Pepsi and Anthony
Wedgewood Benn. We don’t like old fashioned things like capital punishment,
prudery, and racial prejudice. When we’re told we’re morally wrong and haven’t
got any values we tend to turn our history books and point to the two World Wars,
the triviality of the twenties and the racketeering of the thirties. Naturally we revel
in the scooters and transistor radios of 1961, and soon we shall be crowing round
the first colour television pictures. 367
The author of this article strikes a tone that likely fits the image of one of the butterflies which
Stanley mentioned in his article about the problems of youth. This individual definitely expresses
the cocky attitude and confidence which comes with youth when faced with an older generation
that doesn’t want to change. The author excitedly points out that new naturist youth organizations
have begun taking form. He mentions two groups in particular which had formed in recent years.
These groups included The Sunlanders, which had their origins in 1959 which had already
converted some young adults to the movement. In addition, the North Kent Club established a
youth group known as The Badgers which was meeting with success in their grounds. 368 When
discussing the amenities available at the clubs for youth, he remarks at the hard work of the
pioneers doing the work for them. This is very clear when he comments on pools stating “Most
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clubs now seem to have a pool of some sort. Just like that. It’s there. Dug by someone else.” 369 He
also emphasizes that youth need not give up the comforts of the age when visiting the naturist
camps, a topic which had been a concern amongst older naturists worried about losing the essence
of naturism and why it began in the first place. He finally ends stating that naturism is taking a
youthful tilt hence why special attention is now being given to them in the pages of Health and
Efficiency. 370 Following the creation of the C.C.B.N. this naturist tilt mentioned by Davis in his
article continued to spread through the roots of the organization. The 1966 yearbook for the
organization cited that youth are the focus of the age, making comments towards changing the age
at which they can leave school to sixteen as well as the Newsom Report. This Report, which was
created by the Central Advisory Council for Education which identified serious failings in teaching
less able students age 13 to 16. It was named after J.H. Newsom who was chairman of the advisory
council. 371 An article addressed towards prospecting new youth members highlights the success
of organizations like The Sunlanders and the Badgers. The Sunlanders, the article notes are not
officially associated with the C.C.B.N. nor do they have a club affiliation but rather offer services
traveling to various camps across the country as well as other trips out of the country in the
summer. The article also mentions winter youth opportunities demonstrating a growth in
expanding ways and places for youth to take part in. In addition to these groups, the C.C.B.N. also
created a group called The Naturist Youth of Great Britain (N.Y.G.B) which offered opportunities
similar to that of The Sunlanders. Organized British Naturism would continue making progress
towards attempting to appeal to youth in British society and organizations such as the N.Y.G.B.
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would continue through the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1970s, a highly praised documentary entitled
Let’s Go Naked provided insight into how naturism was viewed by youth through the eyes of
twenty-three-year-old Kate Sturdy, who was new to naturism, and sixteen-year-old Mark Frankl,
who was raised in naturism. Kate was traveling to Cap D’Adge, a famous French naturist resort,
as part of the documentary to gain insight from the perspective of a young adult. Though she cited
some slight apprehension at going, she commented that it took her little convincing. By the end of
her stay, Kate took quite naturally to naturism finding the whole experience wonderful and wishing
she could stay longer. She commented on how much more relaxing the experience was than she
thought it would be, and the thought of having to return home and wear a bikini at the beach
seemed ridiculous to her now. Frank commented on how his friends viewed that he was a naturist,
explaining that they were very inquisitive especially regarding what it was like to constantly see
naked girls. He voices his frustration at the fact that they don’t seem to understand that it’s not
about sex and that a naturist doesn’t go around constantly thinking about it. 372 Kevin’s sentiments
regarding the sexual view of naturism by youth was yet another challenge which the CCBN had
to overcome in order to entice young members to join their ranks. Though the growth of the new
youth movements in the 1960s demonstrated growth in the area of garnering youth interest,
keeping youth invested in the movement is still a concern to this day, though one which is
improving. Efforts to better reach the public and young adults for the movement grew and changed
over the decades, with one medium in particular making large splashes in the perception of
naturism amongst youth and the general public in British society.
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Naked on Camera
Magazines and the images in them often enticed new individuals, particularly men, to join
the naturist movement and organizations such as The Sunlanders and N.Y.G.B were created in an
attempt to attract younger members. However, another form of publicity for organized naturism
was through the medium of film and television through which they could reach a wider and
possibly younger audience, enticing them to join the ranks of British naturists. One of the
challenges which would be faced by British naturists when using this medium would be film
censors managing how much, and what kind of nudity could be allowed on screen. In 1912, the
British Board of Film Censors (B.B.F.C.) was created to tackle two major issues, portrayal of
religious themes and nudity. When trying to determine what was appropriate and what was not, a
forty-three-point list was released in 1916 detailing what kinds of scenes would cause the film to
be edited and chopped, or not allowed to be shown. Among these points was “bathing scenes
passing the limit of propriety.” 373 As film and movies were becoming more and more popular and
present in the public’s lives, a special committee was formed in 1917 in order to examine film and
its influence on the general public. The consensus reached was to turn up the censorship of films
as well as the lights in movie theaters! Despite the best efforts of organizations such as the B.B.F.C.
films would prove to be more powerful than moralism and would become a permanent fixture in
popular culture. 374 One of the first naturist films to reach Britain’s shores was the American film
Garden of Eden which was released in America in 1954 but was not allowed to be shown in Britain
until 1957 where it struggled to be widely shown due to the B.B.F.C. and the nudity present in the
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film. Despite the struggles it faced, it was positively received by the naturist community in Britain.
While the film was not considered to be of the highest quality, one reviewer citing the cliché plot
and cringe worthy dialogue, it was an honest and positive portrayal of naturism. 375 The film
follows a woman and her daughter who arrive quite by mistake at a nudist camp in Florida. The
daughter, who is six years old in the film takes quite naturally to the prospect of going without
clothes while the mother struggles with the concept. Over the course of the film she is eventually
won over and joins in with the nudists. Hearing about what is going on, the main character’s fatherin-law comes to the camp with the intention of bringing them home, but he too is won over to the
nudist ideals and by the end of the film they are all enjoying taking part in the nudist lifestyle. All
the nudists that appeared in the film were regular members of the sun club. 376 Their portrayal was
praised by British naturists as they demonstrated how genuine nudists/naturists act. Most of the
nude crowd scenes in the film depicted children and adults at play along the edge of a beautiful
lake which was hailed for its wholesome and natural portrayal of nudity. Despite the limitations in
the quality of the film, it was considered in Britain to be a pioneer in naturist films which positively
depicted naturism and what it had to offer. In a point of comparison to the location of the film, it
was pointed out that most British naturist camps did not have the same amenities available as in
America, but that viewers interested in going to a naturist camp would not be disappointed. 377 In
a testament to the success of the film drawing in new members to naturism, after taking a reluctant
wife was willing to try naturism with her husband following the film. 378
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The American naturist film Garden of Eden was released on the cusp of a major social
change in Britain during the 1960s giving way to a more permissive culture and sexual revolution
(Appendix M). 379 This change in culture would see more of a challenge from the population against
the B.B.F.C. and their censorship policies. Local authorities had the power to review decisions
made by the board and over rule them either in favor of or against the release of the film. One of
the major challengers to the B.B.F.C. was the Greater London Council which inspected all films
that came its war questioning some of the board’s decisions, damaging its authority. These
challenges lead to some films being allowed in areas of Britain whilst being banned in others.380
Evidence of this occurring appeared with the release of Garden of Eden. When it arrived in Britain,
the B.B.F.C refused to license the film at all, not even granting it an “X” rating, meaning it could
only be viewed by adults. The board cited the reason for this being that they would not be
distinguishing between one form of adult nudity and another. The London City Council however,
ignored the B.B.F.C.’s decision and granted the film a “U” rating, meaning it could be seen by
anyone in the London City Council Area. Berkshire also granted the film a “U” rating, the town
of Reading in Berkshire however granted it an “A” rating, meaning children could only see the
film if accompanied by an adult. Middlesex was much less lenient in its rating of the film, giving
it an “X”, restricting it to adult audiences. Finally, Surry and East Ham banned the film entirely,
meaning anyone interested in the film would have to go elsewhere. 381 This lack of uniformity
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within Britain regarding film censorship meant that the ability to see films like Garden of Eden
heavily relied on how lenient the local board of film censorship was.
Film censorship in the 1960s caused many film makers to protest against a system “which
denied them the opportunity to hold a mirror up to their times – or, indeed, any time.” 382 At the
cusp of the 1960s and social change in British culture, one of the most famous British naturist
films was produced. This film, Travelling Light would receive wide rave reviews following a
difficult process from concept to screen. Edward Craven Walker, the creator of the film originally
had the idea in 1955 when he wanted to bridge the gap between reading about how wonderful
naturism was and being able to see it, his project would come be realized with the assistance of
producer Michael Keatering. Keatering cast Elizabeth Elcoate-Gilbert in the titular role for the
film, though in all publications she is simply referred to as Elizabeth. They shot scenes for a film
which was originally intended as an orientation video of sorts for individuals interested in
becoming naturists and was not meant for wide public release. Following the release of naturist
films to the public in 1956 and 57, Keatering and Walker decided to change the idea and create a
feature film to be shown to a wider audience. 383 With this decision in mind, Keatering now had to
build a cast for the film of individuals who needed to be photogenic, could act naturally on camera,
and willing to be shown on film regardless of who would see it, even friends and relatives who
may not be sympathetic to naturism. The search for cast would take a number of years, three of
the titular characters actually being found at the Woburn International Naturist Congress in 1958.
These new cast members included two German sisters, Ingrid and Helga, along with Ingrid’s
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Canadian fiancé Robert. By the end of filming the cast would turn out to be quite international,
featuring actors from America, Britain, Holland, Canada, Germany, Switzerland, Scandinavia, and
Italy. After the initial cast was put together at Woburn, the first scenes of the film were shot at a
nearby empty coast to determine how well they all actually worked together, and despite some
setbacks created by poor weather, it was determined to continue forward with the film which would
continue at an International Naturist Campsite, which was to be determined at that time in 1958.
It was decided to film at the campground Intersun in Corsica though due to the campground being
closed to visitors in the Summer of 1959 the filming location had to be moved to a camp called
Villata. Over the course of the film’s production between the years of 1957 and 1959, some of the
greatest setbacks would come in the form of poor weather for filming. In the Autumn of 1958, the
filmmakers felt it necessary to film a sequence which would be Elizabeth’s first time at a nudist
camp, the chosen site being Five Acres. Due to the poor weather over the course of their stay on
site, none of the footage they were able to film would be usable. 384 When the filming finally made
its way to Corsica, the main struggle would prove to be keeping the film cool so as to ensure it
would not be damaged in the heat. In addition to weather challenges, given how many years the
film took to film, it was difficult to send word to all cast members regarding the filming to be
completed in Corsica. Luckily all were able to be contacted and began making their way to the
filming location. The film was set back an additional eighteen days after arrival due to a shipping
strike in Italy, preventing some key cast members from joining the crew on the agreed date. Finally,
when all had arrived the film was shot including a unique under water sequence featuring a FrenchPolish naturist named Yannick which would become one of the film’s more iconic sequences.385
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The film was finally shot and ready to piece together, but the film was not yet ready for release.
Keatering would now have to face the challenges of censorship, a challenge he was not prepared
for.
When filming and setting up scenes and shots, Keatering was well aware of the taboos
surrounding pubic hair being shown, but also sought to film scenes which felt natural without any
sensationalism added to it. One of the ways in which this goal was reached was the inclusion of
scenes of children ages two to ten playing in the nude in the hopes it would emphasize that naturism
was a family affair which could be enjoyed by all. When Keatering submitted the film to the
censors, he carefully marked scenes which he felt may be subject to be cut noting what had been
allowed in in naturist films in the past. The censorship office however did not agree with
Keatering’s ideas surrounding nude children, and a majority of these scenes had to be cut from the
film. This came as a major shock as it was felt that these scenes would be the least likely of all to
cause problems. When commenting on the issue Keatering stated that “I eventually reluctantly felt
bound to cede most of the points so far as the children were concerned; but what a shocking state
of affairs exists in this unnatural world of ours that such action should become necessary.” Despite
these cuts that were made Keatering was able to win other battles on the cutting room floor and
the film was finally ready to be released to the public despite some scenes being somewhat uneven
due to the omissions which had to be made. 386 The film was praised for escaping the tedious and
banal story lines which so often stunted naturist films. Instead it simply told the story of a woman
experiencing social naturism and enjoying a holiday abroad in Corsica. There was no overt pronaturism message of the film and it was not described as being propagandic in nature. Rather in
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provided a visual of naturism in idyllic surroundings with beautiful, tan human beings enjoying
the world around them in the nude. The underwater scene featuring Yannick was well liked and
considered to be the highlight of the film. With a run time of about fifty minutes, the reviewer in
Health and Efficiency highly recommended to see the film with its brilliant concentration on
naturist themes which were well worth a visit to the cinema. 387 Walker believed that most people
went to see the film to get a glimpse of naked people on screen with no interest in naturism, though
he claimed that many people walked away with a desire to give it a try. The film ran on the West
End for eight and a half months, managing to make well over 300,000 pounds according to Walker.
Walker, came away with enough personal profit from the film to buy and run his own naturist club
(Appendix N). 388 With more and more attention being given to naturism through mediums like
film, naturist clubs were called upon to take advantage of this attention so as to attract more
members. 1959 had been cited as a good year for naturism due to the warmer than average summer,
leading more people to give naturism a try. Clubs were urged to hold more “Open Days” on
weekends during which the public could come and visit a club in clothing just to get a sense for
what was offered. In addition, naturist clubs were urged to take out more ads in local newspapers,
the argument being that a naturist club in and of itself could be considered news and the publicity
would be helpful. Looking beyond local news agencies, the attention which naturism was receiving
was garnering the interest of larger networks such as the BBC. Clubs were urged to not let this
wave of popularity diminish and invite representatives from organizations like the BBC to come
to the camps and report on them so as to continue getting better publicity out to the British public.
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Interested parties need a place to get information in order to join the movement, and if clubs were
silent in not sharing information or experiences, organized naturism ran the risk of not taking
advantage of the publicity which was available to them. 389
This greater publicity due to the development of film, while having positive opportunities
for naturism also carried many dangers with it as well. Given the more promiscuous nature of the
1960s in Britain’s culture, and protest against film censorship, by 1969 the number of films the
B.B.F.C. passed with an “X” rating far exceeded that of any other category. 390 With more and
more adult films being released and the sexual revolution climate of the 1960s, there was a concern
amongst naturists, specifically the FBSC, that their depictions of nudity as natural would be
skewed on film. Since naturist films became popular due to Garden of Eden many new naturist
films were created and produced, not all of which presenting naturism as well as films like
Traveling Light. Two other films, Nudist Paradise and Nudist Story while praised for their
professional quality, raised many eyebrows amongst the naturist community with all the scenes
including alcohol and undressing that were giving a wrong impression as to what naturism was. 391
Looking back into the history of films being made concerning naturism, some pre-war films such
as Round the World with Nothing On when restored amounted to not much more than being a peep
show. An additional challenge to presenting informative and accurate naturist films to the public
is the cinema itsself. Movie theaters had to compete with home television sets and in so doing had
to entice audiences out of their homes with films that were epic, horror, or had a sex angle. As a
result, theater owners had to determine what the commercial value of a film was and whether it
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would be worth showing it. Though naturist films were being approved by boards of censors, they
were often given X ratings, coupling them with films that had more salacious themes. A major
problem for the public image of naturism which this posed was that naturist films would often be
used as a pre-curser to the main sexual film to be shown to titillate the audience before the main
show. This association of naturism with sex flicks could serve to damage the portrayal which many
films tried to express. 392
Another complaint which many British naturists had concerning recent so-called naturist
films, was the use of models for the main cast as well as lack of cooperation with sun clubs. There
was a degree of understanding on the part of the naturist community for producers to desire
professional actors for their films, even if they did not share in the ideals of naturism. These actors,
as they were not naturists and therefore did not adhere to naturist ideals could therefore be filming
scenes which a naturist would not film knowing that it would not be something done by a naturist,
further skewing portrayal on film. 393 A recommended solution to this problem was a more active
role of the club in the production of the film. This would include going over the script with
producers detailing which scenes were realistic, discussion with the cast to help them better
understand naturism’s goals and ideals as well as working with club members to determine the
degree to which they themselves could participate in the film instead of hiring random extras for
background scenes. In an effort to better address these problems and distinguish between genuine
and non-genuine naturist films, the FBSC created a Certificate of Approval for naturist films which
were reviewed and determined to be factual representations of naturism and its adherents. The first
certificate to be awarded would go to another naturist film by Michael Keatering called
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Sunswept. 394 Though many felt regardless of the problems, naturist films could ultimately be
beneficial to the movement, organizations like the FBSC were still angered by decisions of censors
like the BSBA to give the films X ratings and partner them with films of a more sexual nature.
In November 1961 the FBSC wrote an open letter of protest to the BSBA regarding the
problems of film censorship and the X ratings being received by naturist films. The chairman of
the FBSC complained that films carrying the title of “nudist” films while not being reflective of
nudist values were harmful to the growth of a health movement whose membership is made up of
ordinary families. In addition, these films tainted the good nature of naturist films which actually
represented the ideals of British naturists. The chairman brings up major points of complaint
detailing the problems of these films. Their major complaints were: the use of models who were
not naturists themselves, presence of alcohol on club grounds which are not in fact permitted, striptease techniques which pay more attention to the female body and can only serve as a means of
sexual titillation, the depiction of club grounds as being like commercial camp grounds which they
are not, and finally the implication of innuendo in dialogue between characters adding to sexual
undertones in the films. The chairman makes clear that the FBSC supports the censorship of films
which detract from healthy and wholesome themes but detests the allowance of films which pose
as naturist or nudist simply to portray nude images on screen. 395 This protest by the FBSC was met
with a mixed response in the naturist community. Wallace Arter praised the protest stating it was
long overdue and that the chairman expressed many views of which he himself was privy to. His
only regret was that the complaint did not come as a joint project from the FBSC and the BSBA.396
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Gordon Spencer, long time writer of the series “Generally Speaking” in Health and Efficiency
published a scathing rebuke of the FBSC and its protest of the BSBA which he claims will have
minimal to any impact at all. He reminds the FBSC that the purpose of the BSBA is not to ensure
that the films approved are all factual or completely representative of real life and that the
occasional inaccurate nudist films really don’t matter to the censors. He also jabs at the
organization with an “I told you so!” sentiment given that the past he had written about the
problems which naturist films could pose for the organization. Spencer continues his article by
pointing out what was wrong with the six points made by the FBSC in their protest. His ultimate
argument is that their complaints are worthless. 397 In regard to the use of models in the films he
comments “oh dear oh dear! The F.B.S.C. might as reasonably complain that the delectable
Marilyn Monroe does not, unhappily typify American womanhood.” 398 He comments further that
no law requires naturist camps not serve alcohol and therefore doesn’t understand what the FBSC
thinks the BSBA will do with naturist films that depict alcohol. In addition, regarding strip-tease
scenes he felt it were natural that an undressing scene be included as that is something every nudist
does and is a natural item to include. Finally, in regard to the comments on portrayal of the camps,
Spencer asks the FBSC if it is immoral to enjoy luxury if it can be paid for? He continues be stating
“if the Federation seeks to ban luxury as untypical it might as well campaign for the closing down
of the entire film industry, and be done with it.” 399 The only items which Spencer agreed with were
the unneeded focus on female nudity and the suggestive dialogue, though ultimately Spencer does
not see anything being done about the issue. Finally, Spencer continues by pointing out that the
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stamp of approval as given by the FBSC for genuine naturist films had so much red tape to go
through, most movie producers wouldn’t even bother with it. According to the FBSC, films that
received their approval had the following conditions:
That this film will not be changed in any way so as to affect its content or meaning
after the showing….at which the FBSC committee awarded this certificate, its
wording or any other part of it shall not be reproduced in any way (posters, press
advertisements, sound broadcasting, television, etc.) other than that described (on
film leaders or trailers) without written permission being requested from the FBSC
accompanied, for information purposes only, by full details of its intended use and
such permission being granted. 400
These regulations as laid out by the FBSC meant that the film could not even advertise their stamp
of approval without written permission from the FBSC nor could it be used in any promotions of
the film. It is actions and fine print such as this which add an element of secrecy and lack of
openness with the public. Even in the 1960s when many in the British naturist community were
calling to expand on the popularity of films and take advantage of what seemed to be becoming a
society which could look positively on naturism, these self-imposed limitations existed.
Advertising that a naturist film was approved by the FBSC as one genuinely portraying the lifestyle
might seem like something which the organization would want to have advertised to the general
public, but this was not to be the case. Instead, the organization sought to write an angry letter to
the BSBA which, according to Spencer, would care little for the issues which the organization was
voicing complaints about.
The letter by the FBSC would have no impact on the BSBA and the film industry’s
portrayal of naturists on screen, leaving many British naturists waiting once again for another film
like Traveling Light to portray an accurate picture of naturism. The opportunity for another positive
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portrayal would come in 1969 with the production of a TV documentary special which would
focus an episode on naturism. This would be the first time that naturism would be presented on the
small screen, making itself more widely available to the public. Unfortunately, the documentary
was not what they had hoped for and would turn out to be somewhat lacking. The documentary
was filmed as part of a BBC2 program, “Man Alive” which depicted various areas of human life
and social groups. Problems were evident from the beginning when the BBC did not make contact
with the CCBN earlier in the year so as to create a coordinated program and allow discussion
between leaders in the movement at the episode’s producer. What actually occurred was individual
camps being contacted by the BBC asking for permission to film on their grounds. 401 Some camps
simply refused while others asked to wait for Spring and better weather. Joint editor of the
program, Desmond Wilcox described that documentary as an honest depiction of people who
passionately believe in naturism as a way of life. Secretary of the Manchester club, Roy, who took
part in filming noted how little notice was given and how rushed the process felt. Participants also
had to sign discharges before the BBC would consider including the footage they had attained
from the camp. Upon completion of the documentary, Roy actually viewed it favorably
commenting that “I feel that much good has accrued to the naturist cause through this venture…I
hope the way is now open for even better naturist publicity by way of mass media in the future.”402
Not all naturists who were interviewed regarding their opinion of the documentary agreed,
with one particular individual feeling that only those within the movement seem to be able to
produce a satisfactory depiction of naturism to attract new participants. The Daily Telegraph also
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commented on the film that there was much to be said in favor of the healthier depiction of
nakedness in the documentary, but as a psychologist interviewed for the documentary argued,
naturism would be the death of sex as all the various bodies would put a person off the idea. Other
newspapers such as The Times, Daily Express, and Daily Mirror all chimed in giving reviews of
the documentary, many commentating on how comical some of the scenes appeared and how nonsexual the whole affair was. W. M. Hill of the Southern Evening Echo commented somewhat
harshly on the naturists stating that “in the flesh as it were remind one of prancing milk bottles…an
awful lot of whiteness and bulging below the neck.” 403 Given the somewhat mixed reception by
the general public, and amongst naturists themselves, this documentary was not quite the publicity
they hoped for. While no complaints were made about inappropriate portrayals on the film, it was
one which given its somewhat poor communication in the naturist community could have been
better established to reflect the naturist lifestyle in Britain.
The naturist film and documentary scene would not make any headlines in naturist press
again until 1979 when BBC1 produced another documentary on the lifestyle called Let’s Go
Naked. This new opportunity of spreading the word concerning naturism was another chance at
organized British naturism to take advantage of a publicity opportunity, and luckily for the
organization, this documentary was much better received than the previous mishap a decade prior.
The idea for the documentary had been broached in early 1978 when British naturist Henry Berney
was contacted by BBC Television producer Adam Clapham regarding making a documentary with
a focus on naturist holidays. Adam was himself a supporter of the CCBN following a summer trip
to a naturist camp in Yugoslavia in 1977. Adam and Henry quickly got to work determining
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locations for shooting and places they should explore for the documentary. Adam’s goal was to
write a program which followed British naturists on holiday, preferably with a few who had never
been on a naturist holiday themselves. The process continued with letters being sent to various
government and tourist agencies in order to attain permissions for filming and other details. To
help include more support from the CCBN Henry arranged a meeting for Adam with Ernest
Stanley and Roy Lambert, ranking members of the organization. 404 This meeting was held on the
grounds of the North Kent club, though the weather was not appealing for naturism. Some of the
more important elements to secure for the documentary would be ensure smooth filming at resorts
like Cap D’Adge which on peak weekends saw upwards of 50,000 visitors. There was additional
concern following an incident at Cap D’Adge at which a German documentary crew had been
attacked by German vacationers who were annoyed by the crew, though the BBC was assured they
would not need police protection. In August the production team had found their non-naturist in
Kate Sturdy, a 23-year-old student teacher who was nervous but excited for the trip. Kate would
take to naturism quite naturally though she played a minimal role in the final cut of the film.
Though there were some hiccups in getting the crew ready at Cap D’Adge filming overall went
very well and Henry commented that every member of the crew took part in the naturist life style
at least once or twice while there. 405 The positive experience of making the documentary, as well
as the close work with the BBC demonstrated a significant improvement from the last documentary
a decade prior. The producer, Adam, had a personal and vested interest in the film which is clearly
felt in the final production as it is a largely positive take on naturism and naturist holidays. The
public response was more than what the CCBN could have hoped for.
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The finished film follows reporter John Pitman as he explores naturism and naturist
holidays all around the world. Among the notable locations he visits are the well-known French
resort Cap D’adge, Paul Zimmerman’s Klingberg in Germany, Koversada in Yugoslavia, and Tree
House Fun Ranch in California. The documentary explores the popularity of naturism around the
world and interviews those who practice it, providing the view points of the young and old. Henry
Berner, a naturist tour operator, commented that naturists were pouring in to places like Cap
D’adge in the thousands where previously it had been in the hundreds. Pitman comments in the
opening of the documentary that “Europe has fallen to the nudists” and that followers of the
movement have turned what was once an eccentric past time into a multi-million-pound
industry. 406 He further cites that in 1978, more than fifteen million people in Europe took naturist
holidays. The documentary as whole provided an educating glimpse into the lives of naturists
around the world often comparing other locations to Britain and how they differ. It also confirms
that British naturists were quite shy, and even though it was made up of respectable people who
were doctors, lawyers, clergymen and teachers, they did not want to reveal themselves out of fear
of media backlash. 407 Response to the documentary was largely positive with newspapers such as
the Daily Express commentating “How artificial it is to be inhibited about our bodies. Apart from
the pleasures of swimming without a bikini biting across our bodies, think of the packing you
wouldn’t have to do, and husbands would never have to hear their wives moan, “But I haven’t a
thing to wear.” 408 Others like the Daily Telegraph took a more humorous approach stating
“Possibly the best viewing homes will be those with two sets in different rooms so that the
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generations may be segregated, and laugh at different bits.” 409 President of the CCBN Gerry
Ryland was very much pleased with the program commenting on how people as a response have
begun openly discussing the topic in their workplaces. While they themselves swear they wouldn’t
try it, they expressed sympathy and understanding to those who did. He commented that many
were put off by the naked shopping in Cap D’adge, though he pointed out that if one were to watch
closely not everyone was naked. He ends his remarks on the documentary by stating that “never
before in the history of British naturism has there been such a concerted promotional effort. If
Britain does not ‘Go Naturist’ in the 80’s it will not be for want of trying.” 410 Chairman of the
CCBN, Derek Lee remarked that the film demonstrated the kind of beneficial publicity that could
be garnered when the media worked together with naturists to produce a film based on factual
information and not simply sensationalism. The only complaint he voiced was the film seemed to
suggest that naturism was an expensive form of holiday treatment which not everyone could enjoy.
This concern was mimicked by Roy Lambert, the General Secretary, but he also praised the film
for being responsible for a massive surge of interest into naturism and naked holiday trips abroad.
He expected that there would be such an influx of potential members that clubs in Britain would
struggle to keep up. Overseas manager of the CCBN Jim Christopherson and Alan McCombe R
& LO also voiced concerns over the portrayal of naturist holidays as only for the middle aged and
wealthy. Christopherson further commented that when he and his wife camped in Cap D’Adge
during the high season it only cost them two pounds per night. He also expressed his joy that the
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film was starting more conversations, citing discussions he was hearing at his local bank and some
people who seemed interested in giving it a go. 411
The excitement and publicity garnered from Let’s Go Naked made many British naturists
excited and determined to ensure people who became interested would be fully supported by the
CCBN. The wide popularity of the documentary provided the organization with a unique
opportunity at expansion that it had not seen in quite some time. Jim Christopherson, while excited
by this made it clear that the organization had to prepare for a significant rise in interest. His
concern was that naturist holidays would fill up fast, leaving some shut out due to too many
bookings or so many individuals applying to Britain’s camps that would technically exceed their
capacity. Firstly, he urged that clubs not shut their doors and fit as many new members as they
possibly can, even when the number of persons is one or two per acre. In addition, he emphasized
the importance of making the supporters of naturism who were not officially members feel
welcome. Given that naturism was becoming more and more popular, it is understandable that
memberships will fill up and not everyone will be able to become a member, and these individuals
are just as entitled to visit the naturist camps as any other. Thirdly, he urges that naturists in Britain
support naturist holiday firms as they are a base for expansion. Finally, if naturist holiday packages
cannot be afforded, he expressed that individual trips should be taken with larger and larger groups
to demonstrate to the governments of various countries that there are people interested in more
naturist venues. By doing so, Jim argues, more and more countries would be willing to expand
naturist opportunities, including to the beaches. 412
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Entering into the 1980s British naturism saw tremendous growth in its clubs and the
increase in naturist holiday makers. In addition to more naturists, more homes were being upgraded
with home video recorders/players. This was an opportunity which naturists had not been taking
advantage of so as to bring video footage of naturist camps into the home. There have been some
opportunists who have sought to take advantage of this by creating small videos at the camps, the
quality of which have been so poor they were comparable to films made in the 1920s. The outcome
of which pictured naturism in a poor and unprofessional light. 413 Due to the higher quality of
broadcast television sets, CCBN set out to make a film which would be made by a professional
company and meet the higher technical standards of the age. The organization began reaching out
and seeking a film company which would do justice to the story and ensure to avoid and possibility
of being misrepresented as soft-core porn. The CCBN also retained the right to cut any features
from the film as they saw fit. An agreement was reached with Heritage Video of Macclesfield
which undertook the creative and technical aspects of the film. It was determined that while the
film was to be informational, it would not be a documentary and would have a plot and characters.
The story would follow a female lead with a male supporting actor. 414 With this in mind, there
were certain elements which the creative team wanted to ensure were included, and some to avoid.
Among those being avoided were cliché scenes of bouncing beach balls and volley ball as the only
activity which naturists partake in. In addition, the creators wanted to have a sense of humor
through the lens of misguided attitudes towards naturism and the embarrassment of the average
guy in the street. The creators hoped that by creating an entertaining feature they could help the
audience relax around the nudity present in the film. Finally, the crew wanted the film to be
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informative but also avoiding a preachy tone and too much naturist philosophy. 415 All other
participants in the film were to be local naturists who agreed to appear in the locations at which it
would be shot. While the goal was to depict naturism in Britain, the film would feature the main
character experiencing naturist holidays as well. A request was sent out to naturists in Britain for
any 8 mm or 16 mm film which they could send in as supplementary footage to be used were
appropriate in the plot. The goal was for the film to be released at the end of 1984 in time for the
Christmas season. The film would be made available to the general public for home use. 416 Once
again it was apparent that this film was being produced in close association with the CCBN and
would largely consist of real naturists, something which had been a major complaint in previous
naturist films.
The result was a film entitled Educating Julie which cast Gail Ward in the titular role of
Julie Potter (Appendix O). Julie is a young student who for her class final paper has been assigned
the topic of nudity in the 1980s. Julie, who is aghast at the idea at first enlists the help of her
boyfriend Steve in conducting research. Steve is interested in the ideas of sex, pornography, and
strip clubs whilst Julie stumbles across a naturist magazine. Julie soon becomes interested in
researching naturism and visits a local naturist club to start conducting research. Her boyfriend
refuses to undress and seeks to use a fake name, but Julie takes quite naturally to naturism and
strips down without a problem. The film continues with Julie becoming more and more interested
in naturism while growing apart from her boyfriend who doesn’t understand it and cannot look at
nudity except through the lens of sexuality. As part of her research Julie travels to Cap D’Adge
and makes many naturist friends in her travels. When she returns, she has become a converted
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naturist and continues to visit clubs, much to the annoyance of her boyfriend. Following a brief
falling out, he is eventually won over to her side and strips down alongside her. The two of them
decide to expand her research and include nudity in America as well and take a trip to a nudist
camp in Florida, a nudist camp with far nicer amenities than anything shown in Britain. The film
ends with an enlightened Julie showcasing her research to her classmates not as a paper, but rather
as a video of her experiences with nudity in the eighties. 417 This film would be a landmark in
British naturism as the first film on the subject to be made available at home for viewers. The film
was received positively by naturist viewers citing that the events depicted were plausible and
largely well reflective of naturist ideals. The only complaint was it could have used a dash of
documentary. The ultimate consensus regarding the film was that “every home should have one,
and on a cold winter’s night bask in the blue of the sea, and wallow in the warmth of the summer
sun.” 418
With the positive and increased interest in British naturism following the success of Let’s
Go Naked and the subsequent response of Educating Julie British naturism was making
improvements in making itself better known to the world and showed signs of success in its
endeavors. While these improvements were certainly worth marking, there was one final aspect of
British naturism which continued to stunt the organizations growth, and which would not be
resolved until the late 1970s. This was the issue of expanding from the reclusive walls of the
naturist camps and sun clubs to the coasts and beaches of Britain. All activities which were made
available to naturists for much of the organization’s history would be limited to the confines of
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these secluded sun clubs which were considered an essential part of organized British naturism.
Questions began being raised in the 1950s whether they were really necessary and if members of
sun clubs got something more out of them than someone who lays out naked in the sun on a
deserted beach. The answer was not easily answered and came down to whether the member helps
contribute to the growth of the camp. If they do nothing to make it better than it was when they
arrived, then they really attain no additional benefits. That being said if a family actively bathes
naked on deserted beaches and holds to naturist ideals and beliefs then it is still a victory for
naturism as this means that even though they are not in a club, they are of a like mind to other
naturists and therefore help spread naturist ideals in their families. 419 It was during the 1950s, a
particularly tumultuous time in organized British naturism that talk of expanding to beaches for
naked bathing and tanning began occurring in earnest leading to many heated discussions and
conflicts on the place of the beach in organized naturism.
The Battle for the Beaches
Naked bathing by the sea has been a part of British culture since the nineteenth century.
Referring back to the beginning of this thesis, bathing suits were not common until 1837 when
Parliament made them required by law. This was not accepted by all as was seen in the journal
entries of Reverend Francis Kilvert. Naked bathing was reduced to the actions of individuals who
found secluded patches of sand where they could strip off if confident in their seclusion. Under
British law there were four provisions under which a person could be prosecuted for nudity on the
beaches. Of these four only one would come into effect to combat nudity on beaches directly, these
being local bylaws. In 1809 a Mr. Crunden was caught bathing naked on a beach and when tried
419
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in court he was charged with committing an act which outraged public decency. Violation of public
decency was a law in effect in Britain up through the early 1980s and anyone who stripped off in
public could be charged under this particular offense. When such behavior is brought to court, the
question is asked as to whether it was indecent. Indecent here being defined as “behavior
‘offending against recognized standards of propriety.” 420 The next law in place dated back to 1824
which stated that any person who “willfully, openly, lewdly and obscenely exposing his person
with intent to insult any female shall be deemed a rogue and a vagabond.” 421 With this law in
mind, it stands to reason a man could sunbathe naked on a beach facing down, it would be getting
back up that is the problem. The third law in place which can be applied to laws on the beach was
created in 1847 but was only firmly enforced throughout England in 1974. This law stated that
“willfully and indecently exposing one’s person in the street or any place of public resort or
recreation ground belonging to a local authority, or any unfenced ground adjoining or abutting
upon any street to the obstruction, annoyance or danger of residents or passengers.” 422 This law
suggested it was safe to sunbathe on private land or as long as one was behind a fence of some
kind. The fourth and final law in place regarding public nudity are the local by laws. These were
most difficult for naturists to navigate as they were different from area to area. In order to ensure
no local bylaws were broken, naturists were recommended to call the local Town Hall for a copy
of bylaws to determine what they could and could not do. 423 The caution here being that even if
nothing is explicitly mention an action, this does not make a traditionally illegal action suddenly
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legal. These multitudes of laws would make it difficult for naturists to practice nude bathing on
beaches and stand as major barriers to organized naturism winning legalized nude beaches.
In the early 1950s amongst the beginnings of dissention and schism in the BSBA, talk
began to circulate surrounding the possibility of expanding to beaches for nude sunbathing. A Mr.
Eperon writing for The Daily Herald commented that
they are a peace loving people these naturists, and they do not want to upset anyone
or to draw peeping crowds…what is the object of nudism? To promote bodily
health by exposing the human body to the air and sun. And to promote a saner
attitude towards sex…But why do nudists want to come out in the open and
sunbathe on the beaches? Because they want the public to accept nudism as a
normal and healthy thing – not as something that should be done secretly behind
screens in special camps. 424
This relatively favorable attitude towards nude bathing on the beaches in public was not a
sentiment shared by many naturists themselves. Wallace Arter urged caution to ensure that no
sensationalism could emerge as a result of nude bathing on beaches. Kath Burgesses of Woodlands
Sun Club was horrified by the idea and feared that it could have serious and devastating
repercussions for the movement as a whole. Others in the naturist community viewed these beach
naturists as fanatics that would put off decent people from joining sun clubs. 425 These negative
ideas regarding British naturists expanding to the beaches comes contrary to the aims and
objectives of the BSBA, which for many years professed that expanding to nude beaches was a
goal, though in those years little to no action was taken in this regard. In fact, the legal possibilities
were not explored until fall and winter of 1952. 426 The most restrictive measure being discussed
were the local by-laws in place which could restrict the practice of nude sunbathing. Most reports
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from local newspapers in areas like Brighton seemed friendly towards the idea of naked sunbathers
in small areas of their beaches. Despite this friendly and seemingly tolerant response, many within
the movement like the individuals mentioned above were warry of nude beaches and were in many
was opposed to them. The Kent County Sunbathing Association had begun making steps towards
investigating local laws and determining areas where naturists could sunbathe, and it was
recommended by some that other areas follow suit. Countries like Germany and France already
had beaches for nude sunbathing, and it was only a matter of time before these opportunities
become available in England. 427
By the fall of 1954, more and more people desired finding suitable places for nude bathing
in Britain, especially following holidays to such locations as Ile du Levant and Montalivet in
France or German beaches around Sylt. Once again, interested naturists were urged to continue
forward with extreme caution as any legal trouble could make it much harder for further expansion
to beaches for nude recreation. Writer Ernest Stanley compares the situation of Britain to that of
Germany by pointing out that beach resorts were created there because there was a wide and
popular demand for them. At the time in Britain, there was not such large scale demand for nude
beaches, and Stanley was of the opinion that it would only happen in Britain when there was a
demand for it. 428 That being said, organizations such as the Kent County Sunbathing Association
had made huge strides in their attempts to attain nude bathing beaches in their local area. Through
their work, over half a dozen small stretches of beach with no local by-laws specifically calling
for bathing suits were acquired for naturist youth. These were not legally recognized official nude
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beaches and were still accessible to the public, meaning naturists who did use the beaches had to
be prepared to cover up should any other visitors come by, lest any trouble should result. The
creation of the FBSC also gave new hope in establishing naturist beaches with newly created
Regional Associations which could double efforts and reach similar success as Kent County. 429
The discussions surrounding the availability of nude beaches in Britain came to be referred
to as the “Battle of the Beaches” and were reaching wide popularity, including in foreign countries.
This raised concern for some naturists as European countries now believed that there were nude
beaches available in England. Strix of “The Passing Scene” commented that yes, it is ridiculous
that naturists could not bathe naked on the beaches, that was just the way things were and British
naturists had to simply accept this fact. He ends his argument by quoting a friend on the individuals
fighting for nude beaches who held the opinion that “if these fanatics wish to become martyrs, I
wish they’d do it in some other place.” 430 This mindset held by Strix and others who opposed
expansion to British beaches demonstrated once again the inability and lack of desire for British
naturists to expand further out and take risks. The movement had progressed slowly and steadily
throughout its entire history without taking too many brash or risky steps to further expand
themselves into the public sphere. That being said, it cannot be generalized that everyone agreed
with the opinions of those like Strix. The following spring issue of Sun Bathing Review featured a
direct response to Strix and his opinion of nude beaches. T. Ivan Pyle responded by criticizing
Strix and his seemingly negative view on beaches, his ideas carrying the notion that it would be a
waste of time. Pyle argues that action must be taken so as to encourage the development of naturist
beaches even if it would not occur in their lifetime, but maybe their children and future generations
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of naturists would benefit from their activism. The beach is a natural place to practice naturism
and naturists simply wish to be accepted by those who wear clothes, referred to as textiles, to
practice in appropriate places. 431 In regard to the comments on martyrdom, he argues that he has
never made secret his status as a naturist and has never faced any harsh criticism. He argues that
if more people were open in their discussions of naturism and gently invite friends and colleagues
to join them, then people will be more accustomed to the idea. Once they are accustomed to the
idea, then naturism would cease to be an audacious and become more widely accepted and it will
be easier to establish naturist beaches. 432
The use of secluded beaches for naked sunbathing would continue through the 1950s and
into the 1960’s. The ability for these beaches to exist, even when local authorities knew of their
existence gave many naturists hope for the future. Some beaches were cited to have hundreds of
visitors, some of whom were international naturists. These beaches were arduous to get to, and it
came to no surprise as to why they were not widely used by the public. Any time clothed beach
goers stumbled across them, many seemed to join in or simply move off without causing any
problems. This silent revolution that had been occurring on the beaches lead some to believe that
definitive change would occur in the new decade. 433 News of more naturist beaches spreading
began giving hope to some of the slightly older members that a move towards official beaches
could be possible. When articles were written regarding these beaches however, no locations were
ever mentioned as a means of ensuring no possible problems could emerge. Naturists did not want
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their beaches to be invaded by those who could cause harm. The only downside to this being that
many naturists in Britain could not enjoy or partake in these secret and secluded spaces as they
have no means of learning their location. 434
Naturists entered the summer of 1960 with high hopes for the creation of an official nude
beach on the shores of England, hopes that would prove to be dashed by the end of the summer.
In order to gauge possible interest in the creation of nude beaches in England, Philip Conway was
sent out by Health and Efficiency with a survey to various resorts along the coasts. Conway’s
results were not indicative of any nude beaches being created that year. Resorts such as the
Weston-super-Mare in Somerset cited that their small stretch of beach was filled by holiday users
leaving no room for a naturist section, they also commented that they were a family resort,
suggesting that nude bathing would not fit into these ideals. The region of North Wales and Ryle
responded to Conway with the sentiment that no action would be taken in this regard. Scarborough
argued that their beaches would not be able to provide satisfactory screening for the naturists and
therefore would not consider the idea. He did come away with some hopeful leanings from
Blackpool which asserted that there was no interest in a naturist beach in the area and therefore
they had no plans to establish one. The possibility here being that if interest was voiced then
perhaps something would be created. Conway’s findings unfortunately did not bode well for
British naturists; his final conclusions being that naturists would have to continue going to secret
beaches for the time being. 435 Despite the negative findings of Conway’s survey, there was still a
push for the possibilities of naturist beaches and holiday centers to be developed. The argument
being made that they would attract hundreds of holiday makers both from England as well as from
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abroad. Naturist holiday centers like Montalivet stood as examples of the possibilities which could
be opened to the public if resorts would be willing to sell land or allocate land for this purpose. 436
It would also help naturist clubs in Britain as many are unable to serve holiday makers due to being
filled to capacity with members, hence deterring possible new naturists. Ernest Stanley hoped that
someone would be willing to offer land for these purposes, but the chances were not likely given
the results of Conway’s findings. In the meantime Stanley re-asserts that naturists should use
caution and pay close attention to the by-laws of the regions in which they chose to sunbathe naked.
He advised moving at least two hundred yards away from the nearest person before stripping down,
but to be prepared should anyone come by. If nude beaches were to be created, naturists needed to
gain popular respect and therefore respect the opinions of others who may not agree with naked
sun bathing. 437
Unfortunately for British naturists, these warnings were not adhered to by all and by then
end of the summer in 1960 two run-ins with police had occurred at Norfolk beaches and beaches
in Kent. The Norfolk situation arose concerning a nude sunbather in violation of a local by-law
which stated that “no person shall within 200 yards of any street or public place or boat, yacht or
vessel having persons on board unless effectually screened from view, bathe from the bank or
strand or of any water or from any boat thereon, without wearing a dress or covering sufficient to
prevent indecent exposure of the person.” While naturists did not agree with the idea that the naked
body was indecent exposure, these were the laws in place and naturist sun bathers needed to be
more careful. Luckily for the bathers in Norfolk the police were only considering pressing charges
and no further legal action was taken. Naturists were reminded to pay close attention to the by436
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laws in place so as to ensure problems like this would not happen again. 438 The situation which
had emerged in Kent was investigated by the Kent County Sunbathers Association and it was
determined that no by-laws had been violated. Rather the police had received an anonymous tip
which they responded to so as to ensure there would be no public nuisance. The police in the region
had expressed in the past that they had no trouble with nude bathers in the area as long as no crimes
were committed. Further investigation by the Kent County Sunbathers Association found other
problems which were being caused by naturist bathers not because of their nakedness, but rather
their conduct. There were reports of naturists driving through private property to avoid tolls and
lighting camp fires which caused a risk of grass fires. This conduct was regrettable and only
increased the negative opinion of naturists in the local community and such conduct was a much
greater threat towards their ability to establish a naturist beach. It was actions such as these that
also threatened the established understanding which the Kent County Sunbathers Association had
managed to garner in the region allowing for nude bathing to occur on secluded beaches. 439
Problems would continue for naked beach goers into the following year as more naturists found
themselves in local papers for the wrong reasons. Robin Black comments on two incidents which
occurred on beaches in Britain. The first being that two non-naturists were walking along the public
beach and were approached by two male sunbathers who warned them that they could not go any
further given that it was a naturist beach. These individuals were understandably insulted having
been approached in such an aggressive manner. The naturists were likely to get off with a warning,
but news stories such as this one did not help further the cause of attaining public support for nude
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beaches. 440 In another beach instance, a small group of nude bathers had been discovered by some
onlookers and instead of covering off, the nude bathers continued walking about in full view. The
result of which was a formal complaint being made and a local law enforcement which traditionally
would look the other way was forced to take action. Black was understanding in the sense that
many naturists were frustrated by how long it was taking for an official beach to be created in
England. He cited however, that actions such as these were in fact hindering the progress towards
this goal and should not be encouraged. 441 By 1966 there were still no official naturist beaches in
England. The still young CCBN organization worked with sun clubs to assist members of the clubs
with holiday packages to well-known coastal resorts at which they could enjoy naked sun bathing
on the beaches. The CCBN also expressed the sentiment that they hoped that beach resorts would
see the financial success these continental resorts had and would follow suit. In the meantime, the
CCBN praised the work of the Kent County for their work with local authorities in establishing an
understanding regarding naked bathing on some beaches. In addition, the local authorities near the
deserted beaches of Hebrides attested that sunbathers could go nude there as long as no offenses
were given to non-naturists. The CCBN continued the mantra of caution when on public beaches
and reminded visitors to remain 200 yards from the nearest individual, cover up if they come near,
and if they settle nearby be prepared to give up any hopes of naked sunbathing that day. Regardless
of the challenges which lay ahead, the CCBN was confident in its ability to win public support for
nude beaches in the next few years. 442 While this sentiment was hopeful, it would be over a decade
until British naturists were finally successful in attaining a legally recognized nude beach.
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Discussion for the creation of a nude beach began with the Hastings Borough Council in
1978 in close communication with the CCBN. 443 In August 1979, Brighton was officially voted to
become Britain’s first clothing optional beach following a vigorous campaign by local councilor
Eileen Jakes, who was herself a naturist. The debates regarding whether or not to allow the beach
raged on for months and months between Eileen and her main opposition Blackman. Blackman in
his opposition to the beach cited that “I personally have got no objection to people showing their
breasts and bosoms and general genitalia to one another. Jolly good luck to them, but for heaven’s
sake they should go somewhere more private.” Blackman was concerned that the nudists would
want to further spread from the beach to the local public parks which he viewed as a dangerous
prospect. 444 Eileen’s methods in spreading the news for the benefits of the beach were in some
ways controversial as she passed around nude pictures of herself on holiday to her fellow council
members. It was agreed to set aside a 200-yard stretch of beach for the sole use of nude bathers.
Jakes upheld the belief that the presence of the beach could increase tourism in the town which
would bring in more money and help build it up. Following a visit to the site and determining the
kind of barrier to put up so as to make the area more private, the council officially voted on the
creation of the beach. Brighton’s Deputy Mayor Alfred Feld commented that it was a bold move,
but one which reflects their moving with the times. 445 Brighton was considered by local residents
to be a more liberal town keeping pace with the times, and because of this sentiment it made sense
that the first nude beach should be there. 446 The beach would be officially opened on April 1, 1980,
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months later making national headlines along the way. The day was cold with biting winds, but
supporters still showed up swimming in the nude. One participant, Arthur Albrow a 61-year-old
grandfather who had never been swimming naked before commented that there was no difference.
Eileen Jakes chose not to make the plunge due to the cold weather, but still celebrated with a glass
of champagne. Blackman made an appearance as well, though he came to protest the opening of
the beach rather than support it. 447 The sign put up at the beach read “Official Naturist Beach:
Beyond this notice clothing need not be worn for bathing, sunbathing, or other recreation.” 448
This first nudist beach certainly wasn’t perfect, and it had its faults both for nudists and the
local community. For nudists, given that the beach was made up of pebbles, it wasn’t the most
comfortable place to be lounging in the nude and made long stays unlikely. For the locals, a
problem which emerged was the location of the beach as it wasn’t far from various tourist
attractions such as the Brighton Pier and the Marina. In addition, on the cliffs above the beach was
a well-off suburb known as Kemp Town who were against the beach in its early existence. They
complained it was too near a children’s playground about 300 yards away. Women from the local
church also came with protest signs calling to ban the beach, but over time, people got used to the
beach. Tourists also became a problem for naturists as their beach was along the tourist road for
the town’s attractions. David Johnson, a local to Brighton recalled a group of Japanese tourists
getting out of their cars, taking pictures of the naturists then returning to their vehicles and
continuing on. The response to which was to build a mound of pebbles to protect the nude bathers
and tourist bystanders who may not agree with the beach. 449 The beach came under threat in 1984
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when local press coverage ran headlines calling the beach “A Pervert’s Playground” causing many
nudists to fight back against the bad press and keep the beach open. Two supporters of the beach
Donald Bruce and Georgina Hierons went around collecting signatures in support of the beach
from visitors, collecting nearly 1500 signatures. Mike Herring reported on the issue for Health and
Efficiency calling for Brighton to keep in mind that it was 1984 and Brighton needed to keep with
the times (Appendix P). He also commented that when visiting the beach, the behavior of those
there was anything by perverted and constituted of a range of groups and ages enjoying the sun.
The threat did not last long and ultimately was unsuccessful as Brighton remains a nudist beach
today. 450
With the success of Brighton beach, more nude beaches in Britain began to appear into the
1980’s. Charlotte Peters and Phil Vallack were two naturists who worked tirelessly to spread nude
beaches throughout Britain. When Charlotte was PRO at CCBN her office was approached by a
number of local authorities and private beach owners interested in allowing nude bathing to occur
on their premises including Felixsworth and Walton. Vallack’s approach to spreading the ideas of
nude beaches were not completely favored by all naturists and was not considered to be supported
by the CCBN. Vallack published a book entitled Free Sun in which he lists possible places to go
nude bathing both in Britain and while on holiday. The book was beneficial in the sense that it
helped concentrate naturists in specific locations thereby establishing naturism as a local custom
in the area. 451 The nude beach fever continued to spread and in 1985 another nude beach was added
at Holkham. The beach had been used for many years unofficially by naturists but following an
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unfortunate incident in which a naked man jumped in front of female visitors demanding sexual
favors, nude bathing was banned in the area. Cliff Lewis of CCBN approached the owner of the
land, Viscount Coke and the Nature Conservancy Council in an effort to redeem naturists in their
eyes and demonstrate that the unfortunate actions were not characteristic of naturists. Following a
series of meetings between the groups, the naturists were granted a stretch of beach for their use. 452
Though nude beaches had been a point of contention both within the ranks of naturists and in the
public, they would become a staple of Britain’s beaches with Brighton’s nude beach becoming one
of its more famous beaches. As an organization, CCBN had succeeded where the FBSC and BSBA
had failed in expanding naturism from the secluded walls of the clubs, to the shores of Britain.
Despite contentions in the years following their creation, it was clear that nude beaches were here
to stay.
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CONCLUSION: BRITISH NATURISM IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Over the course of its history, organized British naturism struggled to make any significant
gains towards acceptance in British society largely due to internal conflicts within the organization
itself, as well as an inability to act on opportunities when they presented themselves. A foundation
built in intense secrecy and fear over the judgmental eye of society and figures like Mrs. Grundy,
hindered the movement from taking any risks, simply allowing itself to grow and develop along a
slow and determined path. Organized naturism’s presence in the public eye was not particularly
significant until the 1970s and 1980s with the increase of films and documentaries geared towards
enticing new participants as well as the push for nudist beaches. Among some of the more
significant developments in the 1990s included the creation of the organization’s website in 1996
to reach a wider audience online, though the older members found this to be a difficult change.
This website continues to be a major selling point today, offering opportunities for members to
chat in forums as well as provide useful resources to naturists in general. Perhaps some of the most
useful being downloadable legal guides which educate naturists on the laws surrounding public
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nakedness to ensure no negative encounters occur as in the past. In 1998 a new youth organization
was formed known as the British Naturist Youth Network which sought to reach out to young
naturists ages 15 – 25. The youth group was changed in 2002 to the Young British Naturists
(YBN) and it has expanded its membership age from 18 – 30. 453 British naturism has continued
into the twenty first century growing to a point far greater than its pioneers could have imagined.
These growing changes are reflective of a time in which a greater emphasis is placed on body
positivity, and the spread of free the nipple movements in the late 2000s. Britain saw continued
expansion of its nude beaches with the addition of Dyffryn in 2000, making it the first nude beach
in Wales. 454 Britain’s beaches continue being converted to being accepting of nude bathers to this
day with articles appearing in popular news outlets such as The Telegraph advertising the best
nude beaches which Britain has to offer, Brighton included despite the pesky pebbles. 455
Within the workings of the organization itself, the early 2000s saw for the first time, the
ability of members to vote on policy either in person at AGMs or in proxy. This was a process
which took thirty-six years and allows for members to take a greater role in the functions and
policies of the organization. This increased role within the movement reflects some of the problems
which had caused the schism in the 1950s with the BSBA failing to keep members and clubs well
informed concerning policies being supported going forward. In the modern organization,
members can make their voices heard more directly on issues which impact them all. The CCBN
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also expanded the presence of British naturism into the legal scene, campaigning more than ever
to win legal favors for naturism. Following the release of a government report in 2000 entitled
Report and Recommendations of a Review of Sex Offences, representatives of CCBN worked to
ensure that naturism was seen as a legitimate activity, going so far as to be invited to present at a
Commons Select Sub-Committee. They were successful in this endeavor, but other battles such as
the Anti-social Behavior Bill and further conflicts at Holkham are continues challenges for British
naturism fighting for acceptance in larger society. 456 It is clear, however, through these actions the
organized British naturism in the twenty first century was not afraid to take a stand, demonstrating
significant growth from its past. In an effort to expand events and entice a larger public
participation in British Naturism, an annual event began being hosted in 2006 at the York Maize
Maze and Alton Towers water park, the latter being the source of numerous accounts of first-time
experiences and featured on the cover of several British Naturism magazines including the Spring
2018 issue. 457 These events have come to be among the organizations highest grossing and with
large numbers getting involved, demonstrating an initiative to bring more people in than had ever
been seen in the organizations long prior history. In 2009, the official decision was made to change
the official name of the organization from the Central Council of British Naturism, to a simpler
and reduced British Naturism (BN). 458 Perhaps one of the largest celebrations in the organization’s
history was in 2014 when BN celebrated its 50th anniversary, counting from when the CCBN was
created in 1964. Where the organization continues to struggle to this day is on the question of
balancing membership in clubs and the problem of the single male. In the summer of 2009, an
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article entitled “Singles are Singled Out – Fact or Fiction” which contained much of the same
arguments and language that could be found in articles on the topic from the 1950s. It cited that
single men were useful to care and maintenance around the clubs, but that they were a risk to take
on as there may ulterior motives. The article also included discussion on the problem of single men
with unwilling girlfriends who needed help finding ways to entice them to join. 459 These concerns,
and others voiced by the author were the same as decades prior in the organization’s history and
are reflective that little has changed when trying to solve the problem of the single male.
In addition to the problem of the single male, BN continues to seek ways in which to entice
more women to join the movement, as well as better reach out to the youth of Britain. The website
for BN as it stands today, contains a webpage dedicated entirely to women in naturism providing
them with links to testimonies, articles, and websites which may assist in their decision to bare it
all at a club or other BN event. 460 In addition to this special attention on the organization’s website,
BN hosted a special women’s day event in the 2018 season. This event was a place for women to
explore body image and hear from the experiences of a life model as well as author of the
photography book Naked Britain. It was cited as a major success with one third of the attendees
never having tried naturism before. 461 In addition to making progress trying to make women feel
comfortable in their bodies, BN works tirelessly to provide opportunities for youth that they would
find exciting to try. In 2004, a documentary was aired entitled Diary of a Teenage Nudist which
centered on naturist youth and why youth were becoming interested in naturism. The main narrator
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of the production was eighteen-year-old Bianca, who had been raised on a naturist club site and in
recent years largely due to body issues had not taken part in naked living as much as she had in
the past. Bianca decided to set out and explore why young people liked naturism, exploring the
stories of people who had never been naturists before, as well as members of YBN. Her travels in
the film even took her to America where she experienced how naturism was different across the
sea, finding pieces which she enjoyed and found uncomfortable. She ultimately ends her journey
realizing that naturism wasn’t all roses and that even though she still wouldn’t participate all the
time, was not turned off by it. Bryony and her boyfriend Neil were two young British naturists
featured a few times in the film. They comment that their experience making the film was a
relatively positive if at times awkward experience. When the documentary was aired in December
of 2004, Neil was somewhat disappointed in the end result, while the documentary did largely
paint naturism in a positive light, it included some seedy sides which he did not appreciate. Overall,
he cited the film as one which should prove to be beneficial for bringing in more young naturists.462
An examination of youth and naturism would come to the small screens again in January 2012
with the documentary My Daughter the Teenage Nudist. This documentary focuses on what they
refer to as the “Facebook generation” and follows the stories of a few young adults as they explore
public nudity. The young adults in the film all enjoy spending time naked doing various activities
whether it be baking, or participating in the London Naked Bike Ride, something which eighteenyear-old Mollie viewed as a kind of protest against society. This was a point of concern for the
representatives of British Naturism in the film, as they expressed the need for young people to
come and replace them, but the youth pictured here wanted nothing to do with the clubs.
Meanwhile, Daryl, the youth leader for YBN spends the duration of the film seeking out new
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members for British Naturism, a goal in which he is only partially successful. While the
documentary did not necessarily hint at big improvements for BN, it did demonstrate that more
and more young adults are coming around to the idea that being naked is okay, they just don’t all
want to officially become naturists. Other young adults, such as Alex age 25, have begun getting
naked as a way of protesting against body image in the media, and uses public nude events as a
venue to preach body and self-acceptance. By the end of the documentary, Daryl had managed to
attain twenty-two new YBN members, a feat he was exceptionally proud of. 463 Though not all of
the young adults in the documentary were interested in naturism, it was clear that more youth are
open to the possibility of going naked.
The YBN movement as of 2018 cited an increase of 57.4% in membership, especially after
raising the bar of YBN cut off age to 35. The only problem which new leadership saw was that
most YBN members were ages 27 – 30 and the group needs to find ways to attract the 18 to 24
age range crowd. With this goal in mind a YBN leadership committee has been formed to find new
ways to appeal to this younger crowd. 464 The 2018 season proved to be one of the most successful
for British Naturism, both as a whole and in YBN. The organization cited the largest rise in
membership in fifteen years, with numbers in 2017 around 8,300 members which by the end of
2018 had jumped to 8,900. Andrew Welch, BN’s commercial manager believed that this jump in
membership was due in large part of the big group events which BN plans every year. Indeed,
within recent years the organization has moved away from closed door events to more public
outings to locations such as theaters and restaurants. 465 BN continues looking ahead into 2019 with
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the hopes to see more exceptional growth as was seen in 2018. Naturism as a movement is a unique
response to society’s questions surrounding what is deemed moral and appropriate. The naked
human body has been a point of contention throughout history. How much can and should be
visible to the public eye has led to much controversy and conflict. Naturism is a unique response
to this question and offers social response that seeks to make the human body normal, a trend
which has become much more prevalent in recent years.
Naturism and its history plays an important role in the perception of the human body
throughout history, and has impacted this changing image into today’s modern age. The earliest
forms of the movement viewed nudism as a philosophy which would lead humans into a bright
civilization in which there was peace and understanding between mankind without a stitch of
clothing to be seen. In addition man would move more away from its overindustrialized state back
to nature. Early philosophies would defend their ideals on the basis that nudism could improve the
health of the nation through exercise and eugenics, controlling the population by matching the
most physically fit and healthy to produce healthy children. Organized naturism during these early
years would be considered dangerously close to socialism, and in many cases quite wacky and
laughable. The modern ideas surrounding British Naturism as a leisurely activity rather than a
philosophy based on human improvement demonstrates how the movement and organization has
adapted and changed over time. Its beginnings in the 1930s were a reflection on the dominating
ideals towards health and building up a nation during the inter-war years. Following the horrors of
World War II, the population sought to find an outlet to relieve tension which had been built during
the war and relax. As a result, naturism was there as a way for people to relax in nature and drop
away their woes and strife along with their clothes. Unfortunately for the organized clubs of
Naturism this was not to be the case and internal disputes would tear it apart, leaving organized
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naturism unable to act on the possibilities of post war Britain and therefore not expand to a wider
population as it had once hoped it would. With Britain’s sexual revolution in the 1950s and 60s
British Naturism managed to come back together to form the CCBN, but now had to struggle with
mediums such as film which more closely aligned them with sex thereby damaging their
reputation. Film however was a double-edged sword and it also provided many outlets for them to
advertise the naturist lifestyle, though not always successfully. Organized naturism also made
significant gains in expanding to Britain’s beaches in a legal manner, returning in some small way
to the nude bathing characteristic of the late 1800s. It has only however been in recent years that
British Naturism has been able to expand into the public eye and promote itself in a way which
appeals to the public. Though Britain has not become the naked utopia some early pioneers
believed it would become, the organization of British Naturism has finally begun to leave behind
its secretive heritage, finding more success with public events and stepping out into the public eye;
naked of course.
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APPENDIX A

Bathing Machines at Britain’s Bognor West Beach
MessyNessy, “Victorian Prudes and their Bizarre Beachside Bathing Machines,” Cabinet and
Chic Curiosities, Accessed January, 5, 2019, https://www.messynessychic.com/2014/04/15/victorianprudes-beachside-bathing-machines/.
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APPENDIX B

Women’s Bathing Costume 1850 – image in the Summer 1985 issue of British Naturism No. 83
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APPENDIX C

Hans Surén as pictured in the opening pages of Man and Sunlight
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APPENDIX D

“Be a Superman” Advert which reflected which demonstrated the ideals of male masculinity.
Adverts like these would be commonly found in the pages of Naturist magazines like Health and
Efficiency through the 1960’s.
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APPENDIX E

Advertisement for Vita Glass appearing in the May 22 issue of The Times
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APPENDIX F

Advertisement for a lamp as appeared in the Winter 1936 issue of the Sun Bathing Review

Sunlamps would continue to be advertised into the 1950s (Sun Bathing Review Summer 1951)
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APPENDIX G

Early advertisement for Spielplatz in the Autumn 1938 issue of Sun Bathing Review

Spielplatz advertisement in the Summer 1951 issue of Sun Bathing Review
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APPENDIX H

Advertisement for Nudism from Six Points of View in the Spring 1935 issue of Sun Bathing
Review
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APPENDIX I

The Macaskie family (Dorothy, Cosette, Charles, and Iseult) pictured at Spielplatz’s 21st birthday
party in 1949 (British Naturism Spring 1981, no. 67)
APPENDIX J

Advertisement for the FBSC in the November 1954 edition of Health and Efficiency
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APPENDIX K

Two images featured with Roy Gill’s article “Why Not “Le Minimum”” – the image on the left
demonstrates the retouching of naturist photographs. This retouching was deemed to make the
image look unnatural and was disliked by many naturists. The image on the left featuring a
French naturist on the Ile du Levant wearing ‘le minimum’. Despite the unnatural look of
retouching photographs, very few images appeared in the years ahead with ‘le minimum’
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Advertisement for ‘Le Minimum’ found in the August 1954 issue of Health and Efficiency.
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APPENDIX L

H&E Cover March 1943

H&E August 1961

H&E Cover May 1951

H&E Cover September 1979

H&E Cover May 1960

H&E September 1979 pg. 36

Health and Efficiency’s content and images changed over time to include images that were more sexual and
titillating in nature than previous covers or images. It was for pictures like the ones in the September 1979 issue
that naturists felt their ideals were betrayed by the magazine, depicting images which did not evoke the ideals of
the movement.
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APPENDIX M

Advertisement for the American film Garden of Eden as featured in the February 1957 issue of
Health and Efficiency
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APPENDIX N

Elizabeth, star of Traveling Light featured in H&E February 1960

Ingrid and Helga, the Naturists who Keatering met at Woburn
featured in H&E February 1960

Image of Yannick in the underwater sequence of Traveling
Light featured in H&E February 1960
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APPENDIX O

Advertisement for Educating Julie featured in British Naturism (Winter 1984). By casting a young actress, BN
demonstrates its attempts to use the film to appeal to a younger audience use the film as a way of enticing youth to
join the movement.

Actress Gail Ward and Director David Ball. Photograph by Don
Grahame, featured in the Spring 1985 issue of British Naturism
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APPENDIX P

Images of Petitioners at the Brighton Nudist Beach in 1985, as featured in the January 1985 issue of H&E
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